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ABSTRACT
Performability and Translation
A Case Study of the Production and Reception of
Ying Ruocheng’s Translations
by
YANG Yichen
Doctor of Philosophy

The active scholarly contribution made by practitioners of theatre translation in
the past decades has turned the research area into what is now considered a
burgeoning field. Despite recent developments, it seems that performability, a
long-discussed yet controversial concept in the study of theatre translation, would
remain part of the practitioners’ discourse. Based on a historical survey of the
production and reception of the translations of Anglo-American plays by Chinese
actor-director Ying Ruocheng (1929-2003) in and around the 1980s, this study
explores how the performability, or theatrical potential, of a translated playtext is
constructed through the negotiation between/among the norms mainly operating on
three levels—the textual, the theatrical and the socio-cultural—and the agency of the
individuals involved.
This thesis chooses to focus on Ying because he not only was one of the most
successful theatre translators in contemporary Mainland China, but also seems to be
an “impossible” ideal, considering his accomplishments in translating, acting,
directing and as culture diplomat. Acknowledging that performability, which is
essentially fluid and constructed, this descriptive-analytical survey will cover a
whole range of possible activities involved in the production and reception of a
translated playtext, and put the translator’s seemingly ideal status into perspective.
The broadening of the scope of investigation is crucial to the outcome of this thesis,
and recommendable to future researchers of theatre translation studies.
In this study, translated playtexts and their stage productions are treated as the
products of the receiving linguistic, theatrical and socio-cultural systems. The
investigation begins with an evaluation of Ying’s practice against his stated
translation principles to identify the textual and extra-textual factors that might have
governed his work as a translator in reality. The discussion emphasises that
performability cannot be realised through the textual medium only, before moving on
to the exploration of the performers’ attempts to negotiate with his texts for theatrical
enactment. The investigation, which examines the actions taken by the theatrical
institution and individual actors in two separate chapters, draws attention to the roles
of the translational, theatrical and socio-cultural norms and the power dynamics
between the translator and his theatrical collaborators in their efforts to ‘ensure’ or
create performability. The discussion is followed by an analysis concentrating on
Ying’s role as a mediator within the production process and between the productions
and the target environment, which is crucial to the achievement of both the
immediate success of the productions and the transfer of repertoire. The study
concludes that while a theatre translator and his or her theatrical collaborators are
subject to various systemic constraints, the translator can find more power in his or
her mediatory role as a bilingualist and biculturalist and promote the performability
of the text.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Since the 1990s, there is a growing interest in the study of theatre
translation, which is contributed by what is noted as a “practitioners’
turn” (Fernandes, 2012, p. 77; Serón-Ordóñez, 2014, pp. 54-57). In
Mainland China, very few theatre translators have the interest to theorise
their practice. It is therefore often left to researchers to provide a deeper
understanding of the practice in the Chinese context. This study explores
how performability, a long-discussed yet controversial notion, is
constructed in the production and reception of Anglo-American plays
translated by Chinese actor-director Ying Ruocheng (1929-2003). His
own remarks on how performability can be pursued in translation are
influential in his home culture, and indeed insightful for taking notice of
multiple factors that may be involved in the process. Nevertheless, as the
discussion in this thesis will show, there are textual and extra-textual
factors crucial to the performability of Ying’s translated playtexts during
their production in and around the 1980s, but less perceptible to the
translator himself, his theatrical collaborators, and the audience. It is the
objective of this study to explore their operation and the attempts of the
translator and the other relevant human agents to negotiate with them for
the better reception of the productions in question.

1.1. Literature Review
In “Still Trapped in the Labyrinth: Further Reflections on
Translation and Theatre”, Susan Bassnett (1998) pronounces theatre
translation as the “most problematic and neglected area of translation
studies research” (p. 90). The difficulty of studying the subject, as
1

translation for performance rather than for reading, arises in part from
“the multiplicity of factors involved” (1985, p. 93).
The complexity of the subject matter has not deterred scholarly
efforts. The contributors to The Languages of Theatre: Problems in the
Translation and Transposition of Drama, which is claimed by the editor
Ortrun Zuber (1980) to be the first book to focus on problems unique to
translating playtexts, have attempted to address related problems of both
verbal and non-verbal nature. Nevertheless, as indicated by Anthony
Graham-White’s (1982, p. 415) review on the book, these early efforts
often lack a practitioner’s perspective.
While there are still voices pressing the adoption of a more
interdisciplinary approach that joins the forces of the studies of
translation and theatre (Aaltonen, 2008, p. 255), it is fair to say that the
landscape of the research area has already moved past the stage where
“there is practically no theoretical literature on the translation of drama
as acted and produced” (Lefevere, 1980, p. 177). The transformation is
brought by the active contribution by scholars who are theatre translators
themselves (Baines, Marinetti, & Perteghella, 2011; Coelsch-Foisner &
Klein, 2004; Johnston, 1996; Upton, 2000; Zatlin, 2005), which has
brought in the so-called “practitioners’ turn” (Fernandes, 2012, p. 77;
Serón-Ordóñez, 2014, pp. 54-57). Although the author of this thesis is
not a practitioner of theatre translation, this thesis is motivated by the
same interest in the behaviour and psychology of theatre translators.
Instead of bringing new terms into the discussion, this study relies
on the most frequently-discussed yet disputed concept of performability
because several factors Ying has raised in his own discussion of his
principles of translation have been taken as the hallmark, or the
“coordinate” (Nie, 2010, p. 47), of performable translation by his own
2

culture. Through a series of essays, Bassnett (1978, 1981, 1985, 1990,
1991, 1998, 2013) has made some of the most noted comments about the
validity of the notion in theatre translation. Rejecting her earlier
argument that it is a translator’s responsibility to make his or her text
performable by translating the “undertext” or “gestic text” within the
written, Bassnett (1985) argues that the term should be “set aside […] as
a criterion for translating” (p. 102), an idea that she has propelled in her
later studies:

It is this term that is used to excuse the practice of handing over a supposedly
literal translation to a monolingual playwright, and it is this term also that is
used to justify substantial variations in the target language text, including cuts
and additions. Moreover, the term ‘performability’ is also frequently used to
describe the indescribable, the supposedly existent concealed gestic text within
the written. [...] It has never been clearly defined, and indeed does not exist in
most languages other than English. Attempts to define the ‘performability’
inherent in a text never go further than generalised discussion about the need
for fluent speech rhythms in the target text. What this amounts to in practice is
that each translator decides on an entirely ad hoc basis what constitutes a
speakable text for performers. There is no sound theoretical base for arguing
that ‘performability’ can or does exist. (Bassnett, 1991, p. 102)

The aforementioned comment, although it is directed at opposing the use
of the term in theatre translation studies, sheds light on why
performability remains one of the major areas of current research
(Espasa, 2012, p. 320), despite the elusiveness of the term. To begin with,
interpreted by Bassnett as an excuse used by translators to take license
with the source text, performability is a term shared within the theatrical
community, whose action of taking license is justified given that their
mission is exactly to create a (stage) version out of the text in hand.
From a holistic point of view, the translator of the text, whether he or she
is allowed to join the rehearsal in person, is an integral part of the
3

production. Therefore, whether scholars argue for or against the concept,
it will continue being “one of the key parameters against which the
translation is judged” (Cunico, 2005, p. 2). After all, it is a factor that
theatre translators would genuinely consider in their decision-making,
just as their theatrical collaborators would in their sphere of work.
In addition, while Bassnett (1991, p. 111) considers the
abstractness and individualisation of the notion as an indicator of
hollowness, it is exactly its fluidity that makes it an interesting subject
for study. Eva Espasa (2012) boils the discussion of the performability of
translation, or “its theatrical potential and specificity”, in the recent
decade down to the discussion of “the specificity of translating for the
stage and the connections between textual and extra-textual factors” (p.
320), which concentrates “not on whether performability can be analysed,
but on how performability is articulated” (p. 321). Given Bassnett’s
(1991) understanding of the term as a description of “the supposedly
existent concealed gestic text within the written” (p. 102), consensus has
been reached that performability in theatre translation involves both the
textual and the extra-textual dimensions of theatrical creation, despite the
researchers’ stands on the credibility of the term itself. The
multi-facetness of the notion allows the analysis of it to morph into a
discussion about any related concepts like speakability or breathability,
saleability or marketability or, in the phase of the reception,
understandability or comprehensibility. While the phenomenon may
contribute to the impression of the notion as an elusive concept, in reality,
it has outlined the potential subjects for study for those who want to
better understand the concept.
This perspective, which pays attention to both the textual and
extra-textual dimensions of performability in theatre translation, is what
4

has been missing in the study of Ying and theatre translation in Mainland
China. So far, the most comprehensive study on Ying’s translation
practice is Ren Xiaofei’s (2008) monograph Translator on Stage: A
Systematic Study on Ying Ruocheng’s Drama Translation. It is revealed
in the English translation of the title that Ren has provided that her
interest is in analysing the relevant texts as dramatic texts for reading
rather than for performance.1 In her study, the connections between the
textual and extra-textual factors involved in the construction of the
performability of Ying’s texts are yet to be established, as it turns out that
her real interest is in a more scientific and “systematic” study of the
translated playtexts, rather than a more systemic exploration of both
intra-and-inter-systemic factors, although the latter is her stated objective.
The problem of this kind of research, which only studies the “pairs of
target vs. source texts”, is noted by Toury (1995):
[T]here is no way of knowing how many different persons were actually
involved in the establishment of a translation, playing how many different
roles. Whatever the number, the common practice has been to collapse all of
them into one persona and have that conjoined entity regarded as ‘the
translator’; this would appear to be the only feasible approach, if research
applied to pairs of texts is to transcend superficial description. (p. 183)

Toury also mentions that the process that leads to the establishment of a
translated text “may entail different kinds of activity, which may be
widely dispersed in terms of both time, space, and agents”, and for
purposes of analysis, a whole range of possible activities, from revising
to post-editing, is often collapsed into one (p. 183). The analytical
practice, as Toury rightly observes, is “more justified in some cases than
in others” (p. 183); however, the study of translation for performance is
not one of those cases, in which the essentialisation of the subject matter
1

So far, most studies on Ying’s translation have the same shortcoming. For
more discussion of the methodological problems of previous research, see 2.4.
5

is passable, considering that the translated text is bound to go through an
elaborate process of negotiation before it can reach the target
‘readership’.
This thesis is directly inspired by Espasa’s (2000) “Performability
in Translation: Speakability? Playability? Or just Saleability?”, in
which the author highlights the extra-textual conditions that lead to the
perception of the performability of translation and “put[s] theatre
ideology and power negotiation at the heart of performability” (p. 58).
As the Spain-based scholar argues, there is no need to take the specificity
of theatre, i.e., the distance between the dramatic text and the theatre text
and the inevitable mediation of a complex chain of agents involved, as
an obstacle to translators. Instead, this elaborate process of negotiation
should be taken as “an explanatory factor of performability” (p. 58).
While Espasa’s essay mainly focuses on the power relations within a
theatre institution, such as the influence of theatrical traditions on
translation, Marta Mateo (2002), another Spain-based researcher, draws
attention to the effects that the dynamics between the source and target
cultures may have on the performability of translation.
In this thesis, the discussion of the performability or theatrical
potential of Ying’s translation also follows this view on performability as
a product of the power negotiations among textual and extra-textual
factors from both cultures. While some cultures, as Bassnett (1991, p.
102) suggests, may not have an equally inclusive term as performability
in English, they could have variations of it, such as Ying’s (1999)
concept of “oralisation” [口语化].2 As indicated by the aforementioned

2

“口语化” literally means to oralise the text, or to render it in colloquial
language. It seems that the concept only deals with the issue of speakability; however,
as the discussion in 1.2 will show, it is a multi-dimensional notion in the way Ying
understood it.
6

research conducted by Spanish scholars, the study of the practice in
different cultures may lead to different observations. 3 Due to the
complexity of the textual and extra-textual factors involved in
negotiating the production of a translated playtext, it is questionable
whether translators, like David Johnston (2004, p. 37) observes, are
better placed than anyone else to ensure the performability of their texts.
However, some translators are indeed capable of playing a substantial
role in the interplay of these factors that eventually construct the
performability of their texts.

1.2. Ying Ruocheng: An “Impossibly” Ideal Translator
1.2.1. Ying’s Translation Principles and Versatility
As previously mentioned, Ying’s translation principles, which he
summarises in his preface to the collection of his translation of playtexts
(Ying, 1999), are considered as the very standard for performable
translation by his home culture. What is particularly impressive about his
discussion is that he has presented a relatively multi-dimensional
illustration, in which the supposed qualities of performability are
interrelated.
To begin with, Ying prioritises the “oralisation” of translated
playtexts. Of the five Anglo-American plays he translated around the
1980s, a period when he was most active as a translator, most have
existing translations.4 Ying (1999, p. 9) insists re-translating the texts on
3

For instance, Bassnett (1998) bases her conclusion that translators should
stick to “the linguistic and paralinguistic aspects of the written text”, instead of
concerning themselves with the performance of the text (p. 107), on her observation
of the practice of the National Theatre of Britain.
4
The one play that Ying (1999, p. 9) acknowledges as not having existing
7

the ground that the available versions are not oralised enough and
therefore not suited for performance. From his perspective, “oralisation”
is not purely a product of linguistic intuition but needs to be evaluated
against the temporal and regional configurations of the original (p. 16).5
The oralised lines also need to have sufficient and the right “gestic
potential” [“动作性”] to support the work of actors (pp. 12-14). 6
“Characterisation” [“性格化”] in translation is created through the
communication of both the “liveliness” of the oralised speech and the
gestic subtext of the translation (pp. 14-16).
In Ying’s discussion, the re-creation of the gestic subtext is not
only the responsibility of directors and actors but also that of the
translator. It is revealed in his description of the translation of the gestic
subtext as “what actors usually call the issue of ‘the gestuality of
language’” (Ying, 1999, p. 12) that his perspective as a theatrical
professional has played a profound part in his understanding of
performability in the context of translation. This is also the very factor
that has driven his discussion of performability, or “oralisation” in his
words, beyond the clichéd and “generalised discussion about the need for
fluent speech rhythms in the target text” (Bassnett, 1991, p. 102).
One of the arguments that Bassnett (1998) has made in her case
against performability is that to expect a translator to not only know both

translation is The Caine Mutiny: Court-Martial, a play by Herman Wouk (1915-).
Beijing People’s Art Theatre’s in-house communication shows that Ying was also
aware of an earlier Chinese version of Peter Shaffer’s (1926-) Amadeus, which was
translated by Cai Xueyuan and mounted by Shanghai People’s Art Theatre in 1984.
For more detail, see Chapter 3.
5
Overall speaking, Ying’s practice was based on a largely source-oriented
understanding of translation. For more detail, see Chapter 2.
6
Bassnett (1991) rejects this notion completely, arguing that it is the
responsibility of the performers to decode the gestic subtext and that it is impossible
for the translator to manage the task simply by “sitting at a desk and imagining the
performance dimension” (p. 100). For more discussion, see Chapter 4.
8

languages and theatrical systems intimately, but also have the training or
experience as a performer or director in both language cultures equals to
asking him or her to do “the impossible” (p. 92). As one of the most
prominent Chinese artists in the twentieth century, Ying fits the profile of
this “impossible” ideal better than anyone else in contemporary China,
which is exactly what allows him to have a more multi-dimensional
understanding of the relations between theatre and translation.
Generally speaking, translation has played a vital role in building
the repertoire of modern Chinese drama, or spoken drama [话剧], as an
imported genre.7 While among the most notable theatre translators there
are versatile playwrights like Guo Moruo (1892-1978), Lao She
(1899-1966) and Cao Yu (1910-1996), none were able to reach Ying’s
level of comprehensive achievement, as actor, director, cultural official
and translator. Born to a Manchu family of scholars, Ying started his
English education at a boarding school run by Western missionaries for
children of expatriates in Tianjin before becoming a student of English at
the prestigious Tsinghua University. Ying’s outstanding mastery of both
languages is attested to by the fact that he was confident of translating
two-way between English and Chinese.8
While starting off as a student of English, Ying (1999) says that he
sees himself first and foremost as a professional actor, and that
7

Spoken drama is a product of the New Cultural Movement in the early 20th
century. The Movement was led by pro-Western progressive literati who were
dissatisfied with traditional Chinese culture. In contrast to traditional opera, spoken
drama is performed in the more accessible vernacular language and therefore was
entrusted with the mission of enlightening the people about Western values,
especially in relation to science and democracy.
8
Ying’s best-remembered Chinese-English translations are Teahouse [《茶
馆》], The Family [《家》], Fifteen Strings of Cash [《十五贯》] and Uncle Doggie’s
Nirvana [《狗儿爷涅槃》]. Given that the overseas performances of these plays have
reached a relatively small audience, this study will focus on Ying’s more influential
Chinese-English translation.
9

translation would only be “a hobby at most” but for the need of his
company (p. 9).9 Ying’s visibility in the production of his translations
can be attributed in part to his impressive acting career. After graduating
from Tsinghua, Ying joined the founding group of Beijing People’s Art
Theatre (the BPAT), which was modelled after Konstantin Stanislavsky’s
(1863-1938) Moscow Art Theatre. The company, which has developed a
reputation as the Chinese equivalent of the Royal Shakespeare Theatre of
Britain, was entrusted to be the leader of Chinese spoken drama and
serve as the country’s cultural messenger to the world. Even today, the
company maintains a strong tie with the central government, with its
performances frequented by high-ranking officials and dignitaries. Under
the influence of its first chairman Jiao Juyin (1905-1975), the theatre
company since its founding in 1952 has been a devoted follower of the
Stanislavsky Method, with its first generation of actors trained by
‘foreign expert’ from the Soviet Union.

10

For decades, theatre

professionals from all across the country came to observe the company’s
practice and draw from their experience. While the company has
established realism and the Stanislavsky Method as its foundation, it is
committed to what Jiao proposed as the ‘nationalization’ [民族化] of
spoken drama.

11

This encouraged the creation of a series of

‘Beijing-flavour’ plays [京味话剧], the most celebrated one among
9

Before starting to translate playtexts for his company, Ying had translated
from English A Director’s Plan for Othello (1957). His notable literary translations
include Bette Bao Lord’s Spring Moon (1988), which he co-translated with his wife
actress-translator Wu Shiliang.
10
‘Foreign expert’ [外国专家], which is a term frequently used by the actors
mentioned in this thesis, originally refers to the experts sent by the Soviet Union
since the 1950s to assist China’s development.
11
For more discussion, see the proceedings of an international symposium on
the style of the BPAT (The Editorial Committee of The Path of Exploration, 1994).
It is not until the 1980s that the BPAT started to experiment with Brechtian ideas and
other acting styles; however, the Stanislavskian Realism is still the mainstream type
not only at the BPAT but also to spoken drama circles at large.
10

which is Lao She’s Teahouse (1958).
It is in this play that Ying played one of his most memorable stage
characters, i.e., Pockface Liu, a human trafficker. The role has led to
Ying’s international recognition when the company toured in West
Europe in 1980 and later in the United States. To Western audiences, the
actor was known for his parts in a number of award-winning European
television and film productions, including the American-Italian
miniseries Marco Polo (1982), and director Bernardo Bertolucci’s The
Last Emperor (1987) and Little Buddha (1993). His domestic fame was
built mainly on his work at the BPAT and added by his appearances in
popular Chinese television series, such as Fortress Besieged (1990) and I
Love My Family (1993).
Not only was Ying a capable bilingualist and accomplished actor
with acting experience in both Chinese and Western cultures, he also had
the holistic vision of a stage director. His best-known directorial works
include The Family (1982) at University of Missouri in Kansas City,
Fifteen Strings of Cash (1984) at Missouri Repertory Theatre, Measure
for Measure (1986) at Hong Kong Repertory Theatre (the HKRep),
Major Barbara at the BPAT in 1991 and at the HKRep in 1994, Uncle
Doggie’s Nirvana (1993) at Virginia Commonwealth University, and
Death of a Salesman (1993) at the College of William and Mary. He also
served as assistant director to Toby Robertson and Arthur Miller during
the company’s production of Measure for Measure (1981) and Death of
a Salesman (1983), and co-directed Amadeus (1986). Ying, who
personally translated all of the scripts, was among the last generation of
Chinese theatre practitioners who were capable of adapting their own
translations into performance pieces. 12 Although some of the core
12

Since the 1990s, it has been uncommon for the translator of a playtext to
11

members of the founding group of the BPAT, including Jiao Juyin, also
directed their own translations for the company in its early years, they
were never able to exert as much influence as Ying did with his work.

1.2.2. Ying and Spoken Drama in the 1980s
This case study concentrates on Ying’s import of Anglo-American
plays in and around the 1980s.13 The choice of the time timeframe here
offers not only a more focused perspective on the activities of the
translator, who happened to be most prolific in those years, but also a
new angle to understand the struggles and challenges faced by Chinese
intellectuals and artists in the early stages of the Reform and Opening-up
of the People’s Republic of China. The period of changes and
unpredictability witnessed the conflicts between old norms and new
values, and Chinese artists’ efforts to break out of the tradition of using
theatre as the mouthpiece of the official ideology. Using the theatre as a
site for the furtherance of new thoughts and experience, Ying and his
collaborators worked in the constant shadow of conservative backlashes,
which peaked with the launch of the Anti-Spiritual Pollution Campaign
assume such a powerful position in professional theatrical production on the Chinese
Mainland. This is partly due to the fact that since the restoration of the educational
system after the Cultural Revolution, major theatre companies in China have become
increasingly dependent on a few specialised talent-pools, such as the Central
Academy of Drama [中央戏剧学院], where the BPAT also recruited a considerable
portion of its staff. Non-professionally trained students like Ying are no longer
considered. In addition, theatre companies have adopted more detailed division of
labour partly in an effort to shorten production period and save the company’s
resources. The more common practice since then has been to outsource translation or
even skip the process by using existing translations, as is the case of the BPAT’s 2008
Hamlet, one of the company’s most noted productions since the 1990s.
13
Part of the objectives of this thesis is to understand the relation between the
translator and the production team. Thus, his unpublished translation of
Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Coriolanus, which are posthumously produced by the
BPAT in 2008 and 2013 respectively, is not included in this thesis.
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in 1983 and the curb on Western influences after the 1989 Tiananmen
pro-democracy protest.
Translation played a pivotal role in defining the culture of the
1980s in China, a period later known as the time of ‘Cultural Fever’. In
the wake of the country’s decade-long isolation from the outside world, a
largely favourable environment was created for the reception of
translated works. At the BPAT, the staging of a series of translated plays
introduced refreshing theatrical experience for the Beijing audience, and
contributed to the flourishing of spoken drama as a genre before it lost its
popularity to the rising mass entertainment.
The period also saw the development of a more realistic
representation of foreigners. The change of style is read as a progress of
the art of spoken drama, which owes a lot to Ying, who contributed five
out of the six Anglo-American plays imported by the company at the
time, including two of the most celebrated pieces—Death of a Salesman
(1983) and The Caine Mutiny: Court-Martial (1988)—that have made it
into the company’s repertory and revived for many times.14 In response
to the increasingly-felt competition from the television, films and other
new form of entertainment since the mid-80s, Ying took advantage of his
position as Vice Minister of Culture (1986 to 1990) to reform art
institutions

and

encourage

more

cultural

exchanges.

The

internationally-recognised artist has become one of the country’s
best-known liberals in support of the Reform and Opening-up, a
government policy implemented since 1979. Ying kept on his reform
attempt after retiring from the high-ranking position, using his own
production of Major Barbara (1991) to experiment with private funding
14

From 1979 to 1991, twenty-one translated plays were performed by the
BPAT, including the revivals of some Western plays that the company produced
before the Cultural Revolution.
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for art projects and continuing serving as a member of the BPAT’s ‘Art
Committee’ [艺术委员会], a panel overseeing the company’s theatrical
production.
In short, Ying can be considered as an “impossibly” ideal theatre
translator. His visibility, versatility and the level of his influence make
the production and the reception of his translations a fitting subject for
this study, offering an opportunity to shed light on the potential of theatre
translators and the role and position of translated plays within the target
theatrical and socio-cultural systems.

1.3. Research Scope, Objectives and Organisation
Ying’s (1999) discussion of his own translation principles
indicates that while he sees the potential connection between textual and
extra-textual factors in the creation of a translated work of theatre, he has
not been able to see beyond the conventional view of performability as
an innate quality of a translated playtext. A closer examination (see
Chapter 2) will reveal that even Ying’s own translations may ‘fall short
of’ the stylistic criteria he claims to be essential for the judgment of
performability. This thesis will conduct a more systemic investigation
that takes into consideration the interplay between the textual and
extra-textual factors involved in the production of the translated
playtexts, and show that performability is not an inherent feature of a
text, but something dynamic and constructed, and, in Ying’s case, created
partly because of the agency of the translator and his theatrical
collaborators in the power negotiation occurring on and between textual,
theatrical and socio-cultural levels during the creation and the
consumption of the translated plays in question.
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In this case study, the historical survey focuses on the translation
and the production of five Anglo-American plays translated by Ying
around the 1980s, namely Measure for Measure (1981), Death of a
Salesman (1983), Amadeus (1986), The Caine Mutiny: Court-Martial
(1988) and Major Barbara (1991). Because these plays span over the 10
years that witnessed the most prosperous period in the history of spoken
drama in China, it allows for a diachronic examination of not only the
translator’s practice, but also the role and position of translated plays in
China’s theatrical system, against the backdrop of the socio-cultural
changes of the Post-Cultural Revolution and Post-Economic Reform
periods. The parameters of this study are defined by the following
factors:
(1) While there is always the need for the translation of playtexts
as literature, this descriptive-analytical study takes Ying’s translation as
translation for performance. In addition, while I am aware of a
performance-focused approach to theatre translation, as represented by
the work of Patrice Pavis (1989, 1992, 1996, 2001, 2012), this study is
conducted on the basis of a more translation-focused perspective. This
means that it will concentrate on the versatile translator’s translation
activities, in relation to his roles as actor, director and cultural
ambassador. Also, the response of the theatre company, the performers
and the audience to his translated playtexts will be taken as an indicator
of the convergence/divergence of the perspectives and the interests of the
different agents involved in the co-creation of a theatrical experience.
(2) To reconstruct the page-to-stage process, this study relies on a
close study of the translated playtexts, production journals, interviews,
media coverage and audiovisual recordings. The analysis of textual and
para-textual materials, although it is not the ultimate objective of this
15

study, still constitutes an important part of the historical enquiry into the
work of the translator and the other agents involved, including the
comparison of the different versions of the translated text created in the
production process, from the initial translation, to the performance text
(as the adapted version prepared for the rehearsals) and to the performed
text (as the text verbalised by the actors on the stage).15 While this study
attempts to explore the process rather than the product, it can still benefit
from a comparative study of the texts, which offers insight into

whether the same attitudes were shared by all those involved in the production
of a translation or whether a (direct or indirect) normative negotiation, maybe
so much as a struggle took place, and if so—whose norms had the upper hand
and on what grounds. (Toury, 1995, pp. 183-184)

As a historical survey, this thesis relies heavily on the reading of
historical documents. The translated texts and other published materials,
including the videorecordings of the performances, offer a chance of a
glimpse into the ‘black box’ of the decision-making process, in terms of
both the translation and its performance. However, it needs to be
15

Ying’s translations have been published in the forms of journal article
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981), book chapters (Beijing People’s Art Theatre &
Research Institute of Drama of Chinese National Academy of Arts, 1988; C. Liu,
2010, 2014b), an eight-volume collection The Collection of Ying Ruocheng’s
Translation of Famous Plays [《英若诚名剧译丛》] (hereinafter referred to as The
Collection) and a monograph Ying Ruocheng’s Translations of Five Famous Plays
[《英若诚译名剧五种》] (Shakespeare et al., 2001) (hereinafter referred to as Five
Famous Plays). The texts in The Collection, which is claimed by Ying (1999) to be
the “performance texts” [“演出本”] (p. 18) and the most frequently consulted source
in previous research, in fact, are the translator’s post-performance revised versions.
The actual performance texts can be found in the other aforementioned sources. A
comparison of the published versions with the taped performances shows that,
overall speaking, the texts in Five Famous Plays are closer to the actual performed
texts. It is likely that the editor Shen Huihui, who is a student of foreign literature
and drama with close connection to the BPAT, had access to the translations actually
used in the production process. It is not until 2007, when the BPAT set up its own
museum, that the company started to publish its archives in a more organised
manner.
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reminded that for retrospective studies such as this,
All one can hope to arrive at [...] is the formulation of explanatory hypotheses
capable of accounting for the establishment of (more often than not aspects
and parts of translated texts, preferably in a way which is not at odds with
knowledge obtained from other sources, using other methods) (Toury, 1995, p.
182).

As Chang Nam-fung (2011) notes, speculation is sometimes inevitable
and there is no need to “shirk the responsibility of making judgments in
good faith when it is necessary to do so” (p. 315). The recognition is
helpful to the effort of reconstructing the non-observables especially in
cases set against the backdrop of dramatic social changes.
(3) In this thesis, performability is defined as the theatrical
potential of translated playtexts, which is created in the negotiation
between textual and extra-textual factors and via the agency of the
participants involved, including the translator, director, actors and even
the audience. While performability is often associated with the quality of
a translated playtext, it is not an inherent quality of the text.
Performability is culture-specific. The judgment of what is performable
and what is not in translation and the theatrical production of a translated
playtext shows the perspectives and positions of the relevant
opinion-holders and decision-makers. This thesis recognises the
translator as an integral part of the theatrical production and capable of
playing a substantial part in the construction of the performability of the
translation from his or her unique position as a bilingualist and
biculturalist.
In order to investigate the textual, theatrical and socio-cultural
factors influencing and constructing performability at the different
stages of the creation and the consumption of a translated playtext, the
17

organisation of the chapters in this thesis roughly follows the timeline
of the creation of a play, from the initial translation to the reception of
the performance. Chapter 2 focuses on Ying’s pursuit of the
performability of his translated playtexts, starting with an evaluation of
his practice against his own principles of translation in search of the
textual and extra-textual factors that might have governed his
translation activities in reality. The study finds that while Ying’s
translation has benefited from the interplay of the different
perspectives he had as a multi-talented artist, which has allowed his
texts to be superior in certain respects, the performability of his texts
could not be realised through the textual medium only. Through a
preliminary examination of the audience response, the influence of the
socio-cultural norms on the perception of his translated playtexts is
acknowledged.
Chapter 3 concentrates on the production teams’ collective
efforts to ‘ensure’ the performability of Ying’s texts. The analysis
shows that the production teams’ adjustment of Ying’s translated
playtexts was driven by a series of theatrically and/or ideologically
motivated factors, which sheds light on the perspectives of the different
contributors involved on the performability of a translated playtext.
While theatrical and socio-cultural factors are revealed to have started
to play a more dominant part in the decision-making process as the
production moved on to the more performance-focused stage, textual
factors were still important and, sometimes, decisive partly because of
the strong-felt presence of the translator.
18

As previously mentioned, different contributors to a production
may concern themselves with different issues in their joint pursuit of
performability. In a highly hierarchical theatre group like the BPAT,
collective bodies, such as the BPAT’s ‘Art Committee’, and individual
actors may read a playtext, whether it is a translation or not, from
significantly different perspectives. Chapter 4 examines the individual
actors’ approach to Ying’s translated playtexts and explores the factors
that have led to their particular verbal and gestural representation of
their given characters. The study, which focuses on the creation of the
verbal text for the stage before moving on to a more comprehensive
case of theatrical characterisation, observes that while the translator’s
hypothetical mise en scène through the performative playtext influenced
the actors’ work profoundly, it was often subject to re-evaluation
against those factors that might have played a more decisive part in
shaping the actors’ performance, such as the director’s mise en scène.
Taking the power distribution on the production and the translator’s
agency into consideration, this chapter also explores the potential of a
theatre translator beyond the textual level during the production process.
What makes Ying a particularly intriguing subject for study is that
he played a visible and influential role in the promotion of the
productions of his translated playtexts for more effective importation of
theatrical repertoire. Chapter 5 takes the discussion of his efforts to
negotiate with the theatrical and socio-cultural systemic constraints
further, and explores how he used his power to increase the appeal and
facilitate the reception of the plays in question. The discussion of the
19

possible pros and cons of the mediatory strategies that he and his
colleagues implemented through both para-textual and extra-textual
means leads to a reflection on the potential of a theatre translator’s
seemingly neutral position in the creation of his or her texts.
Chapter 6 summarises the observations made in this study, its
implications and limitations.

20

Chapter 2 Ying Ruocheng’s Pursuit of Performability in
Translation
As previously argued, performability is not an innate attribute of a
translated playtext, but something fluid and constructed. However, it is
still associated with quality translation and pursued in practice. An
evaluation of the products of translation against the translator’s stated
principles will reveal much about the factors that might have governed
his or her work in reality. Therefore, this chapter will start with an
examination of Ying’s translation of the playtexts in question, with focus
on the stylistic features of the translated texts.

2.1. Stylistic Features: A Revelation about Ying’s Underlying
Principles
In Ying’s conceptualisation, “oralisation” constitutes the central
point of the performability of a translated playtext. However, to oralise a
translation does not necessarily mean to naturalise it, since the language
of theatre is artificial by nature. As Mary Snell-Hornby (2007) notes,
theatre language is “written to be spoken, but never identical with
ordinary spoken language” (p. 111). Part of a theatre translator’s goal is
therefore not to simulate the natural speech, but to strike a balance
between the nuances of the source text

and

the theatrical

communicativeness desired in the target environment.
The task of translating a Shakespearean play involves some of the
most daunting challenges in this respect. To begin with, as Ying (1999, p.
12) acknowledges, a translator could be overwhelmed by the canonised
status of the playwright and unrealistically seek to transfer all the
allusions, associations and connotations in full, regardless of the
21

transient nature of theatrical performance. The fact that the text is not
based on contemporary natural speech also makes the whole task even
more arduous with increased risks of mistranslation. However, in Ying’s
case, the chances of mistranslation are significantly reduced by his
outstanding English proficiency and knowledge about Western cultures.
In addition, the pragmatic orientation of his operational norms, which
was determined by the co-existence of both the translational and the
theatrical norms governing his decision-making, has relieved him of the
unrealistic desire for a “fuller” translation, which would often result in
awkward over-translation as later examples will show.16
In his “Afterword to Translating Measure for Measure”, Ying
(1981b) states that the biggest challenge for him was posed by the dual
nature of the text as a performance script and a poetic piece. This
suggests that there are at least two dimensions in his conceptualisation of
the performability of the Shakespearean text: (1) its usability to the
director and the actors, and (2) the preservation of the literary nuance of
the Shakespearean text:
Of course, oralisation cannot solve all the problems in the staging of the text.
Like all Shakespearean plays, Measure for Measure contains many well-noted
poetic segments. How to translate them and bring out the literariness and
poetics of the original is a problem that this translation has not solved, at least
not in a satisfactory way. (p. 38; my translation)

Despite Ying’s modesty, his translation is highly regarded not only by
theatrical professionals but also by scholars of English literature.
16

“Operational norms [...] may be conceived of as directing the decisions made
during the act of translation itself. They affect the matrix of the text — i.e., the
modes of distributing linguistic material in it— as well as the textual make-up and
verbal formulation as such. They thus govern — directly or indirectly — the
relationships as well that would obtain between the target and source texts; i.e., what
is more likely to remain invariant under transformation and what will change”
(Toury, 1995, p. 58).
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Considering the works of the translators of Shakespeare before Ying too
“literary” [“文”] for theatrical production, Suo Tianzhang (1984, p. 70)
argues that Ying’s translation, to some extent, have paved a new path for
translating Shakespeare in China. Well-noted Chinese scholar Wang
Zuoliang (1986, pp. 55-56), regarding the production as a symbol of the
maturity of Chinese production and translation of Shakespearean plays,
calls Ying’s translation the first performable Chinese rendition of
Shakespeare. Carolyn Wakeman (1982) is lavish in her praises for Ying’s
translation, commenting that it “captured with astonishing effectiveness,
in the idiom of the Peking streets, the pungency and bawdiness of
Shakespeare’s punning humour, while transmitting with equal deftness
the stately eloquence and dignified formality of the courtly characters’
speech” (p. 502). The most conclusive evidence of the translator’s
accomplishment comes from Toby Robertson, the director and respected
‘foreign expert’ from the Old Vic, who pointed out that the translator of
the text was a theatrical professional himself and attributed the success
of the production in part to it (Jian Liu, 1981, p. 13).17
Still, like any other translator of Shakespeare, it was the
processing of the text that Ying had to start with. For decades, the high
esteems Chinese translators held towards Shakespeare’s works have
motivated them to try to preserve the features of the original as much as
possible. The closest attempt to re-create the Shakespearean poetics is
scholar-translator Fang Ping’s (1921-2008) verse translation of the
complete works of Shakespeare. Earlier translators, like Zhu Shenghao
(1912-1944) and Liang Shiqiu (1903-1987), who used a verse-into-prose
17

Despite all the positive comments, Suo (1984, p. 73) mentions a few aspects
that he found unsatisfactory about Ying’s translation, including the failure to
re-create the “weak endings” and “feminine endings” of the Shakespearean verses.
However, this study focuses on the theatrical relevance of Ying’s translation, and
therefore will not dwell on these issues.
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strategy, also acknowledge the verse structure as part of the “original
flavour” [“原汁原味”] of Shakespeare’s works (Fang, 2001, p. 69). Zhu
(1984) attempted to justify his approach by attaching greater importance
to the need to preserve the “spiritual resonance” [“神韵”] of the texts,
while Liang (Shakespeare & Liang, 1991, p. 1), who was aware of the
“loss” of the Shakespearean style in his own translation, tried to recover
some of the features by using rhymes to match the rhythmic parts in the
original.18
As to Ying, who was translating for theatrical enactment, his
priority was set by different standards, with concentration on the
theatrical experience to be created rather than the text itself. In an effort
to avoid producing “a museum exhibit” or merely “a beautiful fable told
in beautiful poetry”, Ying (1981c, p. 39) based his quest for the “original
flavour” on his company’s cherished tradition of Realism, which he also
believed to be the key to mutual understanding in this cross-cultural
enterprise. Highlighting the Shakespearean appeal to a wide audience,
Ying attempted to bring the stylised Shakespearean verse closer to the
daily speech of the Chinese people; however, in the meantime, the need
to work with a non-Chinese speaking director constrained him from
deviating from the source text to a conspicuous extent:
In order to enable the British director to bring his intention and his
interpretation of the script into full play, we kept the original division of the
lines and the linguistic structure as much as possible. Of course, such an
approach could interfere with the expression of meanings and therefore should
be applied with caution. However, we also need to be aware of the importance
of preserving the rhythms, tempos, pauses, transitions and the rise and fall of
the momentum of the original lines. (Ying, 1981b, p. 38; my translation)19
18

The English term for “神韵” here is the version used by Chan (2004, p. 7).
Such a tendency can also be found in Ying’s other English-to-Chinese
translations. Generally speaking, Ying tended to follow the linguistic structures of
19
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Somewhat in contradiction to Mateo’s (2002, p. 60) observation that the
attempts to make the translation suited for the purposes of the production
may conflict with the norms of literary translation (which often propels
conformity to the norms of the source culture), there is a high level of
source orientation observable in Ying’s discussion of his own practice
and the texts he produced. The source-oriented approach to translation is,
in fact, the dominant translation poetics of the time and also found in the
work of the translators who treated Shakespearean plays as literary texts
for reading, like Zhu and Liang.
It is interesting to see that here the translator’s conformity to the
dominant norms of literary translation in the target culture was justified
in his mind from a theatrically practical point of view. This also shows
that a translator’s considerations for theatrical potentials may not
necessarily lead to conspicuous deviation from the dominant translation
norms of the time. What distinguish Ying’s practice from that of those
who translate Shakespeare for reading are the strategies he employed in
tackling translation problems at a relatively micro level.
As Suo (1984, p. 70) observes, while Ying kept the verse format,
there are no fixed length or rhymes for each line. Overall speaking, this
relatively flexible structure has released Ying from the quandary of
‘verse versus prose’ that the other translators have struggled with. Suo
(1984, p. 70) also notes that Ying’s translation has reached a level of
fluency unattained by the other versions of the same text, and succeeded
in developing certain rhythmic patterns within the lines. This might have
contributed to the theatrical potential of Ying’s translation, given that the
language of theatre is often characterised by particular stylistic
the English source texts closely. More discussion about the impact of this approach
on the actors and the directors will be conducted in Chapter 4.
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arrangements, such as a special form of cohesion (Snell-Hornby, 2007, p.
111). It is also worth mentioning that the tone of the play, as the creators
of the production point out, was set to be “Realistic but not Naturalistic”,
as noted by Hu Weimin (1999, p. 32), a director from Shanghai who sat
through the rehearsals. This would allow the language of the lines to
afford higher ‘unnaturalness’, even to the extent of stylisation, and the
translator to manoeuvre with a wider range of stylistic options.
Ideally, despite the preservation of the poetic resonance of the
source text, a translation has to be oralised enough so as to appear
convincing as actual communicative conversations. The following quick
dialogue exchanges, in which Isabella pleads with Angelo for her
brother’s life, is a representative sample of the extent to which Ying has
realised this objective:20
Example 1:
Source text
Angelo The law hath not been dead, though it hath slept.
Those many had not dared to do that evil,
If the first that did th’ edict infringe
Had answered for his deed. Now ’tis awake,
Takes note of what is done, and, like a prophet,
Looks in a glass, that shows what future evils,
Either new, or by remissness new conceived
20

The major plot of Measure for Measure centres on the fate of young
gentleman Claudio, who is arrested for making his fiancépregnant. The moralistic
Angelo, who is the deputy to the Duke of Vienna Vincentio, decides to sentence
Claudio to death to serve as an example of the awaking of the law. In private, Angelo
offers to spare Claudio if Isabella, Claudio’s sister, yields him her virginity. Isabella
refuses, even though her brother begs her to save him. The Duke, who pretends to
leave town but disguises himself as a friar to observe the affairs, intervenes and
proposes the ‘bed trick’, luring Angelo into bedding his former fiancé Mariana
without revealing her true identity. The next day, fearful of future revenge, Angelo
orders quick execution of Claudio. With the Provost’s help, the Duke uses a ‘head
trick’, sending the Deputy a dead pirate’s head, which convinces him as well as
Isabella that Claudio is dead. Isabella’s public petition to the ‘returned’ Duke is
denied by Angelo. Eventually, the Duke reveals his dual identity, punishes Angelo
with marriage with Mariana and proposes to Isabella. Measure for Measure is often
classified as one of Shakespeare’s problem plays.
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And so in progress to be hatched and born,
Are now to have no successive degrees,
But, here they live, to end.
Isabella Yet show some pity.
Angelo I show it most of all when I show justice,
For then I pity those I do not know,
Which a dismissed offence would after gall;
And do him right that, answering one foul wrong,
Lives not to act another. Be satisfied;
Your brother dies tomorrow; be content.
Isabella So you must be the first that gives this sentence,
And he, that suffers. O, it is excellent
To have a giant’s strength; but it is tyrannous
To use it like a giant.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, pp. 84, 86)21
Ying’s translation
安哲罗
这条法律就不实行，但从未废止，
如果当初第一个违禁的人
就遭到惩处后来就不会那么多人
重蹈覆辙。现在，法律之神圣已经觉醒，
看到世风日下，〔并且正如古代先知，
从反映未来的镜子里看到了，
由于目前或今后的纵容放任，
还会不断产生更多的罪恶，—— 〕
决心〔不允许罪恶羽翼丰满，〕
伊莎白拉
要及时制止根除。
安哲罗
总该有恻隐之心啊。
我严正执法就是最大的恻隐之心，
这才能挽救多少素不相识的人，他们
不会由于这次纵容而将来犯罪受辱。
对他本人也是好事，他以生命承当了这次罪行，
以后就不会再犯。知足吧，
伊莎白拉
你的兄弟明天处死；接受命运吧。
难道第一个宣布这判决的必须是你，
死的必须是他！噢，拥有巨人的力量，
当然使人心满意足，但是滥用巨人的力量，
却是暴政！
22
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 13)
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In this thesis, the segments of the source texts are extracted from The
Collection (Miller & Ying, 1999; Shaffer & Ying, 1999; Shakespeare & Ying, 1999;
Shaw & Ying, 1999; Wouk & Ying, 1999), which is bilingual. The English texts
provided in parallel to Ying’s translations could have been the versions that he
consulted when translating the plays.
22
In this thesis, the citation of the 1981 version of Ying’s translation of
Measure for Measure keeps the translator’s original use of hexagon brackets, which
indicates the parts that were deleted in the theatrical production.
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The original divisions of the lines have been kept to a large extent, which
is in accordance with what Ying (1981b, p. 38) says about his approach.
However, Ying’s claim to have tried to maintain the structure of the
source text is not to be taken literally. Necessary structural adjustment
has been made to avoid breaching the norms of the target language. Such
is the case of translating the first four lines of Angelo’s first speech turn,
in which the subordinate clauses led by “though” and “if” are put before
their respective main clauses.
As statistics would suggest, Ying’s (1999, p. 12) claim of brevity
as an essential indicator of “oralisation” should not be taken too literally.
In fact, there is research finds that the word count of Ying’s translation of
Measure for Measure exceeds both Zhu’s and Liang’s versions.23 A look
into the factors that have made Ying’s version longer reveals what might
have contributed to the theatrical potential of his text, but seems to have
‘compromised’ his own stated principles. The increase of the overall
length is partly due to Ying’s stylisation of the language to re-create a
sense of literariness as a reminder of the production being a
Shakespearean adaptation. Repetition has been purposefully used as a
device to create rhythmic momentum. In Example 1, the doubled use of
“巨人的力量” [a giant’s strength] in Isabella’s second speech turn not
only makes Ying’s translation more straightforward than Zhu’s and
Liang’s versions, but also creates a forceful rhythm that pushes Isabella’s
protest onward.24 In addition, the repetition of “恻隐之心” [pity] in
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The total word counts for Ying’s, Zhu’s and Liang’s respective translations
of Measure for Measure are 42,885, 42,363 and 39,979 (X. Ren, Zhu, & Feng, 2011,
p. 58).
24
Liang’s (Shakespeare & Liang, 1991) translation is “啊！有巨人的力量诚
然最好不过，但是像巨人一般的使用他的力量，未免太残忍了” (p. 37). Zhu’s
(Shakespeare & Zhu, 1994) is “唉！有着巨人一样的膂力是一件好事，可是把它
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translating Isabella’s first line and Angelo’s reply to it is a typical
example of how the translator built what he calls the “mortise and tenon”
[“榫子”] (Ying, 1981b, p. 38) to facilitate the dialogic flows. Although
the four-character expression runs longer than the other translator’s
versions for the corresponding parts, its repetition has the potential to
enable smoother dialogic transition from Isabella’s pleading to Angelo’s
rejection.
There is evidence suggesting that such a translation strategy,
which is found frequently employed throughout Ying’s translation of the
Shakespearean text, does have the potential to help the work of his actor
colleagues, who, in fact, were looking for similar elements that could
facilitate the transition of speech turns. Ren Baoxian (1989, pp. 391-392),
who played Angelo in the Beijing production, recalls Toby Robertson
giving him and his fellow actor a ball-tossing exercise when they were
rehearsing the dialogues. The movement of an actual ball, which
mirrored the pace and the forcefulness of each delivery, allowed them to
‘see’ the effects of their work. Through the exercise, the actors were
expected to train their senses for the dialogic flows. Analogically
speaking, the “mortise and tenon” in Ying’s conceptualisation was
intended to function in the same way by providing something the actors
could hold onto and pass on during the enactment of a back-and-forth
conversation.
Another of the translator’s attempts at boosting the speakability of
the lines, which seems to have cost his translation the quality of brevity,
has led to the frequent employment of four-character structure [四字格].
As Ying points out, some segments can go on for pages, which were
像一个巨人一样使用出来，却是残暴的行为” (p. 190). The attempt to re-create
the simile “like a giant” with the connecting word “像” for “like” made both versions
wordier.
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especially challenging for his colleagues who had little experience of
reciting such long lines (W. Hu, 1999, p. 32). The fact that the majority
of these segments were written in the poetic style of blank verse has also
increased the difficulty of the translator’s work. Contrary to the general
assumption that a translator would cater to the actors’ needs by rendering
the lines shorter and simpler, the way Ying rendered the segments, in fact,
has made his translation relatively longer than the versions by literary
translators. The word count for Ying’s translation of the following
segment of Isabella’s speech is 192, which exceeds Zhu’s 188
(Shakespeare & Zhu, 1994, p. 190) and Liang’s 181 (Shakespeare &
Liang, 1991, p. 37):
Example 2:
Source text
Could great men thunder
As Jove himself does, Jove would ne’er be quiet,
For every pelting, petty officer
Would use his heaven for thunder.
Nothing but thunder. Merciful heaven,
Thou rather with thy sharp and sulphurous bolt
Splits the unwedgeable and gnarled oak
Than the soft myrtle. But man, proud man,
Dressed in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he’s most assured,
His glassy essence, like an angry ape,
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven
As make the angels weep; who, with our spleens,
Would all themselves laugh mortal.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, pp. 86, 88)
Ying’s translation
要是自命不凡的贵人都有天神的威力，
能够兴雷作电，那么天神将永不安宁，
因为每一个卑微渺小的官僚，
都要到天上去施展本事，
使天上轰鸣，不断地轰鸣。慈悲为怀的上天啊，
你宁可运用雷霆万钧的电火，
去劈开那坚硬，扭曲的橡树，
却不去碰柔弱的长春花。但是人，狂妄的人啊，
哪怕只有片刻披上了权势的外衣，
立刻作威作福，全然不知这权势
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只是过眼云烟。于是他象一只暴躁的猴子，
在上天面前丑态百出，以为能使
天神落泪；而天神如果通达人性，
却早已笑破了肚皮。
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, pp. 12-13)

The four-character expressions Ying used can be divided into two
types—the set phrases [成语] (as underlined) and the expressions that
can be vocalised as a four-character unit (as dash-lined). This kind of
stylisation has the potential to make long speeches more rhythmically
dynamic because the articulation of the units could produce a musical
pattern. However, the result of the employment of the device, in some
cases, also shows what can be considered a shortcoming of Ying’s
translation: His texts sometimes use expressions that are clichéd,
unidiomatic or unnecessarily wordy, which leaves room for improvement
during the production.25
The discussion so far shows that the strategy Ying adopted in his
actual translation practice may deviate noticeably from his own stated
translation principles that prioritise certain textual standards for
“oralisation”. Nevertheless, it does not suggest that Ying’s translations
are any less performable. In reality, some elements in Ying’s translated
playtexts do have the potential to facilitate the work of actors. What
started off as an attempt to simulate the oral speech of the target culture
while retaining the literariness of the source text has resulted in the
enhancement of the dialogic cohesiveness and the energisation of the
rhythmic flows. As Snell-Hornby (2007) points out, “what counts is the
global sensory effect” in the consumption of a translated work of theatre
25

An example is the mixed metaphor created by the rendering of “to end” into
“制止根除”, which literally means to “stop and eradicate” (see Example 1). Further
discussion about how the actors handled the problems of Ying’s translation will be
conducted in Chapter 4.
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(p. 110). In the pursuit of performability, compromises are bound to be
made, sometimes at the expense of the qualities the translator believes
essential to the performability of his texts; however, in practice, a loss of
performability in one aspect can be compensated for in another.
Therefore, the effectiveness of a theatre translator’s work should not be
subject to any rigid criteria.

2.2. Governing Factors
2.2.1. The Joint Influence of the Norms of Translation and Theatre
Many critics and scholars have attributed Ying’s success as a
translator to his instinct as an actor. The translator’s knowledge about the
needs of the theatre and the audience on his translation has more than
enabled him to “find the desired sound arrangement only by reading the
lines a few times” (Suo, 1984, p. 71). The frequent conflicts between the
norms of theatre translation and the dominant norms of translating
literature in the culture, as observed by Mateo (2002, p. 60), suggests
that the norms of translation and theatre are often heterogeneous in
orientation. As the discussion in the previous section reveals, these two
sets of norms both influenced Ying’s decision-making.26 To be more
specific, the decisions Ying has made as a translator often demonstrate
both his source orientation, which was the product of the dominant
translation norms of his time, and his judgment of the specific needs of
the given theatrical moment.
This has resulted in the translator’s compromise position on

26

An exception is that the theatrical norms of the target culture would often
play a dominant part in the selection of the playtext to be translated. More discussion
will be conducted in Chapter 5.
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cultural translation. It has also ruled out the option of radical
acculturation, which is not uncommon in cross-cultural theatrical
production. For instance, the idea was entertained for the production of
the 1981 Measure for Measure. The director Toby Robertson, in fact, had
considered staging the play in Ming costumes (W. Hu, 1999, p. 34).
Given that the play was written in the early 17 th century, the idea of
relocating it in around the same period in China might not have been
randomly conceived.27 The desire to draw epochal and cultural parallels
is also observed in Ying’s work, but in the form of milder experiments.
For example, when translating Death of a Salesman, Ying has attempted
to reconstruct the language of the play with the Beijing dialect of the
1940s so as to match the period setting of the story (Ying, 1999, p. 16).
In fact, Ying has been trying to justify these strategies, which
might be too liberal from his own point of view, with his interpretation
of the source texts and the source contexts.28 One of the most noticeable
cases of acculturation in Ying’s work is his rendering of the Duke’s
ending soliloquy of Act 3 Scene 2 in Measure for Measure into the form
of Yuan zaju [元杂剧], an opera genre that became especially popular in
the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) and therefore mostly associated with the
period:
Example 3:
Source text
27

Robertson also proposed to perform the play in modern costumes. The
proposal was rejected by the BPAT on the ground that the company was a first-timer
of staging Shakespeare and hoping to present the play in its “original flavour”.
28
It is revealed in Ying’s later comment on the difference between Measure
for Measure and Death of a Salesman in terms of their historical and cultural
accuracy that it was eventually the source text that he would go back to when he was
seeking motives for drawing cultural parallels in his translation, which, again, points
to the existence of a certain kind of source orientation in his decision-making (Ying,
1999, p. 16).
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He who the sword of heaven will bear
Should be as holy as severe;
Pattern in himself to know,
Grace to stand, and virtue go;
More nor less to others paying
Than by self-offences weighing.
Shame to him whose cruel striking
Kills for faults of his own liking.
Twice treble shame on Angelo,
To weed my vice and let his grow.
O, what may man within him hide,
Though angel on the outward side!
How may likeness made in crimes,
Making practise on the times,
To draw with idle spiders’ strings
Most ponderous and substantial things!
Craft against vice I must apply.
With Angelo tonight shall lie
His old betrothed but despised;
So disguise shall, by th’ disguised,
Pay with falsehood false exacting,
And perform an old contracting.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, pp. 174,176)
Ying’s translation
替天执法责任重，
无私才能无情；
时刻必须谨言慎行，
不可轻举妄动。
对人对己应秉公，
以己度人，权衡轻重。
可耻之徒，自身行恶，
他人同罪，却处极刑！
无耻之尤安哲罗，
对人凶狠，对己宽容！
外貌有如天使，
内心丑恶狰狞！
恶人常靠伪装行，
得以欺世盗名，
蜘蛛结网巧经营，
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多少猎物丧生！
不用智谋，邪恶不去，
我何妨将计就计？
安哲罗旧欢早遗弃，
今夜偏床头相遇。
以假对假，作法自毙，
旧日因缘重续。
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, pp. 12-13)
Zhu’s Translation
欲代上天行惩，
先应玉洁冰清；
持躬唯谨唯慎，
孜孜以德自绳；
诸事扪心反省，
待人一秉至公；
决不滥加残害，
对己放肆纵容。
安哲鲁则反之，
实乃羊皮虎质；
严谴他人小过，
自身变本加厉!
貌似正人君子，
企图一手遮天；
使尽狡猾伎俩，
索得名誉金钱。
何不以诈易诈，
令其弄假成真?
弱女虽遭遗弃，
亦可旧约重申；
即以其人之道，
还治其人之身。
(Shakespeare & Zhu, 1994, pp. 212-213)
Liang’s Translation
一个人为上天秉持斧钺，
应该严明而且志行高洁；
要把自己作为一个模范，
仰赖天恩，如果德薄能鲜；
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处治别人勿过严亦勿过宽，
要像为自己量刑一般。
自己犯罪不论，别人犯罪就杀，
这人好不知耻，手段未免太辣！
安哲娄是两倍三倍的不该，
为我除恶，而他自己乱来！
啊！看外表与天使无异，
谁知道他内心藏着什么东西！
可否使用罪恶的手段，
把世人权且欺骗，
用蛛网的细丝来聚敛
顶庞大结实的物件？
对付罪恶我必须使用狡计，
让那位订了婚而又被遗弃的
今晚就去和安哲娄同枕共眠，
骗人的也终归要受骗，
虚心假意，结果是弄假成真，
完成这一段既定的婚姻。
(Shakespeare & Liang, 1991, pp. 64-65)

According to Ying (1981b, p. 38), the decision is driven by his desire to
re-create, on the Beijing stage of the early 1980s, the Shakespearean
appeal to the tastes of both the refined and the less cultured, which is
manifested in the playwright’s depiction of the contrasted yet interrelated
life of the aristocrats and the commoners. As to why he has decided on
zaju of all forms of classical opera, Ying has not specified his reasons but
mentioned that there are many similarities between the Shakespearean
plays and the traditional Chinese opera, from set design to the frequent
use of monologues and asides. According to the translator, the corruption
of Vienna in the play is intended as a reflection of the social conditions
of Shakespeare’s time, and that the moralistic Angelo is the embodiment
of the hypocritical Puritans. Comparably, during the rise of zaju in the
Yuan Dynasty, government corruption and the suppression of
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commoners were popular topics. Like Shakespeare’s works, zaju, a folk
art form used by men of letters to express their frustration under the
Mongolian rule, also appealed to audiences across the social spectrum.
In a comparison of the three translations of the segment (Example
3), Ren (2008, p. 214) points out that both Zhu’s and Liang’s versions
are structurally inconsistent, noting especially that Zhu’s six-character
couplet lacks the necessary narrative capacity, which has forced him to
mix in such prosaic expressions as “则反之” and “何不”. She also
comments that Liang’s prosaic translation does not have any observable
rhythmic pattern. However, in Ying’s case, the relative structural
flexibility commonly observed in zaju allows his translation to carry out
the narrative function while retaining some poetic resonance.29
Since Ying has rendered the majority of the source text into prose,
the stylistic contrast produced by the adoption of an ancient Chinese
poetic form could easily draw attention to the soliloquy, which acts as
the turning point of the play. It is likely that such an effect is intended by
Ying (1981b, p. 37), who observes that the function of the segment
resembles that of the “scene-fixing poems” [“定场诗”] in traditional
Chinese opera, or the “wedge” [“楔子”] in zaju.30 Other comparable
segments in the play include the distressed Isabella’s soliloquy after
Angelo has offered to have sex with her in exchange for her brother’s
life (Act 2 Scene 4), and Angelo’s disclosing the reason why he still
demands Claudio’s death even after deflowering “Isabella” (Act 3 Scene
4). However, despite the benefits of drawing on the stylistic features of
zaju, as demonstrated in the discussion of the translation of the Duke’s
29

For detailed analysis of the tone patterns and the rhyming of the three
translations, see Ren (2008, pp. 211-216).
30
The “wedge” usually serves as a summary of the major action in an act
and/or an extension of it.
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soliloquy, Ying has rendered these “wedges” into prose with little
deviation from the overall style of his text.
The phenomenon indicates that while the translator was indeed
intrigued

by

the

periodic

and

artistic

parallels

between

the

Shakespearean text and the Chinese opera form, he used domesticating
strategies with restraints. This sets his practice apart from the daring
attempts by some Chinese translators and theatrical professional to
reshape the Shakespearean texts completely either in the form of
traditional Chinese opera or in highly naturalised language. 31 The
decision was probably made on the basis of his judgment of the
theatrical situations involved. Of the three cases, the Duke’s soliloquy is
the only one written in rhymed verse, as opposed to the blank verse,
which is used for the majority of the dialogues of these characters. 32 It
also functions differently from the other two cases. While the soliloquies
of Isabella and Angelo are statements of their mental conditions and
motives for their future actions, the Duke delivers a moral in his speech
and brings out the theme of the play. The rhyming of the lines not only
produces lyrical effects but also underlines the message of the moral of
the play, i.e., “He who the sword of heaven will bear / Should be as holy
as severe”. Therefore, it was the peculiarity of the segment that provided
the possibilities as well as the motivation for Ying’s adoption of the
differentiating strategy.
In the aforementioned example, the acculturative strategy was
31

Directed by Lin Zhaohua (1936-), the 1989 avant-garde production of
Hamlet employed highly naturalised language, which was adapted from a translation
credited to Beijing-based playwright-director Li Jianmin. In fact, Li did not translate
from the Shakespearean text, but from a German translation, while consulting Zhu
Shenghao’s Chinese version.
32
In Ying’s translation, a distinctive poetic form was also adopted in the
translation of the boy’s song for Mariana at the beginning of Act 4, which was also
written in rhymed verse.
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performed within the range of the possibilities the source text offers. In
fact, from the translator’s perspective, this kind of strategy is only
applied “where necessary” (Ying, 1999, p. 16). Overall speaking, there is
a tension between the source orientation underlying Ying’s translation
practice and his motivation to react according to the specific theatrical
situations depicted in the text, which has led to the adoption of a
relatively compromise approach to the cultural issues in translation. It is
also worth noticing that for all the avoidance of radical acculturation or
excessive domestication, Ying would hardly consider his approach
‘foreignising’, for the challenge of a ‘foreignised’ translation would push
the audience out of their comfort zone and break the illusory effect that
his Stanislavksy-style company was intended to create.

2.2.2. A Holistic Perspective
What is quite unique about Ying’s translation is that his constant
awareness of the skopos of his practice has allowed him to develop a
holistic perspective, which is manifested in the adoption of a largely
non-interventionalist textual strategy in the handling of culture-specific
items. 33 The strategy itself seems suggestive of a lack of vigorous
agency on the translator’s part; however, his judgment of the
acceptability of the imported images was clearly not arbitrary. It is
revealed in his discussion with Arthur Miller about his use of “imagery”
(Miller, 1984, p. 239) in translation that what he saw himself dealing
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According to Javier Aixelá(1996), culture-specific items are: “Those
textually actualized items whose function and connotations in a source text involve a
translation problem in their transference to a target text, whenever this problem is a
product of the nonexistence of the referred item or of its different intertextual status
in the cultural system of the readers of the target text” (p. 59).
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with was the dramatic circumstances rather than the cultural references.34
For example, Ying translated “Business is business”, which, according to
the playwright, is one of the “time-worn clichés” in English and “a
phrase without any meaning in Chinese” (p. 240), into “亲是亲，财是财”
[“Kin is kin, money is money”]. From Ying’s perceptive, the Beijing
witticism works because it “resonates destructively upon Willy’s
repeated ‘I named him Howard’”, which is Willy’s “attempt to transcend
the money relationship with his employer” (p. 241). It is thus disclosed
that the translator, in fact, found the justification of his decision in his
understanding of the relevant dramatic situations rather than isolated
phrases. In other words, what the translator focused on was indeed the
potential global sensory effects of his translation.
Because the focus of Ying’s attention was on how the text could fit
into the larger unit of the performance, rather than the text itself, from
his perceptive, an expression would need no further acculturation as long
as it was understandable or meaningful in the translated theatrical
circumstances. This seems to be a recommendable strategy, given that
over-translation is often produced due to the (over-)emphasis on the
immediate intelligibility of translated CSIs. However, it does not indicate
that the translator did not struggle with the problems any less than other
translators. The difficulty of translating allusions (or CSIs in general) lies
in the fact that the connection between the words or the phrases and the
corresponding state of affairs they evoke is intricately bound up with the
foreign culture itself (Lefevere, 1992, pp. 56-57). Miller (1984) recalls
that Ying was concerned with communicating the geographical scope of

34

Although Miller (1984) notes the discussion as about “some samples of the
imagery [Ying] has used in his translation of the play that differed from the original”
(p. 239), it can be inferred from the following examples that here the “imagery” is
defined broadly.
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Willy’s sales route and, more importantly, the damage it did to the
character, which is lost in the transliteration of the names of the places:
Ying is now afraid that place names in the play, with the exceptions of New
York and Boston, which received large Chinese emigration in past years, will
be meaningless to the audience—places like Hartford, Waterbury, and
Providence. Or, for that matter, New England itself. Already twice now he has
muttered that we shall have to find some way around this but at the same time
remain faithful to the script. (p. 12)

Eventually, the translator chose to stick to the linguistic approach of
transliteration. Technical difficulties aside, as Ying himself explained to
Miller, the central problem to him is that the attempt at adapting the
items culturally would contradict his prioritised goal of staying faithful
to the original. In this particular case, to some extent, Ying succeeded in
finding a way around the problem through his own acting by
convincingly portraying a damaged salesman, which enabled the
audience to understand the toll the travel took on the character, even
though they might not have much knowledge about the actual geography.
It is important that theatre translators be aware that the multiplicity
of theatrical communication can actually afford them the opportunity to
turn to theatrical resources for solutions of translation problems, which
indicates that the process can benefit from closer collaboration between
the translator and the performers of his or her text. In fact, the problem
of translating CSIs for performance is often a visual one, as much as a
textual one, which requires more vigorous agency on the part of the
production team as a whole. In Death of a Salesman, it has been noted
that the actual visual representation of the material culture on the stage
of the yet-to-be commercialised Beijing could be even more impactful
than its verbal description. Miller (1984) was under the impression that
the costumes, which were “purposefully ordinary in American terms”,
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made the actors’ own “blue trousers and jackets”, which were worn by
the majority of the Chinese population at that time, looked poor (p. 8).
As he observes, this wide gap could cause difficulty for the Chinese,
including the actors, to comprehend the play:
[…] it must be a painfully uncertain process for these actors to slip into not
only alien characters but an exotic way of life of which they know next to
nothing. For example, Willy is desperate, yet he owns a refrigerator, a car, his
own house, and is willing to ‘settle’ for sixty dollars a week! And those were
the fat dollars of decades ago. This, in China, is nothing short of fantasy.
(Miller, 1984, p. 86)

In order for the theme of humanity underneath the already shocking
material culture to get across to the audience, Ying took a leading part in
mediating between the production and the receiving culture—by offering
informative programme notes and taking interviews—knowing that the
representation of materialism alone would not be enough.35
The coordination between textual and extra-textual mediatory
efforts is crucial to the inclusion of some elements that could be
considered as ‘taboos’ of the target stage. Take Ying’s handling of the
direct depiction of the extra-marital affairs between Willy and the
Woman in Boston in Death of a Salesman as an example. Ying, who
played the protagonist himself, understood the relevance of the scene to
both the characterisation of his role and the development of the story and
tried to channel the erotic tone of the characters’ conversation but in a
more acceptable way:
Example 4:
Source text
The Woman I’ll put you right through to the buyers.
Willy
(slapping her bottom) Right. Well, bottoms up!
35

More discussion on Ying’s work in this regard will be conducted in Chapter

5.
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The Woman (slaps him gently and laughs) You just kill me, Willy. (He
suddenly grabs her and kisses her roughly.) You kill me. And
thanks for the stockings. I love a lot of stockings. Well, good
night.
Willy
Good night. And keep your pores open!
The Woman Oh, Willy!
(Miller & Ying, 1999, pp. 84, 86)
Ying’s translation
某妇人 我一定马上叫你跟买主接上线通上话。
威利
（拍拍她的臀部）好！还有一条线也得接通！
某妇人 （轻轻地打他的脸，笑着）你真把我逗死了，威利。
（他突然拖
住她，粗暴地吻她）逗死我了。谢谢你送我的丝袜，我就喜欢
有一大堆丝袜。好啦，好好睡吧。
威利
好好睡吧，别忘了把袜子脱下来！
某妇人 哎呦，威利！
(Miller & Ying, 1999, pp. 85, 87; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 280)

The translation contains relative radical departure from the source text,
which is not frequently observed in Ying’s practice. The word play in
Willy’s “bottoms up” while slapping the Woman’s bottom (hip) is lost in
translation. However, the translator has created a new set of word play
serving similar effect by rewriting the line into “还有一条线也得接通”
[another line also needs to be put through], which indicates the
character’s wish to get in touch (physically) with the Woman again. The
character’s urge for another sexual encounter is also expressed in his
telling the Woman to “keep [her] pores open” or to remain undressed. By
translating the line into “别忘了把袜子脱下来” [don’t forget to take off
your stockings], Ying has lightened the sensuality of the situation.36
Visually, the presentation is “so beautifully naïve and so chaste
compared with the customary crude sexuality with which the moment is
usually played”, according to Miller (1984, p. 151), who left the actors to
36

It might have been the translator’s intention to redirect the audience’s
attention to the imagery of the stockings, which are emblematic of Willy’s betrayal
and infidelity. In this way, the translation would mitigate the eroticism of the scene
and, at the same time, play into the construction of the symbolism of Willy’s
relationship with women.
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work out the scene by themselves for fear of “overstepping bounds of
Chinese propriety in this sexual encounter” (p. 114).37
While Ying (1999) seems to believe performability in translation is
attainable through the textual medium only and have attempted to pursue
it as such, the discussion in this section shows that he actually has
accepted the state of his texts as texts in progress. This shows the
influence of theatrical norms at work in his decision-making, which has
bound his choices to the needs of the theatrical moments to be created,
even when his largely source-oriented approach to translation tended to
drive his text closer to the source text overall. As to the handling of
specific problems in translation, Ying’s holistic view has enabled him to
come to terms with the loss of cultural or theatrical implications in the
translation of a textual segment, such as a CSI, as long as he could find a
way to compensate for it and avoid compromising the dramatic situation
as depicted in the original. This has resulted in the adoption of a largely
non-interventionalist textual strategy, which is in line with to the
dominant translation norms of the time while leaving room for future
adjustment and coordination with possible extra-textual strategies.

2.3. A Preliminary Examination of the Effects of Translation
Despite a detectable tendency in his work to adhere to the source
text, Ying’s translation is still considered highly idiomatic, which is
attested to by his audience’s mentioning to have found the language of
his translated plays pleasingly yet surprisingly lacking in a sense of
37

The performance of the scene is highly praised by the playwright-director,
who comments that it has successfully channelled a sense of “hallucinatory
surrealism” that fits the dream-like state of Willy’s flashbacks, which he claims to be
his intended effect but “had somehow gotten lost in the various productions,
including the original” (Miller, 1984, p. 151).
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‘foreignness’ (Ying, 1999, p. 16). As Pavis (1989) reminds, “in the
theatre, the translation reaches the audience by way of the actor’s
bodies” (p. 25). Later chapters will show that the actors’ contribution
definitely has played an important part in boosting the impression of the
idiomaticity of Ying’s texts. Ying (1999, pp. 16-17), who looks at the
issue mainly as a translational, textual or linguistic matter, believes that
the phenomenon is caused by the audience’s familiarity with the way
foreigners talk in dubbed films without realising that the lines in those
cases have been deliberately foreignised to help synchronise with the
mouth movements of the actors. However, what Ying has observed here
is only a manifestation of a profound socio-cultural change in the target
environment. As the discussion in later chapters also shows, Ying’s actor
colleagues actually tended to stay close to his translation in their delivery
for various reasons; therefore, it means that a significant proportion of
Ying’s translation has reached the audience as it is on the textual level.
The following preliminary examination of audience response to Ying’s
texts will shed light on the textual and extra-textual factors that might
have influenced the perception of the effectiveness of his translation.
While Ying’s relatively middle-of-the-road approach to cultural
translation has ruled out the option for him to radically acculturate the
imported texts, as Yao Ke did by adding word play into the Chinese
names of the characters in Death of a Salesman (Miller, 1971), he has
used domesticating strategies to add to the idiomaticity and the ‘Beijing
flavour’ of his texts by using common phrases, such as proverbs and
idioms. However, the appropriateness and effectiveness of the strategies
are sometimes debated about. In his review of Ying’s translation of
Measure for Measure, Suo Tianzhang (1984, p. 72) acknowledges the
positive effects of using the Chinese proverb—“只许州官放火，不许百
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姓点灯”—which is familiar to the Beijing audience and promotes
comprehensibility, but doubts whether it sufficiently represents the
meaning of the original:

Example 5:
Source text
Isabella
We cannot weigh our brother with ourself.
Great men may jest with saints; ’tis wit in them;
But in the less foul profanation.
Lucio
Thou’rt i’ th’ right, girl; more o’that.
Isabella
That in the captain’s but a choleric word,
Which in the soldier is flat blasphemy.
Lucio
[Aside to Isabella] Art avised o’that? more on’t.
Angelo
Why do you put these sayings upon me?
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, pp. 88, 90)
Ying’s translation
伊莎白拉 我们从不设身处地去判断别人。
大人物可以和圣贤取笑，在他们这是才华，
而在小人物却是犯上。
路奇欧

(对伊莎白拉)你这个路子对，姑娘，再接再厉。

伊莎白拉

只许州官放火，不许百姓点灯。

路奇欧

(对伊莎白拉)这你也懂？多说几句。

安哲罗

你为什么要对我引用这些话?
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 13)

In fact, such cases are not few in Ying’s translation, especially of the
Shakespearean play, due to wider linguistic and socio-cultural
distances.38 Apart from the distortion of the original meaning, as far as
this segment is concerned, the use of the proverb might also affect the
theatrical representation. The lengths of the translation of the other lines
in the segment all roughly match those of their corresponding source text,
which is in line with the translator’s source-oriented efforts to re-create
38

For instance, the same can be said about Ying’s rendition of “Pattern in
himself to know,/Grace to stand, and virtue go” into “时刻必须谨言慎行,/不可轻举
妄动” (see Example 3). The set phrase “轻举妄动”, which literally means to act
rashly and blindly, has little to do with the Duke’s remark about virtue.
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the rhythmic flow of the original. The use of the compact expression of
the proverb, however, has made the speech turn in question significantly
shorter and is therefore likely to interfere with the pace of the dialogue
when it is played out on the stage. Nevertheless, its use is not without
merits in that the original lines are also proverbial, and that the Chinese
proverb, which literally means “the magistrate is allowed to set fire,
while the common people are forbidden to light lamps”, does play into
the contrast between the powered and the powerless with vivid imagery,
as the source text does.
Thus, the remaining question is not whether the use of the proverb
is justified or not in the translation of the Shakespearean text, but how to
better coordinate such elements into the theatrical context, which is also
a question Suo (1984, p. 72) has raised (although largely from a literary
scholar’s standpoint) about Ying’s rendition of the Duke’s announcement
of Angelo’s death sentence after the truth is unveiled. The segment
includes a direct reference to the title of the play:
Example 6:
Source text
“An Angelo for Claudio, death for death!”
Haste still pays haste, and leisure answers leisure;
Like doth quite like, and Measure still for Measure.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, p. 282)
Ying’s translation
“安哲罗抵偿克劳狄奥，以命抵命！”
种瓜得瓜，种豆得豆，
天网恢恢，疏而不漏！
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 35)

While Suo admits that whether to appreciate Ying’s liberal approach here
is essentially a matter of personal taste, what he finds more problematic
is that Ying’s translation no longer serves the theme-revealing function
as the source text does, in addition to distorting its meaning. There is
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indeed something missing in Ying’s translation. The Duke’s later
announcement—“Where Claudio stoop to death, and with like haste. /
Away with him [Angelo]”—dictates Angelo’s immediate death as an
answer for Claudio’s hasty “death”. It is therefore important to bring out
the Duke’s demand for the quickness of the execution. It is popularly
believed that the title of the play Measure for Measure is a reference to
“For in the same way you judge others, you will be judged, and with the
measure you use, it will be measured to you” in the Bible, Matthew 7:2.
The Biblical allusion, however, is bypassed in Ying’s translation,
probably because it would make little sense to the Chinese audience who
knew very little about Western religions. As Suo (1984, p. 72) points out,
the proverb “天网恢恢，疏而不漏” [The net of Heaven has large
meshes , but it lets nothing through], which is normally used to describe
the inescapability of karma, seems to be too general for the scenario,
given that the emphasis of the verdict is originally placed on the
proportionality of the punishment. Also, there could be an unstated
explanation for the absurdity here. Although the proverb “种瓜得瓜，种
豆得豆” as the Chinese equivalent of “As a man sows, so shalt he reap”
seems to be a convenient choice, the agricultural allusion, when followed
by the stern saying of “天网恢恢，疏而不漏”, could appear out of place
to some listeners. As Ying (1981b, p. 38) humbly admits, his use of the
Chinese common phrases was experimental. The above analysis shows
that the result is indeed not always ideal.
Another sign of Ying’s work not meeting his stated objective is
that his translations, in fact, bear more foreign traces than he would care
to admit, despite his employment of domesticating strategies from time
to time. In practice, Ying would usually keep the original imagery in the
figurative expressions he encountered in translation, such as metaphors,
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similes and symbols, unless the imported images would appear too
distant to be acceptable to his audience. When explaining his phrasing in
the translation of Death of a Salesman to the very playwright, Ying
maintains that the images he used are commonplace to the Chinese
people and could only get “consciously poetic to foreigners” (Miller,
1984, p. 243). It can be deducted from this remark that Ying might have
seen the images he preserved from the source text, including such
sayings as “a man isn’t a piece of fruit”, anything but unacceptably
strange to his target audience. 39 There is, of course, the part the
source-oriented undercurrent played in how he measured the
acceptability of the selected images. However, bound by his educational
background, the translator might have also developed a higher tolerance
towards the expressions that could be considered foreign in the
Chinese-speaking environment, which has left room for textual
adjustment when his translations enter the phase of the page-to-stage
transposition.40
It is important to take into account the role of the audience in the
construction of the naturalness or idiomaticity of Ying’s texts. The way
foreign films were dubbed, which Ying (1999, pp. 16-17) acknowledges
as an important influence, is only a factor that contributed to the
impression that the language of his translation was more domesticating
or localising than it actually is even by the translator’s own standards. As
Itamar Even-Zohar (1990c, p. 50) postulates, when translated works
occupy a central position in the target system, the translation will be
39

Ying’s translation of Willy Loman’s line—“You can’t eat the orange and
throw the peel away—a man isn’t a piece of fruit”—into “你不能吃橘子把皮一扔
就完了——人不是橘子” is mentioned in Ren’s study (2008, pp. 204-205) as an
example of the translator’s preservation of foreign images.
40
More discussion about the performers’ adjustment of Ying’s texts will be
conducted in Chapter 3 and 4.
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close to the source text in terms of adequacy. This is the case with the
Chinese literary, theatrical and socio-cultural systems at large in the
1980s, a time when there was a strong pro-Western curiosity among
urban intellectuals. A survey conducted in the mid-1990s shows that the
majority of the Chinese readers of the time prefer a more “foreignising”
translation that keep the “exoticism” of the original (Xu & Yuan, 1996).
There was also a systemic factor concerning a consumer’s attitude
towards translated plays or translated works in general. As Lefevere
(1992) observes, readers (in this case, the audience) of a translation tend
to resign themselves to the notion that “something gets lost” in the
translation (p. 99). This could see Ying’s audience through the occasional
‘bumpiness’ of what they heard from the stage.
Wang Zuoliang (1986) recalls that his fellow audience of the
Beijing Measure for Measure responded surprisingly well to the
language of Ying’s translation, especially noting that the audience did
not seem to be disturbed by such strange expressions as Claudio’s saying
that he would embrace death “like a bride with open arms” (p. 56).
Wang’s comment is particularly revealing because what he and his
fellow audience assumed to be an example of the Shakespearean
expressions, in fact, is a mistranslation on the part of Ying. Zhu
Shenghao’s translation is provided for reference here:
Example 7:
Source text
Why give you me this shame?
Think you I can a resolution fetch
From flow’ry tenderness? If I must die,
I will encounter darkness as a bride,
And hug it in mine arms.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, p. 132)
Ying’s translation
你为什么要这样羞辱我？
你认为我要考温情的安慰，
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才能下定决心吗？如果我必须死，
我会象新婚少女那样伸出双臂
去拥抱死亡！
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 18)
Zhu’s translation
你为什么要这样羞辱我？你以为温柔的慰藉，可以坚定我的决心吗？
假如我必须死，我会把黑暗当做新娘，把它拥抱在我的怀里。
(Shakespeare & Zhu, 1994, p. 201)

Here, Ying has mistakenly taken “as a bride” as a metaphorical
description of Claudio’s resolution instead of a simile that impersonates
“darkness”. The blunder has somehow escaped the attention of Wang, an
accomplished scholar-translator of English. It is all too likely that an
average audience member would ignore the absurdity of the expression
and simply deem it Shakespearean. 41 In short, because the Chinese
audience of the time, in general, welcomed a taste of foreignness, they
also had a relatively higher tolerance for the ‘unnaturalness’ in translated
works of theatre. This could have contributed significant to the
acceptability of Ying’s texts.

2.4. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the evaluation of Ying’s translated playtexts against
his own stated principles about performable translation reveals that there
is noticeable distance between his declared objectives and the textual
results of his practice. Under the influence of the dominant translation
41

In the more recent case of the company’s staging of Hamlet in 2008, the
Beijing audience actually overtly reacted to a strange verbal image. The famous “get
thee to a nunnery” scene was spoiled by the audience’s unexpected laughter at the
word of “nunnery”, which was translated into “尼姑庵” [Buddhist nunnery]. It seems
that the intrusion of a Buddhist image in a Shakespearean play is too obvious to be
ignored. Compared with the audience of the 1980s, the more culturally-aware
Chinese audience of the twenty-first century are likely to be more sensitive to these
problems.
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norms of the target culture, Ying has developed not only a
source-oriented approach to translation but also an understanding of
translation as a text-focused activity.42 Therefore, when discussing his
own practice (e.g., Ying, 1981b, 1999), the translator would often
over-emphasise the role of textual factors in the performability of his
translated playtext. That being said, in reality, the translator understood
well that the theatrical potential of his texts could not be realised via the
textual medium only. Such an understanding has allowed him to remain
conforming to the dominant translation norms of his time by taking a
largely non-interventionalist approach to the texts. This factor could also
have urged the translator to play a larger part in mediating the
(para-)textual, theatrical and socio-cultural relations during the
page-to-stage transposition of his texts and the reception of the eventual
productions, which, as the discussion in later chapters will show, could
have been more decisive to the construction of the performability of his
playtexts.
The comparison of Ying’s translated playtexts with the versions by
other translators, either for reading or for performance, shows that Ying
indeed was an extraordinary translator. The superiority of his work is
often manifested as the relative accuracy of his texts and his ability to
solve translation problems with the adept use of the tools of the Chinese
linguistic culture, which shows his deep knowledge and understanding of
42

In China, such a tendency, in fact, is still commonly observed in translation
practice in general. The finding here seems to be somewhat perplexing, given that a
considerable proportion of existing literature (e.g., Jinlong Liu, 2012; Meng, 2012; X.
Ren, 2008) on Ying’s translated playtexts displays him as a ‘spirited’ translator as
opposed to the ‘faithful translator’ (Lefevere, 1992, p. 50). This is because Ying
(1999) has concentrated on this particular aspect of his practice when writing about
his translation principles. Many scholars have used these very principles as the
roadmap for their research. This strategy, in many cases, has affected the outcome of
their research.
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both the source and the target languages and cultures. However, what
truly sets his practice apart is a pragmatic and holistic perspective
derived from his insight as a theatrical professional. The translator’s
awareness

of

the

potential

of

the

multiplicity

of

theatrical

communication has allowed him to take a more fluid textual approach,
which is largely non-interventionalist but sometimes more mediating, in
his pursuit of faithfulness in translation.
A relevant point, which is particularly observable in the cases of
his more vigorous mediation on the textual level, such as the adding of
dialogic facilitators and the downplaying of sensuality in particular
scenes, is that the translator often based his translation decision-making
on his reading of the dramatic circumstances in question, rather than the
text itself. This suggests that the performability that Ying pursued in the
translation of the playtexts is not an abstract notion, but something
specific to the theatrical contexts, which indicates the involvement of a
certain degree of mise en scène on the translator’s part. To what extent
and in what form the translator’s mise en scène can be translated in the
actors’ work will be discussed in Chapter 4.43
Relatively superior as his translations are, they still have room for
adjustment for shortcomings on the linguistic or textual level, such as the
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Mise en scène literally means ‘putting in the scene’ in English. According to
Pavis (2012), the French term, which “designates the totality and the functioning of
the performance” (p. 5), is “a notion that remains untranslatable in [the English]
language” (p. xiv). It is often used interchangeably with expressions like
représentation (the stage performance or production), spectacle (‘cultural
performances’ in English), performance (‘performance art’ in English) and la
direction d’acteurs (the directing of actors) (pp. 3-4). In this thesis, the term is used
with emphasis on the action of staging a playtext, especially the directing of actors.
This is partly out of practical concerns. The acting problems and interaction between
the actors, directors and other relevant parties are usually more detailedly
documented (see 4.2). Other aspects of the mise en scène, such as makeup and set
design, are touched upon, but left for future research, given the limitations of the
materials available and time constraints.
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occasional lack of fluency and idiomaticity. The performers’ contribution
to the solution or alleviation of these problems cannot be ignored, even
though the target audiences at the time had relatively high tolerance for
the language of (theatre) translation, which, to some extent, reduced the
pressure on the translator and the production as a whole. Also, due to
Ying’s understanding of translation as a text-focused activity, there was a
tendency in his work to compartmentalise translation from the
production process, which will show in Ying’s self-restraint on several
matters in his interaction with the performers of his texts. These two
issues will be explored further in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3 Production Teams’ Approach to Translated
Playtexts: Institutional Efforts to ‘Ensure’
Performability
In most cases, a translated playtext needs to be adapted before it
can serve as the performance script for a production. The decisions made
during the process, which are often collaborative in nature, are usually
driven by factors that appear to be practically oriented, such as the
speakability of the lines and the marketability of the eventual production.
Theoretically speaking, the decisions with regard to the adjustment of the
script should be made as early as possible so as to provide the cast with a
relatively stable script to work with. In reality, the process of
decision-making is continuous, given that the need for further adjustment,
sometimes to a substantial extent, is often felt only when the production
team gain more in-depth knowledge of the play and develop a clearer
vision of the performance with the progress of the rehearsal.
In the case of well-established hierarchical institution such as the
BPAT, the process is often characterised by strong institutional
influences, through bodies that concern themselves with not only the
theatrical but also ideological aspects of a production, such as the
BPAT’s ‘Art Committee’. The existence of such bodies provides us with
an opportunity to observe the role of factors extrinsic to the linguistic or
the textual in the producers’ efforts to ‘ensure’ the performability of a
translated playtext.44 The investigation in this chapter will focus on,
although not limited to, the issues that had drawn the collective attention
of the decision-makers, as opposed to the modifications made by
44

The ‘Art Committee’ is frequently mentioned in the minutes of the BPAT’s
meetings. The lists of attendees show that the committee was mainly made up of
senior members of the company.
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individual actors, to shed light on the institutional factors behind the
producers’ choices.45

3.1. A Top-Tier Company’s Concerns: A Case of Beijing People’s
Art Theatre
From 1979 to 1991, the BPAT produced 21 translated plays,
including the revivals of plays staged before the Cultural Revolution
(e.g., The Fox and the Grapes by Guilherme Figueiredo, The Miser by
Moliere and Enough Stupidity in Every Wise Man by Alexander
Ostrovsky). The Ibsenian social problem play remained a popular choice,
even though there are signs indicating the company’s wish to experiment
with styles other than Stanislavskian Realism, as manifested by its first
and so far only attempt to mount a Brechtian play, i.e., The Good Soldier
Švejk in 1986, and its support for plays involving unconventional
narrative techniques, such as Death of a Salesman and Amadeus. Among
the six Anglo-American plays produced over the period, five were
translated by Ying, who took advantage of his frequent official visits to
the United States and Europe to develop personal contacts with
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This thesis discusses the performers’ approaches to Ying’s translated
playtexts in two chapters, with focus on the institutional and the individual
respectively. This is in part because individual actors and collective bodies like the
BPAT’s ‘Art Committee’ read the texts differently, and as the analysis of Chapter 4
will show, the BPAT actors’ decisions involving verbal changes to the texts were
sometimes spontaneous and not consciously supported or even noticed by the
translator and the other participants in the production. Compared with the
‘Committee’, the actors were less worried about ideological issues and would
concentrate their efforts on the creation of theatrical effects, which is manifested, as
mentioned in 3.3, in the phenomenon that some actors would deliberately
(over-)emphasise potentially controversial lines in order to stimulate the audience,
instead of downplaying them as the ‘Committee’ would have advised. Also, the
power dynamics among the decision-makers might be different at these two phases
of the production process.
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Anglo-American playwrights and directors.46 It is noteworthy that the
import of English plays was already a breakthrough for the company at
the time because English plays had never been much of an option due to
political sensitivity before the normalisation of the relations between
China and the West, especially the United States.
When translated plays are considered a source of innovation, they
become the target of competition among top-tier theatre groups, such as
the BPAT and its counterpart in Shanghai, Shanghai People’s Art Theatre
(now Shanghai Dramatic Arts Centre). These groups would be willing to
use their resources to be the first to put on a production of a new import.
Under such a circumstance, a translator might be able to enjoy more
power, even in cases where he or she occupies a relatively peripheral
position on the production team. As to Ying, whose presence was more
profoundly felt, he was trusted entirely for his judgment about the
quality of the selected plays, as well as for the quality of his translations.
The changes made to his texts were usually driven by theatrical
and/or ideological factors, rather than purely textual ones. In many cases,
the company’s decisions were related to its (self-)perceived position as
the leader of Chinese spoken drama, which is reflected most prominently
in the naming of the productions. Apart from “Death of a Salesman” and
“Major Barbara”, which were literally rendered, the other three titles
were subject to different degrees of mediation in translation. In the case
of The Caine Mutiny (2008), the original long title—“The Caine Mutiny:
Court Martial”—has been adapted into the shorter and catchier “《哗
变》” [The Mutiny] obviously out of practical concerns; however, the
46

The only play that was not translated by him was The Gin Game 《洋麻将》
[
].
The play was recommended and translated by Chinese American actress Lisa Lu [卢
燕], who worked with Ying on Bertolucci’s The Last Emperor (1987). Ying
proofread and revised the translation and contributed to the promotion.
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process and motives behind the other two cases are more complicated.
To begin with, there is the controversial replacement of the title of
the Shakespearean play. Hu (1999, p. 30) mentions that it was after
consultation with the company’s then president Cao Yu that the
production team decided to abandon the initial version “《一报还一报》”,
which was the same title Zhu Shenghao used in his well-noted
translation of the play, and to adopt “《请君入瓮》” in allusion to a story
in Tang Dynasty, in which a man of power, like Angelo, gets paid back in
his own coin.47 The loss of the biblical allusion is much lamented,
especially by critics with scholarly background in English literature. For
example, Suo (1984, p. 72) comments that although Zhu’s version is not
ideal, it seems to be more faithful and “to the point” [“切题”] than the
current one.
The abandonment of an already well-known title for the
Shakespearean play seems unwise for the promotion of the production.
However, it still makes sense from a theatrical point of view regarding
both the actual content of the adapted version and the marketability of
the production. As Pfister (1988) points out, “the title of a play, in
accordance with the rhetorical convention that demands that it should
point forward to a crucial episode in the text, […] contains advance
information which affects the reception process […]” (p. 42). Given that
the idea of measuring the severity of a crime in the service of justice was
significantly downplayed in the Beijing production, there was little
motivation for the decision-makers to continue basing the Chinese title
on the biblical allusion.48 In addition, “一报还一报” as a title implies
47

Earlier editions of Zhu’s translation of the play were entitled “《量罪记》”
[The Measurement of Crime]. Hu did not provide any explanation as to why Cao
wanted to change the title.
48
For more discussion about the changes made, see 3.3.
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that the play would concentrate on a moral mission, which could appear
unappealing to the Chinese audience, who had already seen too many
propaganda performances over the years. By contrast, the revised title,
which literally means “to lure someone into an urn”, promises an
intrigue and has the potential to contribute to the marketability of the
production. Although it is doubtful whether the audience would be able
to, as Wakeman (1982) suggests, instantly make out the Tang Dynasty
allusion, the use of the four-character set phrase could strike a sense of
familiarity and help shorten the distance between the audience and the
production, which could be considered as a welcome change for the
intercultural staging of the play.49
It seems that Ying and his colleagues have taken the opposite route
when they replaced “《莫扎特之死》” [Death of Mozart] with “《上帝
的宠儿》” [The Favourite Child of God] in translating the title of
Amadeus.50 The English title, which literally means “love of God”,
comes from the Latin form of the middle name of the featured character
Mozart. Transliteration is used as part of the title of a version of Ying’s
translation, which was published by Bookman Books, Ltd. in Taiwan in
2003: “《阿玛迪斯：是谁杀了莫扎特？》” [Amadeus: Who Has Killed
Mozart?]. As the Taiwan publisher’s adding a subtitle may indicate, the
transliteration alone could be problematic from the producers’ standpoint,
considering that it gives too little information about the play to make it
49

The allusion can be traced back to The Extensive Records of the Taiping Era
[《太平广记》], a collection of stories compiled in the Song Dynasty. In the story, a
Tang official comes up with the idea of heating anyone suspected of conspiring
against the regime in a scalding urn until he confesses. He gets caught in his own trap
when he himself is accused of the crime.
50
The title of the version in Five Famous Plays (Shakespeare et al., 2001) is
“Death of Mozart”, which is followed by a bracket saying “又名《上帝的宠儿》” [Or:
The Favourite Child of God]. This suggests that “Death of Mozart” was indeed
considered by the translator.
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interesting to its target audience. It seems that the original solution Ying
provided—“Death of Mozart”—could serve the informative purpose and
function as an enticing synopsis of the play. However, it was also
rejected, probably because of the producers’ desire to distinguish their
production from Shanghai People’s Art Theatre’s version that was staged
two years earlier under the very title.51 The eventual title for the Beijing
production, which spells out the connotation in the character’s name, can
be considered as a middle-of-the-road solution.
As the discussion so far shows, the negotiability of the translated
titles could offer a theatre group an opportunity to make a statement not
only about the specific productions but also about its own status. While
there is always the concerns for marketability, the producers’ decision
might also be a ‘political’ one, made to set the production and the theatre
group apart in rivalry. This indicates that when the staging of translated
plays becomes a platform of showcasing a group’s ability to catch up
with the development of the theatrical art, a top-tier company would be
willing to make an effort to turn the translated plays distinctively theirs,
or, at least, to make it to appear to be so. This desire is also reflected in
Ying’s and his colleagues’ insistence of blending the company’s
trademark ‘Beijing flavour’ into the production of translated playtexts,
such as by using Beijing idioms and adopting the Beijing accent.

3.2.

Cutting

and

Editing

for

Theatrical

Reasons:

The

Decision-Makers’ Viewpoints
Although as translator, Ying adopted a largely source-oriented
approach to translation, he understood well the inevitability of adjusting
51

In-house communication record shows that Ying was aware of this version,
which was translated by Cai Xueyuan.
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and/or abridging the text for performance. In fact, when he was directing
Major Barbara, he abridged his translation for the same reasons usually
provided to justify the decisions, crossing out what he considered as
jargon and lines irrelevant to the theme or repetitive (Han, 1991). It
needs to be reminded that editing and cutting are commonly practiced in
theatrical production and, sometimes, by the playwrights themselves. For
instance, Peter Shaffer, author of Amadeus, is actually known for having
a penchant for rewriting his own plays.
Perhaps because the cutting and editing of playtexts for
performance is such a routine practice, there was hardly any
documentation about the process in the case of the BPAT’s staging of
Ying’s texts, except Charlton Heston’s (1990) mention that he spent the
first week of his month-long stay with the Chinese cast of The Caine
Mutiny to, in his words, “clarify […] the text” (p. 53). A possible
explanation for the lack of documentation is that Ying’s texts were
vested with absolute authority by his colleagues. It is thus unlikely for
the texts to be challenged openly, even though they contain potentially
‘undesired’ qualities in part caused by his source-oriented approach to
translation and his relatively higher tolerance for foreignness. As
indicated by Heston’s observation that Ying’s translation sometimes
“explores points [the playwright has] already made clear [emphasis in
original]” (p. 57), there could also be traces of over-translation.52 It is
noteworthy that Heston was assisted on the production by Bette Bao
Lord, Chinese-American writer and wife of the then American
ambassador. Unlike the interpreter provided by the BPAT, Lord played a
more active role in advising the ‘foreign expert’. The presence of another
bilingualist who had enough power to influence the monolingual director
52

However, given that Heston did not provide any specific example, the
impression might be intuitive.
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is not found in the other productions investigated in this case study.
Consequently, in most cases, the potential ‘problems’ of Ying’s texts
were left to be handled by the individual actors.
It seems that a more pressing issue for the production teams at this
stage was the control of playing time. Normally, a Chinese translation of
an English play would take longer to be played out on the stage due to
various factors, including the characteristics of a translated text and the
relatively slower pace of speaking that the Chinese actors were
accustomed to.53 It is mentioned in Miller’s directory log that initially a
read-through of the script would take as long as four hours to complete
(Miller, 1984, p. 12).54 By speeding up their delivery, the Chinese actors
reduced the playing time to only two minutes longer than that of the
English production, which is, according to Miller, “something not
possible even in French or German” (p. 195).
Unlike Death of a Salesman, the other four plays were subject to
substantial abridgement. Miller’s presence in the production the Beijing
Salesman could have been a decisive factor. As Laskowski (1996) notes,
the approach of a translator and a production team to a play could be
affected by whether the author is dead or living, not to mention, in this
case, serving as the director of the production. The playwright-director
was also fully backed by the powerful agent Ying, who was motivated by
his personal interest in the play.
Apart from the factor of power dynamics between the original
playwright and the local producers, whether to abridge the translated
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Miller (1984) recalls that Ying once “confided a near-complaint, that the
actors’ speech rate is very slow” (p. 12). In fact, Ying has made similar comments on
many occasions. There could also be the factor of linguistic differences.
54
Heston (1990, p. 44) made a similar observation, noting that the Chinese
actors’ initial walk-through lasted some forty minutes longer than the English
versions he had directed.
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playtext is still a matter of practicality, which could involve “hard
choice[s]” (Heston, 1990, pp. 44-45) for the producers. Significant
reduction of the playing time by merely demanding the actors to speak
faster is unlikely for such dialogue-intensive plays as The Caine Mutiny
and Major Barbara. In addition, there is always the need to adapt to the
tastes of modern Chinese audiences, which was especially felt in the
staging of Measure for Measure. For example, several lines were edited
out from the Duke’s farewell to Anglo and Escalus at the beginning of
the play (Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, pp. 3-4).These lines are likely to be
part of what was defined as the “actions and scenes that only contribute
to the lively atmosphere and the artistic expressiveness but drift away
from the major plot line”, which were the major target of deletion,
according to the producers (Liu Jian, 1981, p. 14). More substantial
abridgement is found in the whorehouse-related scenes. The sub-plot
was almost completely abandoned in pursuit of a more concentrated and
straightforward story-telling, though the bawdiness in these scenes is
part of the so-called “original flavour” of Shakespeare’s text.55
However, while being capable of increasing the efficiency of the
activities on the stage, the producers’ intervention could also interfere
with the organism of the play and create effects unanticipated
(sometimes unwanted) from their own perspectives. The following
excerpt from Greenwald’s speech at the beginning of The Caine Mutiny
offers a glimpse into the key character’s mentality before the core event
occurs. The underlined part was rewritten by the director in consultation
with the Chinese actors:
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, while the elements of sexuality and
vulgarity could be considered as sensitive, they were not completely rejected on the
Chinese stage.
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Example 8:
Source text
Maryk, they took us in naked. Just a lot of pink forked animals with belly
buttons. And they worked us over, and kicked us around, and put us through a
bunch of silly rituals, and stuffed us full of the dullest bloody books in the
world, and slapped funny uniforms on us. And there we all of a sudden with
big flaming machines in our hands, sinking U-boats and shooting down Zeros.
A lot of guys take it in stride. Me, it’s sort of turned all my old ideas wrong
side out. And this is a war that sure needs winning, for my dough.
(Wouk & Ying, 1999, p. 12).
Director’s edited version
玛瑞克，我们这些人是光着屁股参军的，是一群娃娃。他们先把我们欺
侮个够，还叫我们穿上不伦不类的军装。突然，我们打沉了德国的潜水
艇，击落了日本的零式飞机。有不少人干得挺顺手。我呢，却不怎么样。
可是我从心眼里相信，这场战争非打赢不可。
(Beijing People’s Art Theatre & Research Institute of Drama of Chinese
National Academy of Arts, 1988, p. 8; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 385)
Ying’s full translation
玛瑞克，我们这些人是光着屁股参军的，是一群娃娃。他们先把我们欺
侮个够，叫我们按他们那套礼节办事，逼我们去阅读天下最无聊的书，
还叫我们穿上不伦不类的军装。突然，我们打沉了德国的潜水艇，击落
了日本的零式飞机。有不少人干得挺顺手。我呢，这叫我没法儿不去改
变自己的脑筋。可是我从心眼里相信，这场战争非打赢不可。
(Wouk & Ying, 1999, p. 13)

Although the adjusted segment is leaner than the full version, its
meaning deviates significantly from that of the source text. Instead of
admitting that the war experience has changed his views, the character,
in the edited version, laments his own misfortune as a soldier, which
turns his problems with the army rather emotional and personal. 56
Consequently, the decision-makers not only have changed the image of
the character, but also missed an opportunity to hint at the importance of
views and perspectives for the unfolding of the major event and the
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It is noteworthy that Ying’s translation of the lines prior to the adjusted part
is inaccurate, which changes the context for the segment to follow. Instead of saying
that some new recruits have come to term with their war experience, or “take[n] it in
stride”, the translation suggests that they are good at their new job as soldiers. The
deviation was not discovered during the read-throughs. This might have affected the
mono-lingual colleagues’ reading of the ensuing line and driven the editing decision.
For more discussion of the cutting and editing due to the translator’s influence
through his texts, see 3.3.
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position of the character in it.
While it is likely that all the participants in the production process
have agreed on the necessity and the general objective of adjusting the
script, each of them might have different expectations about the effects
of the changes made. It is worth pointing out that different ideas might
not be instantly conceived and brought to the attention of the other
members on the team, but gradually developed, especially in the case of
the actors as they dug deeper into their characters. The following
example of Queeg’s lines provides a glimpse into what might go through
an actor’s mind in such cases:
Example 9:
Source text
Well, as I understand it, they make it possible for an executive officer to take
over in an emergency, a highly unusual emergency where the captain
is—well, frankly, where the captain’s gone absolutely and hopelessly looney.
(Wouk & Ying, 1999, p. 36)
Unpublished draft57
那，照我的理解，这几条军规是允许值日官在危急情况下接管指挥权，
这指的是一种极不寻常的危机情况，就是船长已经——怎么说呢，直接
了当地说吧，就是船长已经绝对地，不可挽回地疯了。
Director’s edited version58
那，照我的理解，这是允许执行官在危急情况下接管指挥权这指的是一
种极不寻常的危机情况，就是舰长已经——怎么说呢，不可挽回地疯了。
(BPAT & RIDCNAA, 1988, p. 14; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 392; Wouk &
Ying, 1999, p. 37)
Actor’s verbalisation
按照我的理解是，允许执行官在危急情况下接管指挥权，我想这指的是
一种不寻常的危机情况也就是说舰长——怎么说呢，舰长绝对地，无可
挽回地疯了。
(Wouk, Heston, Ying, & BPAT, 1997; my transcription)

The most significant difference between the three versions lies in the
handling of the part following the dash, which was treated as a pause in
57

This unpublished draft is kept at the archives of the BPAT museum.
Although a comparison of the published versions shows that they were from
different sources, the translation of this segment in all of them are identical to the
hand-written revision on the unpublished draft.
58
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the actor’s performance to give more gravity to the content to follow.
The director’s revision reflects his principle of pursuing “the leanest
way” (Heston, 1990, p. 58) of saying the lines. The implementation of
his basic strategy of “look[ing] for dispensable phrases, adjectives,
adverbs” (p. 63) is manifested in the deletion of the corresponding parts
in the Chinese text for “frankly” and “absolutely”. However, it is likely
that Zhu Xu (1930-), the actor playing Queeg who also worked closely
with Heston in adjusting the script, realised at some point when enacting
the part that the keeping of the degree word “absolutely” could better
play out the condescending tone of his character.59
The actor’s restoration of the previously deleted words suggests
that he was by no means a passive follower in the collaborative
adjustment of the translated script. Devoted to their roles, the actors
sometimes would make what they considered as valid changes to their
lines so as to make their parts more consistent. The discussion in the next
chapter will show that the process could feel so natural to them that they
would not always consult the translator or other colleagues when they
were making these changes. Nevertheless, as indicated by the fact that
the articulated line, in this particular case, runs longer than the “leanest”
version only by a few characters, the actor’s restoration is not necessarily
in significant conflict with the director’s objective. While the effects of
the performers’ negotiation with the translated playtext may vary from
case to case, essentially, the process is driven by the interplay of the
contributors’ perspectives, from their position as the translator, director
and actors.
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As the videorecording shows, the actor slowly enunciated the words in a
manner of disinterest and arrogance. Chapter 4 will further discuss the motives
behind the actors’ revision of their given lines.
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3.3. Ideological Concerns and Self-Censorship
While the adjustment of the lines for theatrical purposes could be
optional, some other changes were less so because they were the
decision-makers’ direct textual intervention to guarantee the ideological
legitimacy of the performance. Ying and his Chinese colleagues seldom
openly talked about making such changes to the plays because it would
contradict their claim that the productions were “authentic” and
“faithful” representations of the originals. Evidence of in-house
communication on the matter is also rare.60 The lack of documentation
suggests that the Chinese producers, including Ying, might have
exercised strong self-censorship for fear of jeopardising their work.61 In
the case of the BPAT productions, most of the segments subject to
self-censorship involved potential challenge to the official ideology, such
as explicit religious discourse and political insinuation. However, as the
discussion to follow will show, whether a textual segment would be
censored or not depends on not only how it could be interpreted in the
target culture, but also on how it was translated.
In order not to contradict their proclaimed “authenticity” in
representing the original, the production team often sought excuses from
the intelligibility and the potential relevance of the content to the target
audience for their abridgment of the texts. Religious elements were and
still are substantially downplayed in Chinese adaptations of Western
60

Only a few notes are found in the case of staging Major Barbara. It is
mentioned in the meeting of the company’s ‘Art Committee’ that questions might be
raised about the political orientation of the play (Yang, 1991).
61
As Arthur Miller (1984) observes, China did not have such strict and
systematic censorship organs as the “Russian Glavlit” (p. 119). Many works that
were cracked down for ‘unorthodox’ thinking made it to the stage of publication in
printing, including the two scripts by the indigenous writers to be discussed later in
this section. Thus, self-censorship is likely to have played a vital part in the work of
the mainstream art professionals like Ying and his colleagues.
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plays. In the Beijing production of Measure for Measure, the lengthy
religious rhetoric of the heroine Isabella, a novice, was cut in many
places, including the following segment, in which she implores Angelo
to spare her brother:
Example 10:
Source text
Alas, alas!
Why, all the souls that were were forfeit once;
And He that might the vantage best have took
Found out the remedy. How would you be,
If He, which is the top of judgment, should
But judge you as you are? O, think on that;
And mercy then will breathe within your lips,
Like man new made.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, p. 84)
Ying’s translation
〔天啊！天啊！
在上天眼里人类自有生以来就违反神的法律，
但是上天并没有一味惩罚，
反而为人类找到了解脱。想想你自已，
如果最高的审判者，要对你
加以审判，你会怎样？只要想想这一层，
慈悲的气息就会赋予你生命，
象上帝缔造的新人。〕
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, pp. 12-13)

While the Chinese producers accepted the playwright’s design of the
character as a highly religious person, there was a tendency in their work
to cut down the appearance of distinctive religious symbols, such as “上
天”, “神”, “最高的审判者” and “上帝”, probably to make the speech
sound less like preaching to the Communist authorities. After the
reduction of the religious rhetoric, what are left in Isabella’s pleading are
mostly virtues that the non-Christian Chinese audience could empathise
with, such as kindness and mercy.62 As indicated by the title of the
62

Similar modification can be found in the tuning of the lines of the other
characters.
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Beijing production, the producers had decided to present the story
mainly as a plot to expose the corrupted Deputy and concentrate their
efforts on the intricacies of the story-telling, rather than the
communication of a moral. Therefore, for them, to reduce religious
elements would not be a hard choice to make. In the meantime, the need
to stay politically correct also gave them more incentive to do so.
Therefore, from the Chinese producers’ perspective, this strategy could
not only promote the intelligibility of the play but also allow it to be
more conforming to the mainstream ideology of the target culture.
However, the effects of the implementation of the strategy of
substituting religious concepts with earthly values vary from case to case.
In Shaw’s Major Barbara, religious idealism is not only an attribute of
the protagonist Barbara Undershaft, but constitutes a significant part of
the theme of the play.63 Consequently, when the translator-director Ying
substantially abridged and edited the relevant textual segments, he also
unintentionally weakened the heroine. It turned out that the actress
playing the part, who happened to be suffering her own image problem
at the time, took most of the blame for what was considered as weak
characterisation; nevertheless, it is noteworthy that Ying’s adaptation did
not help her either.64 Given that Shaw’s elaborate discussion of religious
63

The plot of the play focuses on a bet between Andrew Undershaft, a realistic
wealthy arms manufacturer, and his religious daughter Barbara on money and souls.
64
Song Dandan (1961-) played Barbara in the Beijing production. Her career
as a BPAT actress was damaged by her appearances in a number of successful
comedy sketches on television since 1989, which stereotyped her as a comedian. Her
portrayal of Barbara was considered too weak to match the Undershaft played by
Zhu Xu, the crown jewel of the all-star cast. The actress was especially criticised for
her interpretation of the religiousness of the character. In a review article entitled
“Pace Yourself, Song Dandan”, her performance is described as “following her old
way of amusing comical acting and lacking the proper devotion and seriousness of a
Salvation Army major” (Zhang, 1991, para. 2). It is worth mentioning that the
director Ying actually cut the character’s most important transitional scene, where
Barbara and her father have a conversation that prepares her for her eventual
transformation. Ying sacrificed the scene probably to speed up the first half of Act
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idealism was and still is too complex and alien for Chinese audiences to
understand, it is not unfair to question the theatrical potential of the play
in the Chinese context in the first place.65
The public discussion at the time about the BPAT’s use of creative
license only covered some superficial factors. In Liu Jian’s (1981) article
on the rehearsal of Measure for Measure, the director was noted as the
decision-maker, his intention as “promoting conciseness” (p. 14). By
attributing the textual modification to the British director and laying
emphasis on the theatrical orientation of the decisions, the article
justifies the creative license the production team took. Given the BPAT’s
close relationship with the mainstream media, this could also be the very
message that the company wished to convey to its audiences.
However, despite the Chinese producers’ attempts to evade the
issue, the ideological sensitivity of some of the deleted segments is not
unnoticed. He Qixin (1986) highlights the ideological motivation when
pointing out that most of the lines omitted in the performance are
“allusions to God, references to prostitution, and lines which might have
contradicted current political concepts in China” (p. 155). It seems
understandable for the BPAT to be cautious and take into account the
unpredictability of the socio-political climate of the time, which is
reflected in the authorities’ banning of If I Were for Real [《假如我是真
的》] (1979) and In Social File 《在社会的档案里》
[
] (1979).66 These two
scripts by indigenous writers are not without similarities to Measure for

Three in order to allow for more time to present Undershaft’s personal philosophy,
which Ying believed embodied the core of the playwright’s profound thinking.
65
For more analysis of Ying’s motives behind his choosing of Major Barbara,
see Chapter 6.
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Written by Wang Jing [王靖], In Social File was banned shortly after its
publication as a novel. In 1981, Taiwanese director Wang Chu-chin adapted it into
the film On the Society File of Shanghai [《上海社会档案》].
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Measure in terms of the theme and the plot. The abuse of power, which
is addressed in Shakespeare’s text, constitutes a significant part of the
theme of both works. Despite the obscurity of the two scripts in
Mainland China nowadays, If I Were for Real, in fact, was much sought
after for a time. Written by Sha Yexin [沙叶新] with the support of
Huang Zuolin [黄佐临], then President of the Shanghai People’s Art
Theatre, the script is based on a true story about a young man who poses
as the son of a high-ranking official capable of pulling strings for those
who came to him. The initial ‘internal’ performance of the script was
warmly received by the selected audience. Several film makers and
theatre companies expressed interest in the script. However, a month
later, Sha and Huang were told that the Political Bureau of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party had decided to ban the play for
anti-partyism.67 The playwright believes the controversy of the script
lies in its being a direct attack on the existing problems of Chinese
society, which, according to mainstream rhetoric during the optimism of
the Post-Cultural Revolution era, should be a thing of the past (Wu, 2008,
p. 389). Xie Xizhang (2008, p. 388), a well-noted Chinese cultural critic,
agrees, arguing that the play directly addresses the dark side of the
present-day society, which distinguishes it from the largely retrospective
mainstream voices, including Scar Literature [伤痕文学].68 It is implied
by both the playwright and the critic that the government was highly
sensitive to the discussion of existing social problems at the time.
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The banning of the play was lifted in 1989. However, there is no notable
theatrical revival of the play on the Chinese Mainland so far. The script was later
translated into English and German and performed abroad. The film adaptation in
1981 by Taiwanese director Wang Toon [王童] won in several of the major
categories at the year’s Taiwan Golden Horse Awards, including the Best Feature
Film and the Best Actor.
68
Emerging in the late 1970s, the genre concentrates on the sufferings of
intellectuals during the Cultural Revolution.
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The cutting and editing of the Chinese text of Measure for
Measure reveals that Ying and his colleagues were fully aware of the
necessity to tread lightly around these issues. Deletion was exercised as
the surest way to get rid of potentially controversial elements. Such is the
following case of omitting the lines in the hexagon brackets in the
Duke’s speech:
Example 11:
Source text
My haste may not admit it;
Nor need you, on mine honour, have to do
With any scruple: your scope is as mine own,
go to enforce or qualify the laws
As to your soul seems good. Give me your hand
I’ll privily away: I love the people,
But do not like to stage me to their eyes.
Through it do well, I do not relish well
Their loud applause and aves vehement;
Nor do I think the man of safe discretion
That does affect it. Once more, fare you well.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, p. 8)
Ying’s translation
我时间紧迫，来不及了；
在代理我的职务时，你大可不必
有任何顾虑；你享有与我同样的权力，
所以执法该偏严，还是从宽，
完全按你的良知支配。让我握你的手，
我就这样悄悄地离开了。我爱人民，
但是不喜欢在众目睽睽之下展现自己。
〔他们的高声欢呼，热烈的迎送，
即使有好处，我也不喜欢：
至于热衷于这类场面的人，
我认为也不够稳重可靠。〕再一次，再见。
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 4)

In the Chinese context, the Duke’s disdain for those who enjoy exposure
could be interpreted as a mockery of the Communist Party’s practice of
organising civilians to line up the streets to bid welcome or farewell to
people of importance, which was still commonly conducted at the time at
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various scales and by a wide range of public sectors, from schools to
government bureaus. The Duke’s comment here could easily touch the
nerve of the authorities.
It is also believed that some of the scenes were intended to allude
to the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution. The following is Wakeman’s
(1982) reading of the BPAT actors’ performance of the parade of Claudio
and Juliet:
The hapless Claudio and Juliet were led, bound, onstage to the sound of drums
and noisemakers and paraded in tall white dunces’ caps before a crowd of
curious spectators, the action would, however unconsciously, have evoked
scenes of public criticism and humiliation familiar from the recent Chinese
past. (p. 502)

There is no decisive evidence suggesting that it was really the intention
of Ying and his colleagues to leave such an impression on their audience.
On the contrary, as the following analysis of the editing of the translated
text shows, the creators of the production were trying to avoid this kind
of politicisation. In Act 2 Scene 2, realising that Angelo is protected by
his status from the punishment of justice, Isabella calls out in distress:
Example 12:
Source text
To whom should I complain? Did I tell this,
Who would believe me? O perilous mouths,
That bear in them one and the self-same tongue,
Either of condemnation or approof;
Bidding the law make court’sy to their will:
Hooking both right and wrong to the appetite,
To follow as it draws! I'll to my brother:
[...]
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, p. 118)
Ying’s translation
我能向谁控诉？即使我说出一切，
谁会相信我？〔人言可畏啊！
同一个舌头，却可以说两种话，
忽而谴责辱骂，忽而赞美表彰，
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法律也不能不顺从地供它驱使，
是非曲直也只好乖乖地上钩，
凭它左右！〕我要去找弟弟，
[..]
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 17)

For the audience of the 1980s, the deleted lines in the hexagon brackets
could become associated with the chaotic and lawless time of the
Cultural Revolution, during which many people were persecuted for
trumped-up charges. It is therefore not unlikely that the audience would
interpret the segment as an insinuation to certain political incidents, such
as the unexpected change of the cultural policy around 1956 when the
intellectuals who dared to express their dissenting voices under the
encouragement of the ‘Hundred Flowers Movement’ [百花运动] were
later persecuted.69
The BPAT’s position as the leader of Chinese spoken drama and its
close ties with the central government demand that the production team
be especially prudent with their choices and thoroughly anticipate how
the performance would come across. The decision to delete the content
that could be interpreted as allusion to the Cultural Revolution in a time
when a genre of literature had been created to address the sufferings of
the era reveals that the pressure of staying politically correct was so
strong that it led to the adoption of a highly conservative strategy that
favoured self-censorship and preventive deletion. In reality, as indicated
by the critical and scholarly analyses of the Beijing Measure for Measure,
there was indeed an overwhelming tendency to politicise the production,
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The policy, known for its slogan “Let a hundred flowers bloom and a
hundred schools of thought contend”, was set in motion as “a basic and long term
policy” at a meeting of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee in April
1956. The permissive climate started to change in May 1957. Believed to have been
written by Mao Zedong himself, an editorial essay released by People’s Daily in
June implies that the liberalising policy was a strategy to “lure the snakes out of their
holes”.
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which is not uncommon in the interpretation of artistic creation in
contemporary China. Like Wakeman (1982), Murray J. Levith (2004),
who comments that Angelo’s “severe ‘new’ order” was suggestive of the
rule of Jiang Qing and the Gang of Four (p. 63), believes that staging the
Shakespearean play was the BPAT’s way of reflecting on the Cultural
Revolution. Interestingly, the high political sensitivity is also observed in
the behaviour of the Chinese actors. However, instead of trying to avoid
the risks of being explicitly provocative, as Ying (Ying & Conceison,
2009, p. 155) recalls, some of the actors would, in fact, intentionally
(over-)emphasise the lines that could be associated with political
insinuation. In view of all these factors, from the actors’ tendency to
dramatise sensitive elements to the viewers’ habit of politicising
theatrical works, Ying and his colleagues were certainly not
overestimating the risk of getting into trouble for ideological reasons.
Relatively speaking, these problems were more conspicuous in the
staging of Measure for Measure. In part, this is because the play was
selected for the Beijing group by Toby Robertson, director of the Old Vic.
As Hu (1999, p. 30) notes, it was after seeing Power and Law [《权与
法》], a Chinese play about the abuse of power, that the British director
came up with the idea of choosing a play that has a similar theme from
the Shakespearen repertoire. It is likely that the director was interested in
turning the production into a political statement, more so than his
Chinese collaborators. However, unlike conventional Chinese political
drama, which usually portrays a more black-and-white universe,
Measure for Measure was potentially controversial for its moral
ambiguity, especially with regard to the hero and the heroine.70 In an
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Ying encountered similar problems when staging Major Barbara and
implemented similar strategies to avoid controversies.
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in-depth analysis that sheds light on the hypocrisy of the Duke and
Isabella, who were obviously positioned as the ‘good guys’ in the
Beijing production, Sun Jiaxiu (1994, pp. 147-148) argues that the
Duke’s true intention is to cover for his Deputy, instead of seeking
justice for the powerless. For example:
Example 13:
Source text
Provost It is a bitter deputy.
Duke
Not so, not so; his life is paralleled
Even with the stroke and line of his great justice.
He doth with holy abstinence subdue
That in himself which he spurs on his pow’r
To qualify in others; were he mealed with that
which he corrects, then were he tyrannous;
But this being so, he's just. [Knocking within]
Now are they come. [Exist Provost]
[…]
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, pp. 196, 198)
Ying’s translation
狱官
摄政太严厉了。
公爵
不，不能这样说；〔他的处世为人
无愧于他对别人严正的判决；
他运用权威制止别人所犯的罪，
正是他依靠神圣的戒律在他自己身上克制的东西。〕如果他惩
罚别人，
而自己犯同样的罪，那才能说他暴虐；
就目前而言，还要说他公正。(内敲门声。)
现在他们来了。（狱官下。）
[…]
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 17)

The dialogue is followed by the arrival of Angelo’s note that demands
Claudio’s head (even though ‘Isabella’ has already yielded him her
virginity). According to Sun (1994, pp. 147-148), the Duke’s proposition
of the ‘bed trick’ of sending Mariana in disguise as Isabella secretly
serves his desire to save Angelo by making up for his sins, and this
motivation is so strong that the Duke’s objective is still unshaken after he
finds Angelo even more sinful, only to come up with the ‘head trick’ as a
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second attempt to save his deputy. In the deleted segment, as indicated in
the hexagon brackets, the Duke, who has already witnessed Angelo’s
corruption by then, is still defending him in front of the Provost. It is
doubtful whether the Chinese audience would be able to get their heads
around such ‘inconsistency’ in the characterisation of the ‘good guy’. It
seems that although it is the desire of Ying and his colleagues to
introduce to the Chinese stage more complex dramatic figures, they were
also aware of the risks of doing so to an audience who had been
accustomed to characters whose moral stands were announced the
minute they made their entrance. By eliminating the lines that
conspicuously contradicted the average audience’s expectation, the
Chinese producers allowed them to hold onto their assumption of the
hero as the ‘good guy’.71
The ambiguity of the Duke’s inner motive also explains the
less-than-gratifying ending, in which the trial of Angelo does not lead to
his due punishment as ironically hinted by the English title. The
meticulous editing of the Duke’s verdict confirms the suspicion that the
producers were making an effort to cut down the elements that could
tarnish the image of the character, as well as, in a way, to prepare the
audience for the ending:
Example 14:
Source text
For this new-married man, approaching here,
Whose salt imagination yet hath wronged
71

The socio-political climate in China demands that theatrical productions
focus on positive characters. An exception is the company’s 1982 absurdist play
Warning Signal [《绝对信号》], which was heavily criticised for featuring morally
ambiguous characters. The play is representative of the style of its author Gao
Xingjian (1940-), then resident playwright of the BPAT (1981-1987). Gao, who won
the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2000 as a French citizen, is less celebrated in China
due to his ‘unorthodox’ political stance and writing style.
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Your well-defended honour, you must pardon
For Mariana’s sake: but as he adjudged your brother,
Being criminal, in double violation,
Of sacred chastity and of promise-breach,
Thereon dependent, for your brother’s life,
The very mercy of the law cries out
Most audible, even from his proper tongue,
“An Angelo for Claudio, death for death!”
Haste still pays haste, and leisure answers leisure;
Like doth quit like, and Measure still for Measure.
Then, Angelo, thy fault’s thus manifested;
Which, though thou wouldst deny, denies thee vantage.
We do condemn thee to the very block
Where Claudio stooped to death, and with like haste.
Away with him.
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, pp. 280, 282)
Ying’s translation
至于这位刚举行了婚礼的新郎，
虽然在精神上他以淫乱的想象，
玷污了你的贞操，看在玛丽亚娜面上，
你应该宽恕：但是他对你兄弟的判决——
〔这是双重的罪恶〕，却不能宽容；
〔他既破坏了贞操，又毁约食言，
结果夺去了你兄弟的生命——〕
法律尽管仁慈，也要大声疾呼，
〔就连他自己也只能提出:〕“安哲罗抵偿克劳狄奥，以命抵命！”
种瓜得瓜，种豆得豆，
天网恢恢，疏而不漏！
所以，安哲罗，你的罪行昭彰，
〔你无法抵赖，我也无从偏袒。〕
现在我判决，你要在克劳狄奥
献出头颅的地方伏法，立即执行。
把他带走！
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 35)

Considering the producers’ decision to lose the biblical reference in the
title and lessen the importance of proportional punishment to the story, it
is not surprising that the character’s reiteration of Angelo’s “double
violation” was omitted. Given the Duke’s hidden motive, the
reinforcement of the severity of the accusation not only is pointless but
also explicitises the hypocrisy of the speaker if both cases of “violation”
are to be revealed unsuccessful and Angelo is not to be severely
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punished after all. The deletion of the corresponding Chinese text for
“Which, though thou wouldst deny, denies thee vantage”, is even more
telling about the producers’ motive. Ying’s translation, which literally
means “you cannot deny (your crimes) while I cannot show favour
towards you”, portrays the Duke as overtly denying his intention to
protect his deputy.72 The deletion may keep the announcement of the
sentence focused on the judgment of Angelo and avoid potential
attention to the Duke’s personal connection to the man, which could
arouse suspicion of the hero’s impartiality among the viewers.
As Sun (1994) points out, the irony of the Duke as a character lies
in his self-contradiction: while he claims to stand by the “holy” and the
“severe”, he uses “craft against vice” to help his deputy escape his due
punishment (p. 149).73 It is therefore likely that the producers were
trying to tone down this darker side of the character through the
adjustment and abridgment of the lines.74
Given that the moral ambiguity of as well as Shakespeare’s
equivocal attitude towards the characters in Measure for Measure might
upset its potential audiences (Sun, 1994, p. 142), the reduction of these
elements was critical to the promotion of the acceptability of the
characters and the performance as a whole.75 It seems that some of the
72

The translator’s handling of the segment suggests that he probably would
have agreed to Sun’s speculation about the Duke’s hidden agenda. As later
discussion will show, Ying’s wording also played an important part in the decisions
regarding the cutting and editing of his Chinese text.
73
Here Sun is referring to the Duke’s moral-revealing soliloquy at the end of
Act 3 (see Example 3).
74
Similar adjustment is observed in the portrayal of Isabella, whose almost
single-minded self-preservation could make the character potentially less likeable.
75
Substantial adjustment of characters for moral reasons is seldom observed in
the production of the other four plays, although the desire to do so was not entirely
unfelt. For instance, Miller (1984) notes that an onlooker of the rehearsal of Death of
a Salesman found Charley, Willy’s successful friend-neighbour, unsatisfactory
because he believed the production should not leave “capitalist virtues […] to cloud
the picture of a thoroughly malign American society” (p. 102).
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British director’s decisions did serve the wishes of his Chinese
colleagues to eschew attention to the ideological aspects of the
production, although it remains unknown whether he really intended to
do so. By defining the production as a comedy, instead of a problem play,
the director allowed the ‘faults’ of the play, including the ungratifying
ending, to be more tolerable, and thus protected the production from
excessive moralistic interpretation.76
Last but not least, it is important to recognise the role the
translated playtext itself might have played in the efforts to adapt it for
theatrical production. As mentioned in the previous chapter, due to the
source orientation underlying his practice, Ying normally would take a
non-interventionalist approach to the text and adjust his strategy where
he considered necessary. It is likely that Ying, under the influence of his
relatively narrowly-defined understanding of the responsibilities of a
translator, would consider textual mediation due to ideological pressure
too interfering. As a result, in the rendition of Measure for Measure, he
still prioritised the pursuit of theatrical excitement and stuck to his usual
language style, which is characterised by a stronger and more dramatic
choice of words:77
Example 15:
(1) Source text
Angelo
[…] O place, O form,
How often dost thou with thy case, thy habit,
Wrench awe from fools and tie the wiser souls
To thy false seeming! […]
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, p. 102)
Ying’s translation
安哲罗
〔[…]嗐，高官厚禄！徒有其表！
靠你虚假的装束，外貌，在你面前
76

Ying applied the same strategy when directing the potentially controversial
Major Barbara.
77
Zhu Shenghao’s and Liang Shiqiu’s versions are provided for comparison.
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多少愚民望而生畏，多少聪明人
也俯首帖耳！[…]〕
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 15)
Zhu’s Translation
安
什么地位！什么面子！多少愚人为了你这虚伪的外表而凛
然生畏，多少聪明人为了它而俯首称臣！
(Shakespeare & Zhu, 1994, p. 66)
Liang’s Translation
安
啊地位！啊仪表！多少糊涂人为你的服装外貌而生敬畏，
多少聪明的人被你的空虚的外表给笼络住！
(Shakespeare & Liang, 1991, p. 41)
(2) Source text
The Duke
O place and greatness! millions of false eyes
Are stuck upon thee: volumes of report
Run with these false and most contrarious quests
Upon thy doings: thousand escapes of wit
Make thee the father of their idle dreams
And rack thee in their fancies. [...]
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1999, p. 186)
Ying’s translation
公爵
〔噢，高官厚禄！富贵荣华！多少只愚蠢的眼睛盯着你。
你的一举一动，
都引起不明真相，以假当真的
纷纷议论。多少才华横溢的妙语，
从你这里得到灵感，
在幻想中把你奉若圣明！〕
(Shakespeare & Ying, 1981, p. 24)
Zhu’s Translation
安
啊！地位！尊严！无数双痴愚的眼睛在注视着你，无数种
虚伪矛盾的流言，在传说着你的行为，无数人玩弄着他们
的机智在幻想中讥讽嘲谑你！
(Shakespeare & Zhu, 1994, pp. 215-216)
Liang’s Translation
安
有权有势的人们啊！千千万万双视而不明的眼睛在凝视着
你：关于你的行为，无数的谣言就根据这些虚伪矛盾的观
察而流行：无数的冷言隽语把你作为他们的妄想的来源，
任意的把你歪曲！
(Shakespeare & Liang, 1991, p. 71)

It is not coincidental that both segments were omitted in the performance
script. In both segments, the speaker directly comments on the hypocrisy
of the high officials and the powerlessness of the common people. In
Ying’s translation, the consecutive use of four-character phrases, such as
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“高官厚禄”, “徒有其表” and “富贵荣华”, could produce a resounding
effect when articulated on the stage, and the employment of sensitive
words like “高官” [high official] and “愚民” [ignorant common people]
could create a clear-cut antagonism between the two classes. All this
makes his translation appear more dramatic and potentially provocative
than Zhu Shenghao’s and Liang Shiqiu’s versions. There is no solid
evidence suggesting that Ying’s penchant for stronger wording was
driven by a desire to make a social or political statement, which is often
presumed of Chinese artists of his time. The expressiveness of his
translation, however, seems to have given the producers more reason to
be conservative in the handling of potentially sensitive content, which, in
a way, would work against his wishes to provide the Chinese audiences
with alternative theatrical experience and spark their thinking.

3.4. Concluding Remarks
Similar to Bassnett’s (1991) observation that translators have
invented performability “as an excuse to exercise greater liberties with
the text than convention allowed” (p. 105), the discussion in this chapter
shows that the performers of Ying’s texts, including Ying himself in
some cases, would often resort to the idea of performability to justify the
license they had taken with the translated playtexts, including when they
wanted to cover the ideological considerations behind their decisions.
The fact that some factors revealed, in the discussion above, to be more
prominent than others does not indicate that those other factors were
unimportant or not considered in the producers’ actual decision-making.
Rather, the whole process of the page-to-stage transposition is driven by
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the continuous negotiation from different perspectives, with focus on
different aspects of the theatrical potential of a translated play, from its
theatrical feasibility and marketability to its ideological legitimacy.
When translated playtexts are considered as the primary type or
“expressions of an innovatory repertoire” (Even-Zohar, 1990b, p. 21) in
the target system, leading theatre companies normally would be willing
to invest their resources on imported works, which would, in some cases
more than others, empower the translator. However, as Aaltonen (1997)
notes, “the fact that a play text is chosen for the repertoire results partly
from its suitability for the economic and human resources of the theatre,
compatibility with the [existing] repertoire and the assumed relevance
for contemporary audience” (p. 93). Eventually, the process of staging a
translated playtext is also a process where the translator and his theatrical
collaborators negotiate with systemic theatrical, economic and
ideological constraints.
In the case of the BPAT, because the company’s moves were
watched closely and interpreted as the reflection of the mainstream
values, both theatrical and ideological, the compatibility of the selected
plays with the existing repertoire and the relevant norms could have been
equally important, if not more so, in comparison with the pursuit of
innovativeness. This could explain why the producers would appear
more prudent than some indigenous authors of the time and make the
imported works even more conforming to the established norms of the
dominant type in the existing repertoire, in a time when the original
theatre and dramatic literature actually demonstrated signs of new
development in norms and models. 78 Although the conservative
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As previously mentioned, although Gao Xingjian’s works were mostly
rejected for their baffling forms as well as the political statement encoded, he did
influence his colleagues at the BPAT, especially Lin Zhaohua, who eventually set up
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strategies that Ying and his colleagues in self-censoring the translated
playtexts seems to have undermined their proclaimed objective of
enriching the local repertoire through the import of heterogeneous
elements, as the discussion of 3.3 shows, the maintenance of a certain
level of conservatism was crucial to the viability of the productions, for
it keeps the decision-making based on the resources of the company and
socio-cultural realities of the target culture.
While the discussion in this chapter concentrates on the role of the
institutional factors in the producers’ attempts to ‘ensure’ the
performability of translated playtexts, it also takes into account the
producers’ agency in their negotiation with the systemic constraints.
Such agency is manifested as the Chinese performers’ attempt to adapt
the text in a way that could show more deviation from the convention of
the moralistic and political theatre, which still dominated the mainstream
theatrical discourse at the time.79
As to the relation between the translator and his theatrical
collaborators during this particular phase of the production, Ying’s status
as a respected member of the company and accomplished bilingualist
reduced the chances of his texts getting adjusted for translational reasons,
which may potentially leave more linguistic or textual problems to be
handled by the individual actors.80 The discussion also shows that, in
part because Ying was a theatrical professional who understood that
making textual changes was a routine practice in theatrical adaption, he
seemed to have taken a back seat during the performers’ negotiation with
his texts; however, his influence on his theatrical collaborators might
a personal workshop with loose connection to the company and garnered mainstream
recognition for his experiments with more avant-garde elements. For more discussion,
see Chapter 5.
79
For further discussion, see Chapter 5.
80
For further discussion, see Chapter 4.
84

have been more profound than he realised because how the text was
translated could function as an active factor in the producers’
decision-making.
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Chapter 4 Actors’ Negotiation with the Translated
Playtexts: Performability and Performing Bodies
Pavis (1989) reminds that two factors need to be taken into
account in the effort to understand theatre translation: “(1) In the theatre,
the translation reaches the audience by way of the actors’ bodies; (2) We
cannot simply translate a text linguistically; rather we confront and
communicate heterogeneous cultures and situations of enunciation that
are space and time” (p. 25). The observation is relevant to the following
discussion mainly in two aspects. To begin with, when previous
researchers (X. Ren, 2008, pp. 148-160; X. Ren et al., 2014) base their
conclusion on the observation that Ying’s translations display qualities of
‘speakability’, they have not factored in the negotiability of a translated
playtext.81 In reality, when a play is presented in another language, the
recognition that the text in hand is a translation, an already mediated text,
allows an actor to negotiate with it further as he or she tries to give it
audio-visual form. This process is heavily influenced by the interactive
environment of the rehearsal and eventually of the stage. In other words,
a playtext gains new contextual information from the physicalised
environment, where there are tangible sets, properties, dialogue partners,
and other extra-textual intervention, including the director’s mise en
scène. Meanwhile, as Pavis notes, however non-interfering a translator
tries to be, the playtext cannot be translated only linguistically. Whether
by design or by default, the translator would contribute a certain degree
of his own mise en scène through the translated playtext.
This chapter explore how performability may be constructed in the
81

. In this thesis, the term ‘speakability’ is examined as a subordinate concept
under performability, considering that in the Chinese discourse of theatre translation
it is “可说/讲性”, which is concerned mostly with the oral presentation of the lines.
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actors’ negotiation with a translated playtext for the creation of dramatic
figures. The discussion will concentrate on the phenomena involving
verbal modification in performance and examine the norms that might
have led to the actor’s decisions, before moving on to a more
comprehensive anatomy of a case of what is considered successful
characterisation to shed more light on how performers might negotiate
with systemic factors in their efforts to create a refreshing theatrical
experience for the target audience.

4.1. ‘Speakability’
4.1.1. Page to Stage: An Actor’s Perspective
The investigation here begins with an examination into the
motivation behind the textual changes involving the deixis, which is
considered “the verbal index that is the founding semiotic unit of
dramatic representation” (Bassnett, 1985, p. 94), such as “you”, “here”
and “now”. As Herman (2005) notes, the deictic field is “deeply
anchored in the context of situation and to its spatio-temporal and
participant co-ordinates, in particular” (p. 27). The access to a new
deictic system of time, space and person is bound to alter the perception
of the arrangement of the deictic elements in a translation. Of course,
there is always the need to make the necessary changes to provide spatial
reference to particular objects, now that they are realised on the stage. It
is also important to take into account the actors’ need to express the lines
in ways that are proportional to the emotions required by the relevant
dramatic situations. As the ensuing discussion of specific examples will
show, the concretisation of dramatic interactions and emotions has the
potential to offer new insights into a translated playtext and bring in
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more textual changes.
While the observation is made based on a review of all of Ying’s
major English-Chinese translations, the examples to be analysed in 4.1
are mainly excerpts from Ying’s translation of Amadeus. The play,
written by the British dramatist Peter Shaffer (1926-), tells a fictionalised
account of composer Antonio Salieri’s destruction of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart. This section zeros in on it mainly for two reasons. First, the
protagonist Salieri was played by actor Lü Qi (1925-), one of the
best-known and most productive actors of the company. Graduated from
the National Drama School [国立戏剧学校] in Nanjing, the first drama
school in China to teach the Stanislavsky System, the actor provides us
with a glimpse into how the actors of the BPAT mined the script for the
embodiment of their given parts. In addition, the character Salieri’s
asides and monologues are written as the revelation of his emotions and
psychology, which is comparable to the ‘inner monologue’ in the
Stanislavskian sense. In the analysis of the following examples, the
extent to which the verbal text may contribute to the consistency and
convincingness of the representation of the dramatic figures is taken as a
criterion for the judgment of the performability or ‘speakability’ of the
lines, given that it is likely to have been the benchmark used by the actor.
A comparison of Ying’s translation with the verbal text delivered
by the actors in the taped performance reveals that the actualisation of
dramatic interactions may stimulate the actors to (further) adapt the
verbal text to the needs of the moments. For instance, in the performance
of the climactic scene of Salieri removing his mask and disclosing his
murderous intent to Mozart, the actor’s adjustment of the verbal text has
tied the dramatic action to the here and now, which would produce a
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more pressing situation. Bearing down on Mozart, Salieri announces:82
Example 16:
Source text
Ecco mi. Antonio Salieri. Ten years of my hate have poisoned you to death.
(Shaffer & Ying, 1999, p. 316)
Ying’s translation
这就是我——安托纽·萨列瑞，我对你十年的嫉恨最后要把你毒死。
(Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 592)
Actor’s verbalisation
这就是我——安托纽·萨列瑞，对你十年的嫉恨今天要把你毒死。
(BPAT, 1999; my transcription)

It is noteworthy that here Ying, despite his adoption of a largely
non-interventionalist approach to translation, has adapted the perfect
tense of Salieri’s line into a reference to a future action that happens
“eventually” (“最后”). Given that a literal translation of the English
source text would indicate that Mozart is already dead by this point,
which is not the case, the translator’s intervention probably was aimed to
avoid confusing the audience. By changing “最后” into “今天” [today],
the actor restricted the coming of the action within the day, which, on the
stage, would be the next few moments. The immediacy of the menace
could amplify the sense of desperation in Mozart’s response, which was
physicalised by the actor as he groaned and crawled away from his
opponent.
As the above example above shows, in the actor’s judgment of the
‘speakability’ of his given lines, whether the lines could concretise or
enhance the communication of the subtext of the character’s words and
actions in the given moment played a crucial part. According to the
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The translation is extracted from Five Famous Plays (Shakespeare et al.,
2001), instead of the post-performance revised version in The Collection (Shaffer &
Ying, 1999). The verbalised text is transcribed from the videotaped performance
(BPAT, 1999). Important modified parts are underlined for attention.
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translator and co-director of the production Ying (1999), the key and
difficulty of portraying Salieri lies in conveying that the character’s
longing to destroy Mozart is not just fuelled by jealousy for a more
talented composer, but originates in a deeper affliction; thus, it is
important to communicate the sense that, to the character, his imaginary
opponent “God” is something actual and concrete, his vengeance
justifiable.83 In the enactment of the following monologue, in which
Salieri acknowledges his mediocrity and declares war on his “God”, the
actors’ contribution, as reflected in the changes he made to the
underlined part, was crucial to the communication of the effect as
intended by the translator:84
Example 17:
Source text
Grazie, Signore! […]You […] ensured that I would know myself forever
mediocre. (His voice gains power) Why? … What is my fault?... Until this day
I have pursued virtue with rigor, I have laboured long hours to relieve my
fellow men. I have worked and worked the talent You allowed me. (Calling
up) You know how hard I’ve worked! […] in the practice of the art […], I
might hear Your Voice! And now I do hear it — and it says only one name:
Mozart ! […] Him You have chosen to be Your sole conduct! […] (Savagely)
Grazie e grazie ancora! (Pause) So be it! From this time we are enemies, You
and I! I’ll not accept it from You — do you hear? They say God is not
mocked. I tell You, Man is not mocked! … I am not mocked! … […] (Yelling)
Dio ingiusto — You are the Enemy! I name Thee now — Nemico Eterno! […]
(He glares up at God. To audience) What use, after all, is man, if not to teach
God His lessons?
(Shaffer & Ying, 1999, pp. 172, 174)
Ying’s translation
谢谢吧，我的主。[…]我一辈子只能是个庸才！（他的声音越来越有力）

为什么？……我错在哪里？……直到今天以前，我严格地遵循道德。我为
83

See MacMurraugh-Kavanagh’s (1998, pp. 79-100) discussion of destruction
from worship as a reoccurring theme in Shaffer’s works.
84
The segment was abridged in the Beijing production probably to reduce the
length of the performance. The deleted parts in the performance are also omitted in
the example.
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了帮助别人不辞辛苦地卖力气，你赐给我多少才能，我就拼命地干呐，
干呐，
（向天上呼唤）你最清楚我多么拼命![…]我干的是音乐，[…] 无非
是为了听到你的声音，现在我还真听到了，你的声音只有一个名字——
莫扎特! […]结果你选中了他来做你惟一的代言人！[…]（粗野地）谢谢吧！

再一次谢谢吧！
（停顿）那就这样吧，从现在起，我们势不两立，你和我！
你这样安排我不接受——你听见了吗？……《圣经》上说，不能悔辱上
帝。我告诉你，不能悔辱人，……不能悔辱我！[…]（高声喊叫）狡猾的
上帝！——你是敌人！我现在就给你命名，——你是永生永世的敌人！[…]
（他恶狠狠地向上瞪着上帝，然后，对观众 ）说来说去，要是不给上帝
点教训，那人还有什么用？
(Shakespeare et al., 2001, pp. 541-542)
Actor’s verbalisation
谢谢吧，我的主。[…]你这是叫我一辈子只能是个庸才啊！为什么？……

我错在哪里？……一直到今天以前，我一直严格地遵循道德。我为了帮
助别人不辞辛苦地卖力气，你赐给我多少才能，我就拼命地干呐，我干
呐，你最知道我多么拼命![…]我干的是音乐，[…] 无非是为了听到你的
声音，而今天你还真让我听到了, 你的声音只有一个名字——莫扎特! […]
结果你选中了他来做你惟一的代言人！[…]那好吧，就这样吧，从现在起，
我们势不两立，你和我！听着，你这样的安排我不接受……你说，不能
悔辱上帝。我告诉你，你不能悔辱人，……不能悔辱我！狡猾的上帝！
——你是敌人！现在就给你命名，——你是永生永世的敌人！[…]说来说
去，要是不给上帝点教训，那人还有什么用？
(BPAT, 1999; my transcription)

While Ying’s translation largely re-creates the arrangement of deictic
pronouns of the source text, several significant changes have been made
in the actor’s articulation. The addition of the deictic structures headed
by “you” (“你这是叫”, “你还真让” and “你[不能悔辱人]”) has made it
explicit that it is “God” (the “you” in the speech) that the speaker holds
responsible for his pains. As the character, victimised in his own mind by
“God” who speaks only through Mozart, talks about his labour, the actor
added an “I” to emphasise his obsession with his un-returned sacrifices.
In Ying’s translation, the generic “they” is rendered into “《圣经》”, “the
Bible” or the divine text, which ties the subject “they” of “they say God
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is not mocked” to the argument of the given moment between Salieri and
“God”. The effect was furthered in the actual performance when the
actor replaced “the Bible” with the deictic “you”, which would cement
the interpersonal connection between Salieri and his imaginary opponent.
However, it is not always the addition of deictic pronouns that has the
potential to make the speech more targeted. In the performance, the
removal of the subjects “you” and “I” in “do you hear” and “I name
Thee now”, which have been faithfully rendered in the translation, has
the potential to intensify the character’s emotions. The modification
could help concretise the existence of “God” in the character’s mind,
invisible as He is to others including the audience.
The fact that modification was often made in the actor’s
meticulous filtration of the translated playtext should not be taken as a
rejection of the usefulness of the translation. On the contrary, the
discussion of the aforementioned examples shows that some of the
actor’s effective revisions, as in the cases of substituting “今天” for “最
后” (Example 16) and “你” for “《圣经》” (Example 17), are informed by
the translator’s textual mediation, which also reveals his desire to
introduce the under-structure or the Stanislavskian subtext to the actors.
This indicates the existence of a certain degree of mise en scène in the
translated playtext and its status as a “hypothetical performance text”
(Bassnett, 1998, p. 106). However, the analysis also suggests that such
hypothetical mise en scène through the manipulation of the text needs to
coordinate with the larger framework of the page-to-stage transition in
order to be informative or instrumental to the actors.
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4.1.2. Clashes of Norms: Translation and Theatre
Before exploring further the effect that the translator’s mise en
scène through his text might have on the performance of his actor
colleagues, this section will focus on the interaction between some of the
major norms at work during the page-to-stage transition to shed more
light on the behaviour and perspectives of the human agents involved.
Overall speaking, the largely source-oriented translational norms that
governed the work of Ying as a translator and the more target-oriented
theatrical norms that drove the performers’ pursuit of theatrical effects
are heterogeneous by nature. However, as the above-discussed examples
show, more often than not, the actor’s work has concretised and
sometimes improved the theatrical effects expected by the translator,
which indicates that the operation of the translational and the theatrical
norms could also be mutually-reinforcing under certain circumstances.
This was a crucial factor in the construction of the performability or
‘speakability’ of Ying’s translation during the page-to-stage process,
given that, as the discussion in 4.1.3 will reveal, there might have been a
lack of actively pursued collaboration between the translator and his
actor colleagues in the creation of the verbal text for the stage.
The potential phonological qualities believed to be most relevant
to ‘speakability’, such as the sound and the rhythms, are only one of the
factors that influence the actors’ judgment of the lines. In the case of the
Stanislavsky-trained actors of the BPAT, the evaluation of the
‘speakability’ of translated playtexts was often decided by whether the
lines could contribute to consistent and convincing characterisation. One
of the indicators of the achievement of the objective is the logicality of
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characters’ words in the given circumstances. 85 In the following
example, as illustrated by the actor’s adoption of alternative conjunctive
expressions (e.g., “不单” for “一边”, “而且” for “同时”) and adding of
“已经” [already] to explicitise the time sequence, part of actor Lü’s
pursuit of the objective involved the remapping of the lines and the
enhancement of their logical flows:
Example 18:
Source text
(Pause) One thing I knew of Him. He was a cunning Enemy. Witness the fact
that in blocking Him in the world I was also given the satisfaction of
obstructing a disliked human rival. I wonder which of you will refuse that
chance if it is offered. (He regards the audience maliciously and takes off the
dressing gown and cap.) I felt the danger at once, as soon as I’d spoken my
challenge. How would He answer? Would He strike me dead for my impiety?
[…]
(Shaffer & Ying, 1999, p. 182)
Ying’s translation
（停顿）关于上帝有一点我清楚，他是个狡猾的敌人。你们看我下决心
在这个世界上堵住上帝的路，而他一边上给我额外满足，同时又放手让
我破坏了一个我讨厌的竞争对手的前途。诸位如果有这样的机会，我看
谁也不会拒绝。
（他满怀恶意地看着观众，然后脱去睡袍和小帽）我向上
帝发出挑战之后，马上就感到了危险。他会怎么回答我？为了这样亵渎
神圣，他会不会立刻用雷劈了我？[…]
(Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 545)
Actor’s verbalisation
[…]关于上帝有一点我清楚，他是个狡猾的敌人。你们看我已经下决心在
这个世界上堵住上帝的路，而他不单给了我额外满足，而且还让我毁掉
对手的前途。我看，诸位要有了这样的机会，谁也不会拒绝。自从我跟
上帝闹翻之后，我这心里老犯嘀咕啊。他会怎么回答我？他会不会因为
我亵渎神圣，他拿雷劈了我啊？[…]
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For example, as mentioned in the previous section, it is important to
communicate the sense that Salieri’s anger is grounded in his belief that “God” has
failed him. According to the translator-co-director Ying (1999), only by doing so can
the actor avoid “getting caught up in the mire of ‘acting emotions’” (p. 13; my
translation).
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(BPAT, 1999; my transcription)

The process of reproducing the information gained from the text in what
the actor would consider to be more logical forms also provided the
chances for handling the potential problems in Ying’s translation, which
would in turn contribute to the “speakability” of the verbal texts. In
many cases, the actor’s rearrangement of the text compensated for its
occasional lack of breathability or idiomaticity. For example, the actor’s
dropping of “一个” [a] from Ying’s word-by-word translation of “a
disliked human rival” into “一个我讨厌的竞争对手” is a textbook
example of reducing the traces of interlingual transposition in
English-to-Chinese translation.86
Generally speaking, the enactment of Ying’s translations by his
colleagues at the BPAT, who more or less shared his linguistic, cultural
and professional background, was able to move the texts towards a more
idiomatic and domesticated direction without disrupting the overall style
of his language. However, as mentioned previously, the improvement of
the linguistic quality or ‘speakability’ of Ying’s translation was only a
product of the actors’ attempt to build a more consistent and convincing
character, rather than their ultimate objective. While the unnecessary
formality of “ 向 […] 发 出 挑 战 ” (“speak my challenge” ) and the
semantic ambiguity of “感到[…]危险” (“feel the danger”) might have
prompted the actor to change the text, it was on the basis of his reading
of the character and relevant dramatic situations that he came up with the
alternative expressions: The more colloquial alternative “跟[…]闹翻”
[fall out with] would reinforce the message that the character’s
86

Unlike the English language, Chinese has no article and a noun can represent what
in English would be “a(n) …” in a stand-alone manner, which leaves “一个” in
Ying’s translation redundant.
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imaginary relationship with “God” is as tangible to him as that with an
ordinary person. The idiom “心里[…]嘀咕” [mumble to oneself (usually
misgivingly)] would enhance the guessing tone that was coherent with
the ensuing question.
As the aforementioned examples show, while the BPAT actors
would actively negotiate with Ying’s texts to bring out or improve on the
potential

theatrical

effects,

normally

they

would

not

deviate

conspicuously from the translated lines in terms of the syntax and the
semantics (at least not by design). This is partly because between the
translator and the actors, who were trained and practicing at the same
institution, there might exist considerable overlap in their understanding
of theatre and their respective work methods. Chances are that they
would arrive at at least some level of consensus in their interpretation of
the dramatic circumstances, which would give the actors fewer reasons
to change their given texts. In such cases as the Beijing Amadeus, the
translator was also a core member of the production team and had the
additional opportunity to steer the actors’ understanding to his ‘intended’
course, which would keep their articulation close to his original
translation.
That being said, one of the unintended consequences is that the
actors’ articulated version would sometimes retain traces of the
‘translated-ness’ of Ying’s texts, though they might have already tried to
eliminate or mitigate it. Such is the case with the line “Would He strike
me dead for my impiety?” (see Example 18). It seems that in his
rendition of “for my impiety” into “为了这样亵渎神圣”, Ying has failed
to strike a balance between his desires to both re-produce the structure of
the source text and produce an idiomatic translation. The retaining of the
structure of the source text clause has led to a literal rendition of “for”
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into “为了”. The use of the phrase here verges on ungrammaticality.87
To overcome the unnaturalness of the translation, the actor has freed the
text from its problematic adherence to the structure of the source text,
turning the clause into “因为我亵渎神圣” [because I blaspheme the
sacred], which was not only grammatically correct but also more fluent.
Nevertheless, this revised version still has room for improvement,
given that the situation depicted deviates from the logical coherence of
the character. The sudden mentioning of the abstract concept “the
sacred”, like in the original translation, can be considered as a substantial
break from the continuous efforts to concretise the image of Salieri’s
“God”, which is the specific “God of Bargains”. Interestingly, although
the situations are quite similar, the actor did not come up with a verbal
alternative this time as he did in the case of Example 17, in which he
replaced “《圣经》” with the deictic “你” [you] and confirmed the
participants of his character’s imaginary duel as only the speaker himself
and his “God”. A more in-character rendition of the sentence would have
discard the superfluous “ 神 圣 ” and keep the translation of “He”
consistent. One possible explanation for the actor’s ‘oversight’ is that
unlike the previous example, “亵渎神圣”, in the way it is presented in
the text, forms a four-character structure, which the Chinese actor might
have instinctively found idiomatic and therefore reasonably ‘speakable’.
The example shows that while an actor may be compelled by the
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The dramatic context here requires a causal conjunction. Unlike the English
preposition and conjunction “for”, which can introduce either a purpose or a cause,
the seemingly Chinese equivalent “为了” can only indicate the purpose of an action.
Modern Chinese Dictionary (2005, p. 1422) makes it clear that “因为”, instead of
“为了” should be used to introduce a reason. In addition, the expression “这样亵渎
神圣” [this blasphemy of the sacred] also reads somewhat odd, partly because “这
样”, which is a more formal Chinese term for “this” (Lü, Li, & Cai, 1999, p. 665),
could be too formal for the colloquial context here.
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theatrical condition to revise the translated playtext, his or her lack of
knowledge of the source text and the source language can make this
process paradoxically reliant on the translation. An actor’s attempt to
negotiate with the translated playtext is therefore not only consciously
guided by the teachings of his or her theatrical training but also very
much affected by the choices the translator has made under the influence
of the translational norms governing his or her work. As the discussion
of Lü Qi’s work so far shows, an actor’s willingness to actively and
critically rework his or her given script could help create a verbal text
that might better serve the theatrical objectives of the production, which,
in

the

case

of

the

Beijing

Amadeus,

was

shared

by

the

translator-co-director. Interestingly, such negotiation is considerably
more moderate in Ying’s articulation of his own translation of Willy
Loman’s lines in Death of a Salesman, which attests to the previously
made observation that Ying might have a higher tolerance for the
‘foreignness’ or the ‘translated-ness’ of his texts. As to the factors that
would determine the extent of an actor’s agency in his or her negotiation
with the translated playtext, apart from how much his or her reading of
the play might diverge from that of the translator’s, there is also the
element of professional confidence. In the case of the BPAT, the
company’s so-called ‘artists of the older generation’, including most of
the actors mentioned in this thesis, usually had a higher sense of
ownership of their characters and therefore tended to rework their lines
verbally in a profounder manner than their younger or less prominent
colleagues.
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4.1.3. The Limitation of the Translator’s Hypothetical Mise en Scène
through the Translated Playtexts
As previously argued, there seems to exist a certain degree of
hypothetical mise en scène in Ying’s translation. It seems that for all the
signs of his compliance with the source-oriented translation norms of the
target system, which sometimes has made his work appear less distinct
from that of those who translate for reading (see Chapter 2), the
translator himself would hardly be content with, as Bassnett (1998)
proposes when arguing against the notion of “hypothetical performance”,
dealing only with “the linguistic and paralinguistic aspects of the written
text that are decidable and reencodable” (p. 107). Whether such agency
is recommendable to other theatre translators depends on the actual
context of their work, from the power dynamics on the production team
to the translator’s own competence.
Although the translator’s mise en scène is only hypothetical, it still
deserves the performers’ attention, given that its vehicle, i.e., the verbal
text, is an integral part of theatrical creation. During the page-to-stage
transposition, the process of the actors’ becoming increasingly familiar
with the script in hand and developing their own visions of the
performance could dilute the awareness that the text, in fact, is a
meticulous translation. This would embolden the actors to verbalise the
translated text in ways that might diverge significantly from its meaning
and function as intended by the translator. The phenomenon can be
observed also in cases where the actors shared the translator’s reading of
the dramatic situations overall. For example, the divergence has
compromised the consistency of Salieri’s characterisation in the actor’s
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delivery of the following monologue:
Example 19:
Source text
[…] Every Sunday I saw Him in church, painted on the flaking wall. I don’t
mean Christ. The Christ of Lombardly are simpering sillies, with lambkins on
their sleeves. No: I mean an old candle-smoked God in a mulberry robe,
staring at the world with dealer’s eyes. Tradesmen had put him up there.
Those eyes made bargains, real and irreversible. “You give me so – I’ll give
you so! No more. No less!” (He eats a sweet biscuit in his excitement) The
night before I left Legnago forever, I went to see Him, and made a bargain
with Him myself! I was a sober sixteen, filled with a desperate sense of right.
I knelt before the God of Bargains, and I prayed through the mouldering
plaster with all my soul. (He kneels.) “Signore, let me be a composer! Grant
me sufficient fame to enjoy it. In return, I will live with virtue. I will strive to
better the lot of my fellows. And I will honour You with much music all the
days of my life!” As I said Amen, I saw His eyes flare. (As “God”) “Bene. Go
forth, Antonio. Serve Me and mankind, and you will be blessed!” …“Grazie!”
I called back. “I am Your servant for life!” (He gets to his feet again.) The
very next day, a family friend suddenly appeared—out of the blue—took me
off to Vienna and paid for me to study music! Shortly afterwards I met the
Emperor, who favoured me. Clearly my bargain had been accepted！
(Shaffer & Ying, 1999, pp. 28, 30)
Ying’s translation
[......]每个礼拜天我都能见到上帝，画在教堂里破破烂烂的墙上，我说的
不是基督，伦巴第的那些基督像不过是些皮笑肉不笑的，袖子边上镶着
羊羔皮的傻瓜。不是，我说的是一位被蜡烛烟熏黑了的，穿着绛红色袍
子的上帝，用精明的生意人的眼睛打量着世界，他是被商人们竖在那儿
的，他的眼睛是讨价还价的——不揉沙子，说好了就不悔改。“你给多少
——我就给你多少！”（他兴奋地又吃了一块甜饼干）在我离开勒涅戈的
头一天晚上，我去见了上帝，而且亲自和他谈妥了一笔交易。我当时十
六岁，头脑清醒，充满了不顾一切的正义感。我跪在那位讨价还价的上
帝面前，把我整个灵魂都倾注出来向那位斑驳脱落的墙皮祈祷。
（他跪下）
“主啊！让我成为一个作曲家吧！为了报答你，我一定洁身自好，我一定
努力为我的同行们谋福利。而且我一生要用大量的音乐歌颂你！”祈祷完
毕的时候我看见他眼睛里闪出了光。
（学“上帝”）“好，去吧，安托纽，为
我、为人类效力去吧，你会得到祝福！”“……谢神恩！”我喊着回答，“我
一生都是你的奴仆！”（他又站起来）就在第二天一位世交前辈突然出现
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了——事先谁也没想到——把我带到了维也纳，而且出钱供我学音乐！
这之后不久，又有人把我引见给皇上，皇上对我恩宠备至；很明显，上
帝接受了我的交易！
(Shakespeare et al., 2001, pp. 491-492))
Actor’s Verbalisation
[......]我每个礼拜天都能见到上帝，就是画在教堂里面破破烂烂的墙上那
个，嗐，我说的不是基督，那些伦巴第的基督像都是些皮笑肉不笑的傻
瓜。不是，我说的这个上帝，那是被蜡烛烟熏黑了的，穿着一身绛红色
袍子的上帝，他用一双生意人的精明的眼睛打量着世界，那双眼睛它是
讨价还价的——不揉沙子，说好了就不悔改。“你给我多少——我给你多
少！”临离开勒涅戈的头一天晚上，我又去见了上帝，而且跟他谈妥了一
笔交易。当时我十六岁，头脑清醒，充满了不顾一切的正义感。我跪在
那个精明的上帝面前，把我整个灵魂全部都倾注出来冲着那个斑驳脱落
的墙皮祈祷。“主啊！让我成为一个作曲家吧！为了报答你，我一定洁身
自好，不近女色，我一定为我的同行们谋福利。而且我一生要用大量的
音乐来歌颂你！”祈祷完毕，我看到上帝那两只眼睛在发光。“好，去吧，
安托纽，为我、为人类效劳去吧，你会得到祝福！”“……谢神恩！”我嚷
嚷着回答，“我这一生都是你的奴仆！”[......]就在第二天一个世交的前辈
出现了，事先谁也没想到，把我带到了维也纳，而且花钱供我学音乐，
后来又有人把引荐给皇上，皇上对我恩宠备至；很明显，上帝他接受了
我的请求！
(BPAT, 1999; my transcription)

In this monologue, Salieri introduces to the audience his relationship
with “God” as the two parties in a bargain. The key word “bargain”
appears four times. Given the collocation, the translator has rendered it
into two forms: the adjective “讨价还价(的)” [bargaining] and the noun
“交易” [transaction], both of which emphasise the give-and-take in the
relationship. According to the translator-director (Ying, 1999, p. 13), this
perception of “God” as a dealer who has defaulted on his part of the
bargain serves as the very motive that drives Salieri’s actions throughout
the play. The reoccurrence of the word reiterates the transactional nature
of what the character believes to be his connection to “God”. The taped
performance shows that the actor has stuck to the translator’s words the
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first two times, but moved increasingly away from the translation
semantically in the next two cases. While the reason for the changes is
not documented, given that the actor substituted “精明(的)” [shrewd] for
“讨价还价(的)” as in the translation of “the God of Bargains”, he could
have been intuitively looking for leaner ways of saying the lines. This
alteration does not compromise too much the intended image of “God”,
considering that, in the Chinese culture, “精明(的)” is commonly used to
describe clever businessmen and often with derogatory implications.
However, in the taped performance, when the actor replaced “交易” in
the translation of “my bargain had been accepted” with “请求” [request],
he unintendedly changed the dynamics between Salieri and “God”,
lowering the character’s imaginary position from an equal party of a
transaction to a worshipper of a higher power. The inconsistency has
reduced the injustice that the character feels and potentially undermined
his characterisation.88
The translator’s presence as a major member of the production
team makes this a peculiar yet revealing case. It remains unknown
whether

these

verbal

changes

have

been

approved

by

the

translator-co-director due to a lack of direct evidence. However, given
that the only documented time of Ying’s systematic revision of his
translations is for the publication of The Collection (Miller & Ying, 1999;
Shaffer & Ying, 1999; Shakespeare & Ying, 1999; Shaw & Ying, 1999;
Wouk & Ying, 1999), and that it was done with reference to the source
88

A possible explanation for the actor’s choosing the word “request” is that he
might have been influenced by the common knowledge that in religious cultures,
man is regarded as subject to divine supremacy, and the previous lines, which
seemed to indicate Salieri’s readiness to commit himself to it. However, considering
the larger context depicted in the play and the need to concretise the image of Salieri
and his “God” as equal parties in the way the character sees it, it is more
recommendable for the actor to stick to the original translation here.
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texts and with little consultation with the actual performances, it is likely
that Ying would only see himself as a translator when he was engaged in
the verbal processing task, which is in line with the observation made in
Chapter 2 that Ying seems to have understood translation as a
text-focused activity only. 89 Consequently, once he considered the
mission accomplished, he would move on to his other roles and
assignments, and in the meantime, shift his focus from the text to the
performance. To some extent, Ying is a case of “co-operative translation”
executed by one person.90 While the fusion of his multi-roles as both the
translator and a core member of the theatrical production is observable,
they also seem to have operated in an almost alternating fashion, in
which his practice would be governed by the norms of the dominant task
performed at the time. So far, the study indicates that this tendency in
Ying’s work was an unintended product of his conformity to the
mainstream translational norms of his time, which tended to narrowly
define the boundaries of a translator’s duties and responsibilities;
however, in other cases, Ying would deliberately hold back his personal
influence on the performance. Section 4.2.3 will continue the discussion
and shed more light on the conscious reasons behind his choices.

89

The “performance texts” and the “script logs” [场记本] preserved at the
BPAT Museum contain few traces of textual revision. It is safe to assume that the
markings of modification are mostly made on the script in the actors’ possession.
The company’s lack of written documentation indicates that Ying and his actor
colleagues did not necessarily see the textual changes made during the production
process as a part of the translation of the playtext. This also leads to the belief that
the actors were not regarded, nor did they see themselves, as the collaborators of
translation or the co-creation of the verbal text for the stage.
90
Bassnett (1985) considers “co-operative translation” the strategy that
“produces probably the best results” in translating for theatrical production. The
strategy “involves the collaboration of at least two people on the making of the TL
text — either an SL and a TL native speaker, or someone with knowledge of the SL
who works together with the director and/or actors who are to present the work” (p.
91).
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4.2. Characterisation
In the case studied in this thesis, the norms of the target theatrical
system determined that the performability of a translated playtext would
be tied to the BPAT actors’ pursuit of consistent and convincing
characterisation. According to Stanislavsky (1989, pp. 12-32), in order to
reach that objective, actors have to avoid stereotyped acting. In the
context of intercultural theatre, there are often additional hurdles to
overcome. As the discussion in the previous section shows, it usually
takes some extra-textual judgment to bring out particular potentials of
the text. This section will focus on how this kind of judgment can be
reached and eventually reflected in the actor’s embodiment by focusing
on the creation of Linda Loman for the BPAT’s production of Death of a
Salesman in 1983.

4.2.1. A Case of Overcoming Stereotyped Acting
Set in Brooklyn in the 1940s, Death of a Salesman depicts
travelling salesman Willy Loman’s struggles and memories before he
commits suicide. The Beijing version, which received almost unanimous
acclaim both domestically and internationally, is considered a milestone
production in the history of Chinese spoken drama. 91 Its success is
attributed not only to the involvement of the very author Arthur Miller,
one of the most prominent playwrights in the twentieth century, but also
to the memorable performance rendered by three of the BPAT’s most
celebrated artists: Ying himself as the protagonist Willy Loman, Zhu Lin
(1923-2015) as Willy’s wife Linda and Zhu Xu (1930-) as his
neighbour-friend Charley. Among the three actors, Zhu Lin, known as
91

The reception of the play will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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“the queen of Chinese spoken drama”, was noted as “the biggest star in
the cast”, whose “presence in the play [would] sell more tickets than any
other factor” (Miller, 1984, pp. 46-47).
Although Zhu’s eventual performance was highly praised by the
playwright-director Arthur Miller, he found the actress’s initial portrayal
of Linda Loman dissatisfactory. The process they went through to
transform the characterisation was documented in Miller’s (1984)
directory log Salesman in Beijing and, from the actress’s perspective, in
an essay “A Difficult but Happy Experience: Reflecting on Playing
Linda” (L. Zhu, 2010). Like the other members of the original Beijing
cast, the actress was surprised by the sophistication of her character,
recalling realising under Miller’s directorial instruction that the
submissive woman by appearance is, in fact, an exceptionally strong
figure, whose ‘through line of actions’ drives the plot as well as the other
characters’ major actions (L. Zhu, 2010, pp. 195-203).92
It seems that actors may be drawn, often in an unconscious way, to
the part of the universe of a play that is more comprehensible to them.
The tendency increases the chances of what Zhu (2010) calls “partial
reading” (p. 196) of the script. In the Beijing Salesman, to the actress,
the more comprehensible part of Willy Loman’s world involved a
stereotyped gender role. Miller’s observation of Zhu’s initial portrayal of
the character is that while the actress had already grasped the major
objective of Linda by the time he joined the cast (Miller, 1984, pp.
19-20), there was a tendency in her performance to “to verge on
warbling, especially in her two-page-long aria where she pleads with the

92

The ‘through line of actions’ or ‘through-going actions’ is the “inner line of
effort that guides the actor from the beginning to the end”, “galvanis[ing] all the
small units and objectives of the play and directs them toward the super objective”
(Stanislavsky, 1989, pp. 273-274). In Chinese, it is translated as “贯串行动”.
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boys to help save Willy” (p. 41). Miller attributes it to a habit of
“drawing audience sympathy rather than playing the scene” (p. 43), a
sign of what he believes to be the unrealistic style of acting that the
Chinese actors had been used to over the years. In fact, despite the
BPAT’s claim of being a Stanislavskian theatre, Miller recalls “detect[ing]
no sign of Stanislavskian training in their working methods, except for
Ying and Charley” (p. 67), and was also under the impression that the
majority of the cast, thus including Zhu, was “trained in an unrealistic
style that was at its worst melodramatic and intolerably overemphatic
compared with understated Western acting […]” (p. vi). However, there
might be an element of bias in Miller’s comment, considering that he had
already arrived at the conclusion that the actors were “aware only of the
forms of Chekhov, Gorky, Tolstoy, Ibsen and their Chinese imitators” (p.
v) before meeting them.
Clearly, Zhu (2010), who claims to “have conducted in-depth
analysis and research on the script and the author before rehearsing” and
“strictly applied the Stanislavsky Method of Physical Action to analyse,
comprehend, experience and embody the role” (pp. 192-95; my
translation), would not have agreed with Miller’s observation. 93
Nevertheless, she admits to have misread the character at the early stage
of her work:
I initially understood the character as the embodiment of the ideal loving,
kind-hearted and capable woman, who would devote herself completely to her
family and her husband. However, I had a very partial reading at that time,
regarding Linda as the kind of woman who always grins and bears it. This
reading was not completely groundless. For instance, the elder son Biff says:
93

The Method emphasises the union between internal emotions and
psychology and physical actions in an actor’s performance. In her essay, Zhu (2010)
has reflected on several important aspects of her implementation of the Method,
including the analysis of characters’ motivations and objectives.
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“He always, always wiped the floor with you. Never had an ounce of respect
for you.” Also, Willy cuts Linda short at will and, in their younger years of life,
he ignores completely her disagreement with his parenting. (p. 196; my
translation)

The excerpt shows that Zhu’s acting choices were based on her intensive
study of the translated script, which supports her claims to have applied
the acting method. Interestingly, it was with the lines about what the
other characters, namely Willy and the two sons Biff and Happy, say or
do to her character, that the actress found herself most emotionally
identified. The “partial reading” here resulted in an indulgence in the
emotions of self-pity, which makes it a case of what Ying (1999) calls
“getting caught up in the mire of ‘acting emotions’” (pp. 12-14).
To steer the actress’s performance to his intended course, Miller
(1984) tried to remind the actress of her character’s major objective,
explaining to her:
There is no time for self-pitying in such an emergency situation; she has a
task to perform in the scene, which is to get Biff to find a job in New York
and begin rescuing his old man from certain suicide. (p. 42)

In addition, in an effort to distance the actress from the sense of
groundedness she gained from her “partial reading”, Miller asked
whether she could find Linda’s equivalent in the Chinese society of her
own time, to which she replied: “Oh, many, many. There are a lot whose
lives are wound around their husbands’, and who think only of their men
and very little about themselves” (Miller, 1984, p. 25). Here, the actress’s
perception does not necessarily contradict with the construction of
Miller’s intended dynamics between Linda and her family. However,
from the way Miller sees it, such devotion heightens the character’s
toughness instead of undermining it, which is also the reason why he
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believes “this role is such a departure for [Zhu] and her public” (p. 248).
As Elia Kazan (1909-2003), the director of the original Broadway
production, explains it, the character’s toughness is originated from “her
absolutely single-minded devotion to Willy—‘To hell with everyone
else’—the kind of fierce protectiveness that is usually ascribed to a
mother defending her children” (Murphy, 1995, p. 38). From Miller’s
(1984) perspective, in the early ensembles, this aspect of the character
was successfully channelled in Zhu’s performance of the opening scene
of Willy’s return, which was “so much herself, so dignified” (p. 41), but
the strength disappeared in the later scenes.
Agreeing with Miller’s observation, the actress believes that her
dissatisfying performance at first is due to her misjudgement of the
dominant personality of her character, recalling herself retrieving the
experience of playing Mother Lu [鲁妈], a powerless victim to Chinese
feudalism in Cao Yu’s Thunderstorm (L. Zhu, 2010). It is particularly
fascinating to see that the veteran actress was attracted to the vulnerable
side of Linda Loman, though she was capable of pulling off strong
women characters, such as the empress heroine in Cai Wenji, the
vengeful billionairess in The Visit, and later, in Ying’s production of
Major Barbara, the aristocratic matriarch of the Undershaft family. 94 It
can be inferred from Zhu’s (2010) summarisation of Linda’s major
action in the scene with her two sons in the first act as “reprimanding her
sons” [“训子”] (p. 195-203), rather than, according to Miller, performing
the task of saving Willy, that the actress did not necessarily see the
connection of the scene to the supposed ‘through-line action’. As she
94

Thunderstorm [《雷雨》], premiered in 1954, is one of the company’s most
celebrated repertory plays. Cai Wenji [《蔡文姬》] was written by Guo Moruo
(1892-1978) in 1959 and premiered in the same year. The BPAT production of the
Swiss playwright Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s The Visit [《贵妇还乡》] was debuted in
1982.
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recalls, it was under the playwright-director’s guidance that she started to
interpret Linda’s action in the episode as a revelation of her strength, and
its function as an impetus for the development of the storyline (pp.
295-203). The acceptance of Miller’s analysis led the actress to a
complete embrace of his directorial suggestions on the tone of her
performance:
During the rehearsal, the playwright points out that there is too much self-pity
in our acting (referring to me and Biff). He says that only on very rare
occasions and in the face of her worst misfortunes will Linda reveal, but only
slightly, her pain and self-pity. However, she will stop once she is on the verge
of an emotional breakdown. He demands that I maintain a borderline state. So
only when Linda can no longer take it can I cry out, such as in the last bits of
the “reprimanding the sons” scene and the last few lines of the ending requiem.
(p. 199; my translation)

Given that her interpretation of the opening scene was applauded from
the start, Zhu seems to have had more difficulty meeting the
playwright-director’s expectation of a tough Linda in the scenes with her
sons than those with Willy. The maternal traits in her performance
convinced Miller that Zhu’s initial performance was compromised by her
playing the stereotype of “the Mother”:
[…] she is of a tradition—in her case, that of the Mother, who in effect is
always a warbler…. I supposed it is inevitable that she reminds me of the bits
of Yiddish theatre I saw years ago in New York. There, too, the Mother was a
lachrymose fount; crying was what Mothers are for. But on thinking about it I
see that this is no monopoly of Jews or, for that matter, of Chinese. If one
recalls the early movies, most of them performed by actors of Irish background,
Mother was always on the verge of tears, too. Lachrymosity must represent
some stage in the evolution of society, nationality having little to do with it.
(Miller, 1984, p. 43)

Miller’s comment suggests that it is not coincidental that Zhu chose to
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draw on her experience of portraying another mother figure when she
first approached her character. The playwright-director, in fact, notes in a
later entry that “Linda’s part has often been weakly played” (p. 87).
Therefore, his bias is apparent when he sometimes refers to the acting
issue as a “Chinese tradition”.95 Interestingly, there is much resemblance
between the suppressed narrative of women in reality and the actress’s
devising her acting on the basis of the lines illustrating how the father
and the sons regard and treat her character. In that sense, the almost
instinctive frailty in her performance can be viewed as part of the
self-repeating enactment of the gender stereotype, the power of which
seems so strong that it had overwhelmed the actress’s innate assets for
pulling off the role, such as, according to Miller’s observation, her
“commanding nature” (p. 48) and political interest in women (p. 77).

4.2.2. Embodiment and Interpretation
The following anatomy of Zhu’s performance in the “attention
must be paid” scene, which was the most revealing episode about the
character and played out much to Miller’s satisfaction, will shed light on
how the actress read the same text and embody her character differently
after

she

gained

new

insights

into

the

role

under

the

playwright-director’s instruction.96
According to Miller, the key to the performance of this most
revealing scene about Linda Loman lies in the channelling of her
95

For instance, in an entry, Miller (1984) writes that “the old devil is slipping
back in Linda’s by now lovely performance, and Biff’s too. But I will warn them as
many times as it crops up that this is one Chinese tradition we will do without […]”
(p. 150).
96
In this section, the discussion of the “attention must be paid” scene covers
the entire segment of Linda’s interaction with her sons, the beginning and the end of
which are marked by the stage directions indicating Willy’s exit and re-entrance.
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toughness, which is represented by her control over herself and her
opponents in the dialogues. In the way Miller writes the play, there is a
close connection between the changes of the character’s emotions and
the changes of her physical movements. The major points of the
character’s emotional changes, including the eventual outburst, are
mapped out in the stage directions. With the intensification of the
emotions, the appearance of stage directions also increases, as in the
segment where the character recounts her discovery of Willy’s attempt to
commit suicide.97
However, gestural changes are not triggered by the verbal cues
embedded in the script only, but often compelled by the actors’
understanding of the character’s emotional and psychological state in the
given moment. In Zhu’s performance, her new understanding of her
character as the dominant power in the scene brought in new subtextual
energy in her diction and physicality:
Example 20:
Source text
Linda Are you home to stay now?
Biff
I don’t know. I want to look around, see what’s doin’.
Linda Biff, you can’t look around all your life, can you?
Biff
I just can’t take hold, Mom. I can’t take hold of some kind of a life.
Linda Biff, a man is not a bird, to come and go with the springtime.
Biff
Your hair... (He touches her hair.) hair got so gray.
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 128)
Ying’s Translation
林达 这次回家不走了吧？
比夫 不知道，我想到处看看，看看情形再说。
林达 比夫，你总不能一辈子老是到处看看不是？
比夫 我就是呆不住，妈，让我一辈子就干一件事，我办不到。
林达 比夫，人不能像鸟似的，满天飞。
比夫 你的头发……（抚摸她的头发）你头发白了那么多。
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 129; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 295)
Actress’s Verbalisation
97

The majority of Biff’s and Happy’s stage directions in the scene illustrate
their reaction to Linda, which is indicative of their passiveness and evasiveness.
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林达
比夫
林达
比夫
林达
比夫

这趟回家不走了吧？
不知道，我想到处看看，看看形势再说吧。
比夫，你总不能一辈子老是到处看看。
我就是呆不住。让我一辈子就干一件事我简直办不到，妈妈。
那人不能像鸟似的，满天飞啊。
啊！（抚摸她的头发）您头发白了那么多。
(Miller, Ying, & BPAT, 1990; my transcription)

In the segment above, Linda’s dominance and Biff’s evasion are evident.
As the videorecording shows, throughout her performance, Zhu
maintained a distancing stance, which represented Linda’s disapproval of
her son’s reluctance to be responsible for the family. In the actress’s
delivery of the line “Biff, you can’t look around all your life, can you?”,
Linda’s scolding tone was given more gravity with the abandonment of
“不是?”, a faithful translation of “can you?”, which turns the question
into an emphatic statement. In her next speech turn, the actress dropped
Biff’s name at the beginning of the line and inserted a transitional
conjunction “那(么)” [then], which picked up the pace of the exchange
and created a sense of urgency in her character’s response. The tension
was amplified by the actress’s finishing the sentence with a reinforcing
modal particle “啊”. The forcefulness of Zhu’s speech even affected the
performance of her partner in the scene. Now engaged in a more
pressurising situation than as outlined in the script, the actor, who played
the evasive Biff, in an effort to embody the eagerness to distract Linda
from the current topic, added the attention-seeking exclamatory particle
“啊”, instead of playing out the ellipsis in the script, a common cue for
pauses. 98 The above-mentioned interaction, which happened at the
beginning of the scene, set the tone of the dynamics between Linda and
98

Miller (1984) notes the potential positive effect of Zhu’s “having the
character straight” on the work of her co-actors, commenting that “the others have
caught the power of her feeling”, which helped them “gauge their distance from
reality in their own roles” (p. 79).
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her two sons.
What is particularly striking about the actress’s performance is a
noticeable pattern in her use of the space on the stage.99 The set of the
Beijing production, which duplicated the original Broadway design,
allowed the actress to occupy the centre of the stage whenever she sat
down at the table, which she did most of the time during the scene as an
assertion of her dominance. A contrast would be formed whenever the
actress changed her posture, which became a sign of the unleashing of
the character’s control. The actress left her seat five times during the
scene, which is enumerated as follows:100
Example 21:
(1) Source text
Don’t—don’t go near him!
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 130)
Ying’s translation
别——别靠近他。
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 131; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 296)
Actress’s verbalisation
别——别靠近他 [Leaving her seat to stop Biff from going after Willy]。
(Miller, Ying, & BPAT, 1990; my transcription)
(2) Source text
Then make Charley your father, Biff. You can’t do that, can you? I don’t say
he’s a great man. Willy Loman never made a lot of money. His name was
never in the paper. He’s not the finest character that ever lived. But he’s a
human being, and a terrible thing is happening to him. So attention must be
paid. He’s not to be allowed to fall into his grave like an old dog. Attention,
attention must be finally paid to such a person. You called him crazy...
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 132)
Ying’s translation
那你就认查理当父亲好了，比夫。这你又做不到，是不是？我没说他个了
不起的大人物。威利·洛曼没赚过大钱，他的名字没上过报纸，他也不是
99

It is noteworthy that unlike Charlton Heston, who often resorted to a
demonstrative strategy when he was directing the Chinese cast of The Caine Mutiny,
Miller relied mainly on an inspirational approach, in part because of his own
limitation as a director. As Ying notes, “Miller was not very versatile in the
positioning of the actors” (Ying & Conceison, 2009, p. 163), which would leave
much space for the BPAT actors to work out specific physical actions for their parts.
100
Added in the square brackets is my description of the actress’s actions.
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有生以来品德最好的人，可是他是个人，他现在正遇上灾难。所以必须关
怀他，不能让他像条老狗似的死了埋掉。关怀，对这样一个人必须关怀。
你刚才说他神经病——
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 133; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 297)
Actress’s verbalisation
那你就认查理当父亲好了，可是你办不到，是不是？我没说他是什么大人
物。[Standing up and walking towards Biff] 威利·洛曼没赚过大钱，他的名
字也没上过报纸，他也不是有生以来品德最好的人，可是他是个人，他现
在正遇上灾难。他需要关怀，我们 [Turning to Happy and quickly turning
back to Biff] 不能让他像条老狗似的死了埋掉。关怀，对这样一个人必须
关怀。嗯?!你刚才说他神经病——
(Miller, Ying, & BPAT, 1990; my transcription)
(3) Source text
Are they any worse than his sons? When he brought them business, when he
was young, they were glad to see him. But now his old friends, the old buyers
that loved him so and always found some order to hand him in a
pinch—they’re all dead, retired. He used to be able to make six, seven calls a
day in Boston. Now he takes his valises out of the car and puts them back and
takes them out again and he’s exhausted. Instead of walking he talks now. He
drives seven hundred miles, and when he gets there no one knows him any
more, no one welcomes him. And what goes through a man’s mind, driving
seven hundred miles home without having earned a cent? Why shouldn’t he
talk to himself? Why? When he has to go to Charley and borrow fifty dollars a
week and pretend to me that it’s his pay? How long can that go on? How long?
You see what I’m sitting here and waiting for? And you tell me he has no
character? The man who never worked a day but for your benefit? When does
he get the medal for that? Is this his reward — to turn around at the age of
sixty-three and find his sons, who he loved better than his life, one a
philandering bum...
(Miller & Ying, 1999, pp. 134, 136)
Ying’s translation
你是他亲儿子，你也不比人家强！他年轻的时候，能给他们拉生意，他们
对他可亲呢，可是现在，他那些老朋友，那些跟他有交情的老主顾，遇到
他为难总能帮他一把的老买主——不是死了，就是退休了。他当初在波士
顿一天能拜访六个、七个主顾。现在他把旅行包从汽车里拿出来，再塞进
去，再拿出来，他已经累垮了。他现在走不动了，就剩下能说了。他开着
汽车一跑就是七百英里，可是到了那边谁也不认识他，没人欢迎他。再开
七百英里回来，一分钱也没赚着，这时候他脑子里怎么想？他凭什么不自
言自语？凭什么？他现在每个礼拜找查利借五十块钱，然后跟我假装说是
他挣来的！这样下去能够维持多少日子？多少日子？你们现在明白了我成
天在家里等着什么？可你还说他没骨头！他为你们俩辛辛苦苦一辈子，他
没骨头？什么时候为这个给他发勋章啊？难道这就是对他的报答，他 63
岁了，回头一看，他比命还爱的儿子，一个成了专搞女人的流氓——
(Miller & Ying, 1999, pp. 135, 137; Shakespeare et al., 2001, pp. 297-298)
Actress’s verbalisation
[Looking at Biff.] 你是他亲儿子，你也不比人家强！他年轻的时候，能给
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他们拉生意，他们对他可亲呢，他那些老朋友，跟他有交情的老主顾，遇
到他困难总能帮上他一把的老买主——不是死了，就是退休了。他从前在
波士顿一天能拜访六个到七个主顾。可是现在他把旅行袋从汽车上搬下
来，再搬回去，再搬下来，他已经累垮了。他走不动了，就剩下能说了。
他开着汽车出去一跑就是七百英里，可是到了那边谁也不认识他，没人欢
迎他。再开七百英里回来，一分钱也没赚着，这时候他心里怎么想？他凭
什么不自言自语？凭什么？他现在每个礼拜要问查利借五十块钱，然后跟
我假装说是他挣来的! [Standing up and walking towards Biff] 你看这样下
去能够维持多少日子？多少日子？[Turning both ways to look at Biff and
Happy] 你们现在明白了，我成天在家里干什么？[Turning to Biff] 可是你
还说他没骨头！他为你们俩辛辛苦苦一辈子，他没骨头？什么时候为这个
给他发勋章啊？难道这就是对他的报答, [Pause] 他 63 岁了，回头一看，
他比命还爱的儿子，一个成了专搞女人的流氓——
(Miller, Ying, & BPAT, 1990; my transcription)
(4) Source text
Why a fake? In what way? What do you mean?
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 138)
Ying’s translation
为什么说他虚伪？怎么虚伪？你指什么说的？
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 139; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 299)
Actress’s verbalisation
[Going after Biff] 凭什么说他虚伪？他怎么虚伪？你指什么?
(Miller, Ying, & BPAT, 1990; my transcription)

(5) Source text
Hap! Hap!
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 146)
Ying’s translation
哈皮！哈皮！
(Miller & Ying, 1999, p. 147; Shakespeare et al., 2001, p. 302)
Actress’s verbalisation
[Rising from her seat and putting her arms around him to calm him down] 哈
皮！哈皮！
(Miller, Ying, & BPAT, 1990; my transcription)

Except for the first and fifth cases, which were indicated as intervention
in the other characters’ actions, the remaining three marked the
escalation of the severity of the actress’s tone in her delivery of the
“attention must be paid” speech. The monologue was made famous by
Mildred Dunnock (1901-1991), who played the part in the original
Broadway production. As shown in the videorecording of the
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performance, Zhu’s enactment of the speech bears a striking resemblance
to Dunnock’s “orchestral crescendo”, which is reflected in her verbal and
gestural representation of the character. 101 The need to project the
intensification of the emotions drove the Chinese actress to leave out the
conjunction “所以” [so] in “So attention must be paid”. The repetition of
the third-person pronoun “他”, as both the target of the happening of “a
terrible thing” in “他现在正遇上灾难” and the supposed recipient of the
“attention” in the rephrased line “ 他 需 要 关 怀 ”, amplified the
momentum of the speech. The givers of this “attention” were stated more
clearly in the articulated text with the addition of “我们” [we], which
was reinforced by her simultaneous action of turning to look at both Biff
and Happy. The contained emotions broke loose when Linda burst out at
Biff who called Willy “a fake”, upon which also came the most dramatic
physical action the actress took in the entire performance: She sprung up
from her seat and pursued Biff, who was trying to evade her questions.
The aggressive body language was accompanied by the verbal
substitution of the neutral “为什么” [why] in the translation with the
more confrontational “凭什么” [on what ground].
The anatomy of both the verbal and non-verbal aspects of the
actress’s performance shows that the translated playtext was relied on as
a blueprint for the making of the acting choices; however, it was also
subject to re-evaluation against her newly-acquired knowledge about her

101

According to Harris (1994, p. 60), Elia Kazan conducted the actress
through her practice of the speech during the rehearsal: The director waved a
baton-like stick, shouting “Louder, louder, louder”, as if he was creating a crescendo.
There is no evidence suggesting that Miller intended to replicate Dunnock’s
performance with Zhu. Nor did Zhu, who had only listened to the audio of the
Broadway production in English once (L. Zhu, 2010, p. 209), could have imitated the
American actress. The parallel in their acting is a case of transcendence of linguistic
and cultural boundaries.
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character. Different from Lü Qi’s case of enacting Salieri, this
extra-textual intervention came from the playwright-director instead of
the creator of the Chinese text. That being said, it does not indicate that
the transparency-seeking translator, in this case, exerted less influence on
the actress.
It is not coincidental that, in the aforementioned example, drastic
gestural changes were introduced at the utterances of the three
exclamations. To begin with, the severity of the first exclamation (你也
不比人家强！) triggered a scolding look from the actress. The second
exclamation (然后跟我假装说是他挣来的！) prompted an explosion of
the energy accumulated by the forerunning questions, and brought forth
a striking gestural break from the long-maintained sitting posture, which
had by then become a recognisable symbol of the character’s emotional
self-restraint. With the third exclamation (可你还说他没骨头！), Zhu’s
Linda started to speak in a faster and more forceful manner, and
eventually lashed out at Biff. A sharp contrast was produced when the
actress took a long pause after a stress on “报答” [“reward”]. As Zhu
(2010, p. 206) explains, the pause at this point represented the
character’s re-control of herself. The resounding temporary silence
allowed the gravity of her speech to be more profoundly played out as
the character’s another attempt to plead with her sons to shoulder their
responsibility.
In the three cases discussed above, the exclamations were all
remodelled by the translator from questions. Given that these changes
were not entirely linguistically obligatory, Ying could have also
identified the force of persistence in the speech, and therefore sought to
employ more expressive device to re-create the momentum. This, again,
indicates that Ying’s claim to have tried to maintain the sentence
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structure of the source text should not be read too literally. More
precisely, it was the performative subtext of the speech, or, in Ying’s
words, “the feeling of the play” (Ying & Conceison, 2009, p. 163),
instead of its linguistic make-up, that he was attempting to re-create. To
some extent, the strategy has the potential of allowing the actress to see
the character’s psychological development in the way Miller saw it and
come up with performance more satisfying in the playwright-director’s
eye. However, as Zhu’s example shows, while the translator could exert
a strong influence on the actress’s physical characterisation via his text,
eventually, it was Miller’s extra-textual intervention that brought out the
particular performative potentials of his text.

4.2.3. The Director’s Intervention and Ying’s Potential Mediatory Power
Although the translator’s influence on the production through his
text was profound, it was not a stable factor in determining the actors’
performance. The actors’ reading of a playtext can be affected by factors
from different sources and in various forms. Miller’s presence in the
production of the Beijing Salesman embodies one of the most
compelling kinds of such intervention. However, it turned out that the
playwright-director’s straightforward instruction was less effective with
Zhu Lin, who was gripped by her initial understanding of Linda Loman
as a submissive female character. For instance, it is mentioned in
Miller’s log entry of March 26, which was five days into the rehearsals,
that he decided to speak directly to Zhu about her role:
At the end of rehearsals I decide it is time to tell her specifically that there is
only one moment in Act One when she may actually weep, and that is on the
single line ‘His life is in your hands.’ She opens her eyes even wider and looks
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surprised, but she nods deeply. I hope I understand what this means. (Miller,
1984, p. 49)

It seems that such direct intervention was not persuasive enough for the
Stanislavskian actress who needed emotional and psychological
foundation to back her acting choices. Noticing Zhu’s uncertainty and
aware of her respected status, Miller (1984) “diplomatically repeat[ed]
the old admonition” but “in a […] different form” four days later:
“She is not a woman to follow meekly behind her husband, wiping up after him.
She has strength; she has held this family together and she knows this very well.
She has the intelligence to run a large office, if that had been her fate. She
knows the contribution she has made…etc.” In short, she must not warble but
confront problems standing up. “After all, it is she who keeps the accounts, it is
she who is marshalling the forces, such as they are, that might save Willy.” I
tell how Linda has gone with Willy on some of his winter trips, sitting beside
him in the little car to keep him company. How she has walked miles to pay the
gas and electric bills and save the postage. “She is determined, not simpering”.
Linda [Zhu Lin] nods, wide-eyed. I am not sure where I am getting. She is
taking notes. (p. 69)

It seems that this time, the actress was more responsive. The next day,
the playwright-director made his point further:
I tell Linda [Zhu] and Willy [Ying] how theirs was a love match. Ying
translates all this with warm eagerness—that her family disapproved of him
because he had no money or prospects and that she, in effect, had run off with
him. Both Ying and she take it as great news that they are still physically in
love and that she means it when later she is to say, “Willy, darling, you’re the
handsomest man in the world”. (p. 78)

Much to the playwright-director’s relief, what he said about the
characters’ back-story successfully worked into the actress’s mind. Zhu
(2010, pp. 205-209) admits to have found these small “anecdotes” about
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Linda inspiring.102 Miller (1984) believes that such ready acceptance of
the concrete “facts” about their characters is common among the Chinese
actors:
Reverting to metaphorical or analogous situations is of course common in
directing anywhere, but the Chinese actor seems to fire up far quicker and with
excitement when given an image than I have ever seen American or British
actors do. Image, after all, is what their language is filled with. (p. 105)

Considering the company’s proud Stanislavskian tradition, there
might have been more to what Miller observes as the Chinese actors’
obedience. As part of the Stanislavskian practice of “fill[ing] out what
[the playwright] leaves unsaid” (Stanislavsky, 1989, p. 257) about their
characters, the BPAT actors were encouraged, if not required, to study
the back-story of their characters through such exercises as the writing of
the ‘life-story of characters’ [人物小传].103 In the case of the Beijing
Salesman, the “anecdotes” and “images” Miller provided them with
managed to bridge the gap between the said and the unsaid for the actors,
and was therefore treated as a credible extension of the original playtext.
The reliability of the extra-textual intervention originated not only from
Miller’s place as the director and ‘foreign expert’, but also from his
position as the author. It is not coincidental that in her reflective essay,
Zhu (2010) refers to Miller as “the author” instead of the director. Miller
(1984) was also sensitive enough to notice that it was his authorship that
reduced the chances of resistance to his directorial decisions, describing
the actor’s condition at their first meeting as “avid for leadership and
direction from the ultimate authority, the man who wrote the play” (p. 4).
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Ying also comments that the information Miller provided “helped
immeasurably in [their] interpretation (Ying & Conceison, 2009, p. 164).
103
Other exercises include writing ‘actor’s log’ [演员日记] and ‘life short
play’ [生活小品].
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In the creation of the Chinese Linda Loman, what seems to be
most performable was the author’s interpretation or his ‘intended’
meaning in the text, which overrode other factors and was taken by the
actress as the foundation of her verbal and gestural representation of the
character. The performability of the author’s interpretation was
legitimised as the production became one of the company’s repertory
classic, and is still consulted decades later when the company revived the
play. Meanwhile, it is also revealed in Zhu’s initial resistance to Miller’s
instruction that eventually this kind of extra-textual intervention,
however authoritative its source might appear, would have to be
presented in a way demonstrating sufficient compatibility with the
existing norms of acting to be found truly compelling. Such
compatibility can be created or enhanced through the mediation of
agents like Ying, who was not only familiar with the text but also with
the acting traditions of both the source and target cultures. However, as
Miller (1984) observes, while Ying, who led the read-throughs before his
arrival, had established a certain degree of authority over the cast, the
actor-translator “resolutely refus[ed] to intervene” when the actors turned
to him for Miller’s “real intention” (p. 6).104
Interestingly, it seems that Ying viewed his self-restraint from a
different angle. Despite Miller’s (1984) impression of him as “a
marvellously adept actor” (p. 89) who was quick to incorporate his
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Here, Ying might not have agreed with Miller, admitting to have
occasionally crossed the line of his duty as a translator:
As a director, Arthur was not very versatile in the positioning of the actors, so I
actually stepped in quite a bit in that regard. I was serving as his interpreter, but
at times I usurped his role and nobody really knew Arthur Miller’s ideas from
Ying Ruocheng’s ideas. (Ying & Conceison, 2009, p. 163)
However, it can be inferred from his remarks that he would only intervene for
what he considered technical reasons.
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directorial advice, the translator-actor might not have seen entirely
eye-to-eye with the author in terms of the reliability of his interpretation
of his own play. Although Ying did not give detailed or focused accounts
of the journey he took to create Willy Loman, his reservation about
Miller’s interpretation is noticeable in his post-performance comments:
“as an actor, I think, even when the original playwright is the director,
the major foundation of performance should be, and can only be, the
script” (Ying, 1983, p. 44; my translation). Nevertheless, it seems that
the translator-actor was still happy to embrace Miller’s intervention as
the author of the play. In an interview, Ying maintains that his own
interest in the production is basically aesthetic”, seeing it as an
opportunity to “open new territory” (Miller, 1984, p. 45) for Chinese
spoken drama. In other words, his ultimate concern was to channel the
enlightening power of the new experience of a Beijing Salesman. From
Ying’s perspective, no one was in a better position to execute it for him
than the very author.
Although Ying’s self-restraint might appear perfectly justifiable to
himself, it is still worth thinking about the potential benefits if he had
played a more active part mediating between the ‘foreign expert’ and his
fellow actors, given his status as an “impossibly” ideal theatre translator.
To begin with, it seems that both the actress and Miller underestimated
the extent to which the gap between the socio-cultural realities of the
source and target cultures could influence the enactment of the dramatic
figure. One of the anecdotes that impressed Miller is the inquisitive
actress’s asking him on the first day of the rehearsal whether the
insurance company would still pay if Willy’ commits suicide (Miller,
1984, p. 15). From Miller’s perspective, difficult as these cultural and
lifestyle-related problems seemed, the production team came up with the
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textual solutions fast thanks to Ying. However, it is difficult for him to
see from the standpoint of the source culture only how the actors from
the target culture would interpret unfamiliar items and situations. It
turned out that, in practice, even the most practical artefact could arouse
difference of opinions among the actors who knew almost nothing about
the American lifestyle, and require some kind of mediation. For instance,
Miller (1984, p. 57) recalls having to explain to the actor playing Happy,
who wanted to change the script, why the helmet was more important
than the shoulder guards in American football, and thus he, Biff’s brother,
instead of Biff’s friend Bernard, should be the one to carry it. It is not
unimaginable that in cases like this, the communication could have been
facilitated by the active mediation of a bilingual agent like Ying, who
knew not only both cultures but also the mindsets of theatrical
professionals.
Nevertheless, more in-depth cultural mediation is only one
potential area, where the translator could play a larger part. As the
discussion in 4.1.3 shows, in a theatrical system where the consistency of
performance is valued, performability or other related qualities, e.g.,
‘speakability’, is usually judged according to its contribution to the
cohesiveness of a performance. In the cases where the translator is the
most informed member on the production team about the textual,
theatrical and socio-cultural systems involved, there is indeed no one
more qualified than he or she to ensure the achievement of that end.
Meanwhile, the discussion of Ying’s role in the staging of his texts
shows that even when the translator was placed in a position to exert his
power without the constraints regularly faced by theatre translators, he
might consciously or unconsciously subdue himself or the translator side
of his work during the staging process under the influence of various
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ethical or practical factors.

4.3 Concluding Remarks
The effectiveness of the performers’ decisions is usually evaluated
against the needs of theatrical creation, which is a process governed by
the theatrical norms of the target culture. In the staging of a translated
playtext, the fact that the script in hand is an already mediated text
allows for more fluidity in actors’ attempts to negotiate with it for the
construction of dramatic figures. The negotiation process provides the
opportunity for particular theatrical potentials of the translated playtext
to be played out or even enhanced. To some extent, the outcome of the
actors’ negotiation is contingent on their pursuit of acting objectives,
such as consistency in characterisation.
While it seems that, during the page-to-stage transposition,
theatrically-motivated

factors

would

normally

override

more

translation-related ones, the performative nature of a translated playtext
determines that the choices the translator has made under the influence
of the relevant translational norms may play its own directorial part in
the process. Whether it is advisable for a theatre translator to find ways
to exert more influence on the production through his or her translation
depends on the actual needs of the production and the competence of the
translator. The unavoidability of the conflicts between the norms of
translation and those of theatrical enactment suggests that some
performance-related decisions might as well be left to the stage of the
mise en scène.
The translator’s hypothetical mise en scène through the text,
whether by design or not, would have to be subject to re-evaluation
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against the extra-textual factors that may play a larger part in shaping the
actor’s interpretation of the given dramatic circumstances and the play as
a whole. As illustrated by the Chinese actors’ reaction to Miller’s
directorial intervention, in the context of intercultural theatre, the
operation of these factors often involves the issue of compatibility with
the theatrical norms, as well as the socio-cultural norms, of the target
culture.
The promotion of such compatibility could contribute to the
interculturality of the production, in the sense that it encourages the
enrichment of the local practice through the import of new elements,
from a new archetype to a particular way of interpreting a dramatic
situation. In the case of Ying, his mediatory position and familiarity with
the relevant texts, theatrical and socio-cultural systems may offer the
essential ingredients for the achievement of such results. However, the
above-mentioned signs of his self-restraint indicate that whether the
translator can or will take a more active part in the staging process is a
matter of the dynamics of power relations within the production, as
much as the translator’s own agency.
As the analysis in 4.1 reveals, the translator’s insight into “the
linguistic and paralinguistic aspects of the written text” (Bassnett, 1998,
p. 107) could be an irreplaceable asset to the production; however, it is
not the only thing he or she could offer so as to further contribute to the
performability of his or her text. An understanding of translation as a
linguistic or text-focused activity might restrain the translator from
fulfilling his mediatory potential as a bilingual and bicultural contributor
to the production.
To some extent, due to the existence of a narrow definition of the
role and responsibility of a translator, there seemed to be a tendency in
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the work of Ying and his colleagues to compartmentalise translation
from the rest of the production, which is revealed in their lack of actively
pursued collaboration in the creation of the verbal text for the stage and
Ying’s self-restraint as a translator during the page-to-stage transposition.
However, although translational and theatrical norms are heterogeneous
in orientation, under certain circumstances, they may operate in ways
that increase the likelihood of the concretisation or enhancement of
particular theatrical potentials of the translated playtexts. As the
aforementioned examples show, this has led to largely positive outcomes
in the BPAT actors’ efforts to negotiate with the texts in many cases,
which, along with Ying’s visibility, have somehow covered up the
potential problems of caused by the tendency to marginalise translation
in the production process.
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Chapter 5 Ying Ruocheng’s Mediation in the Production
and Reception of His Translated Playtexts: A Cultural
Mediator’s Attempts to ‘Ensure’ Performability
The discussion in this thesis so far appears to lay much emphasis
on the role of the systemic constraints on the work of Ying as a translator.
This is in part because his activities as a translator do show much
conformity to the dominant source-oriented translation norms of his time
(see Chapter 2). However, a translator’s behaviour is not only the
product of the norms that he or she has interiorised, but also a result of
his or her own choice, as an act of individual agency.
In order for a translated play to achieve the desired effects, both
within and beyond the theatre walls, the producers often have to deal
with problems rooted in various kinds of theatrical and socio-cultural
experiences. During such a process, the translator, as the participant most
informed of both the source and target systems, is in a position to play a
crucial part, which Ying did for most of the productions of his translated
texts. It is noteworthy that his self-restraint, as discussed in the previous
chapters, can be traced back to his unintentional subordination of
translation, which was narrowly defined by his own understanding of the
activity, to other aspects of theatrical creation. On many occasions, when
Ying took upon himself a more mediatory role for the production of his
texts, he was thinking from the perspective of his other identities, as an
experienced actor and/or a powerful cultural official. These aspects of
Ying are inseparable from his status as an “impossibly” ideal translator,
the performability of his translated playtexts and the success of the
eventual productions. Nevertheless, as the discussion of this chapter will
show, the translator might have been reined in by the very power that
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allowed him to have access to his company’s resources. That being said,
Ying, who functioned as a mediator both within the production and
between the production and its recipient environment, played a
significant part in furthering the performability of his translated playtexts
and the promotion of relevant imported models.
This chapter will explore the effectiveness and limitations of
Ying’s effort to negotiate with the theatrical and socio-cultural
constraints for the production and reception of his translated works, and
discuss the potential of the theatre translator’s mediatory position against
the background of the interplay of his multi-roles in the production
process.

5.1. Ying’s Mediation as a Culture Ambassador
5.1.1. Mobilisation of Resources
One factor that sets Ying apart from other theatre translators is that,
in most cases, he had more control over the entire production. His
authority resides in part in his position as an agent of the institutional
powers. The institutional factor in his activities, though it was mixed in
his work as a professional, was perceptible to his collaborators.
For instance, recalling an attempt to negotiate with Ying about a
casting choice he found unsatisfactory, Miller (1984) comments that
“Ying Ruocheng is not only a translator and actor but of necessity a kind
of diplomat who, like it or not, represents this theatre before me, and this
obligation, I believe, must narrow his field of candour” (p. 39). Here,
what Miller has noticed is the side of Ying as an agent of patronage, who
represented the powers capable of furthering or hindering the production
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and the consumption of his work in the target system. 105 Despite what
seemed to Miller an unfortunate loss of candour, as later discussion will
show, the mediatory part Ying played as the agent was so important that
it not only contributed to the immediate success of the production but
also have sustained its influence on the Chinese theatrical system.
Taking advantage of his personal status, as a respected member of
the company and a cultural diplomat, Ying was often able to carry out his
plans for the production of his texts. The translator-mediator’s
determination is especially manifested in the staging of The Caine
Mutiny, in his endorsement of Charlton Heston, a proclaimed
anti-Communist. As Heston (1990) notes in his directory log, without
Ying, who “put the full weight of his personal authority and his creative
capacity into [the] undertaking”, “[the Chinese] Caine would never have
sailed” (p. 19). 106 The accomplishments of the ‘foreign experts’, of
course, were an important factor when Ying and his colleagues were
looking for candidates for cooperation. For instance, Heston was an ideal
choice for the Beijing production, because he was recognised globally
not only for his award-winning performance in the 1959 film Ben-Hur,
but also for his success on the stage, including directing The Caine
Mutiny in both Los Angeles and London while starring in both
productions as the protagonist Queeg, the warship commander.
However, for the BPAT productions, the inclusion of ‘foreign
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According to Lefevere (1992), patronage can be exerted by individuals and
various institutions, such as religious bodies, political parties, social classes, royal
courts, publishers and the media. In a literary case, “patrons try to regulate the
relationship between the literary system and the other systems, which, together, make
up a society, a culture” (p. 15).
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Heston initially suspected the possibility for him to direct in China. He was
assured by Chinese-American writer Bette Bao Lord (1938-), wife of the then
American ambassador to China and an active contributor to the production: “The
Chinese want this to happen […] Particularly Ying Ruocheng. He’s China’s leading
actor and the Vice Minister of Culture. He’s behind us, all the way” (Heston, 1990, p.
19).
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experts’ from the source culture of the play in question has always been
fuelled by motivations not limited to the theatrical level. Neither was it a
matter of marketability, especially in the financial sense, for the
state-backed theatre company. Against the backdrop of the country’s
implementation of the Reform and Opening-up policy, the intercultural
theatrical exchanges initiated by the top-tier Chinese spoken drama
company were opportunities for the world to see a more progressive
China. Therefore, it is especially important for diplomatic purposes that
these intercultural collaborations to involve such high-profile artists and
to be successful eventually.
Despite Ying’s personal influence, which peaked in 1986-1990
when he was serving as Vice Minister of Culture, his authority also faced
competition

from

other

powers

within

the

institution.

The

ideologically-driven discourse that dominated spoken drama during the
previous decades was still active among the leaders of the company. As
actor Cong Lin (2014) recalls, when he and his co-actors of The Caine
Mutiny were first contacted by the company leaders, they were informed
that the production was positioned as a diplomatic project, which
confused rather than encouraged them.107 The initial apathy of the cast
members is a manifestation of the decline of the ideological power in the
circles of the Chinese spoken drama, where a ‘political mission’ [政治任
务] used to be able to garner the full attention of a theatre company.
The anecdote shows what kind of old habit of thought Ying and his
like-minded colleagues were confronted with. To some extent, fortunate
for Ying, among the liberal artists he collaborated with on the production
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Cong (2014) was under the impression that, contrary to the 1981 Measure
for Measure and 1983 Death of a Salesman, the company had set a “very low-key”
tone for the project, recalling one of the officials saying “someone needs to carry on
Sino-Western cultural exchanges after all” (p. 70).
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of his translated playtexts, some were the company’s ‘heavy weights’,
who lamented the lack of opportunities to bring their talent into full play
during the Cultural Revolution and were eager to steer spoken drama to a
less ideological direction. The engagement of the ‘foreign experts’ was
only part of the process toward success; eventually, it is the local
performances that would matter as the results of the collaborations. The
presence of actors like Zhu Xu and Zhu Lin, the crown jewels of the
company, has in itself contributed to the achievements of the productions,
as attested to especially by the success of Death of a Salesman and The
Caine Mutiny, both of which made it on the company’s list of repertory
classics.
Part of the incentive for Ying to use established artists, though he
was aware of the company’s needs to train lesser-known or younger
actors to sustain the company’s growth, was to encourage exposure. It
was particularly important for the cultural ambassadorial purposes that
the eventual success could be witnessed by foreign diplomats and
high-ranking officials, and broadcasted by foreign media.108 In many
cases, Ying took a leading role in organising press conferences for the
productions. Relevant incidents have been documented from Miller’s
perspective in his directory log, which attested to the influence of Ying
on the local media’s interpretation of the productions. Such active
measures seem to have been motivated by the multi-tasking translator’s
view on what Miller (1984) identifies as the lack of “a critical tradition”
in China. Ying’s understanding of the matter is told from Miller’s
perspective:
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For example, the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), an American
broadcast television network, was granted by the company to film the final rehearsals
and cover the premiere of Death of a Salesman.
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It seems strange that a country that has produced so much in the arts should not
also have a critical tradition, let alone a profession of criticism. Maybe the
absence of critics left the way open for art! But Ying misses good criticism, as
anyone who deserves the praise of his peers would, and does not wish to be
lumped with inferior artists. His idea is that the protracted existence of
feudalism, along with the remarkably early unification of this vast country
under a single emperor, created the familiar triangular structure of power with
its narrow ruling apex. “Strictly speaking, there never really was an exchange
of ideas in the European or even Russian sense, simply a situation where life
consisted of finding ways to carry out the Emperor’s wishes. And even after
one of the peasant rebellions, the new Emperor simply reinstituted exactly the
same system, called back the same scholars, and proceeded as usual.” He has
criticised such reviewing as there is in modern China for its sycophancy. The
reviewers being friends of the artists involved. (p. 171-72)

Ying ascribed the lack of professional criticism to the centuries-long
concentration of power, which resulted in a deep-rooted undifferentiated
patronage system. Lefevere (1992, p. 17) observes that such a system
controls all the three components of patronage, namely the ideological,
the economic, and the status components.109 The profound influence of
the undifferentiated patronage is manifested in the way the mainstream
media discussed spoken drama. While the majority of the coverage is
introductory, the very few interpretive articles tend to focus on the main
ideas or the ‘messages’ of the plays. More in-depth analysis is relatively
rare.110 As the discussion in 5.2 on the effects of Ying’s mediation
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According to Lefevere (1992, pp. 16-17), the ideological component acts as
a constraint on the choice and development of both form and subject matter.
Economically, the patron gives the recipients of patronage a pension or appoints
them to offices. By conferring them recognition, the patron also enables the
recipients to obtain a certain status. Patronage is differentiated when economic
success is relatively independent of ideological factors, and does not necessarily
bring status with it.
In China after 1949, the differentiation of patronage is more observable since
the late 1980s, the impact of which on spoken drama will be addressed in later
discussion.
110
The phenomenon is noted by Miller (1984), who was told by a Chinese
writer he met during his time at the BPAT that the Chinese critics would only
“search out the ‘message’” and had “no interest in the form or style, at least not in
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between the media and the productions will show, driven by this
insightful understanding about the Chinese theatrical and patronage
systems, Ying used his visibility to counterbalance media noises
potentially harmful to the reception of the plays.

5.1.2. Promotion of Dramaturgical Practice
During most of the production of his translated playtexts, Ying
was the only member of the team to be acquainted with both languages
and cultures. This put him in a position to mediate between the different
parties involved in the production from both cultures and promote the
performability of his text. As the discussion in previous chapters shows,
the performers, who had the power to adjust and/or adapt the translated
text, might know as little as an average member of the audience did
about the universe depicted in the script. Similarly, the ‘foreign experts’,
who had been called in from the source culture to assist the production,
were unacquainted with the target culture and its audience. Against this
background, dramaturgy, which deals with the research of the plays for
theatrical performance, became an important task for Ying.
Ying personally advocated theatre dramaturgy and once proposed
that Chinese spoken drama companies should follow the practice in
Europe, especially German, and set up specialist positions to take care of
research problems arising in theatrical production (Ying, 1981a, p. 55).
Normally, the studious actors of the BPAT would take the responsibility
of learning about foreign cultures on themselves because they considered
it not only an important Stanislavskian exercise, but also a reflection of

any critical sense” (p. 167).
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their professionalism.111 For instance, the minutes of the meetings of the
cast of Major Barbara show that the actors had engaged themselves in
in-depth research of the culture-specific items, such as the Salvation
Army

and

Shaw’s

Fabianism.
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While

self-motivation

and

professionalism played an important part in the actors’ almost scholarly
inquiry into the socio-cultural realities of the plays, it was Ying who
functioned as a compass for their course. At the production meetings,
Ying highlighted the importance of understanding the unfamiliar topics
addressed in the plays, from music in Amadeus to commercialism in
Death of a Salesman, from laws and psychology in The Caine Mutiny to
the gradualist reformism in Major Barbara.113
It seems that such dramaturgical work was indispensable from
Ying’s perspective because he considered the actors’ comprehension of
the new topical elements the beginning of the culture’s acceptance of the
Western theatrical repertoire as manifested in the texts. The point is
illustrated in the following excerpt of “The Translator’s Words” [《译者
的话》] from the programme of the company’s 1988 The Caine Mutiny:
The play also involves psychology. The key of the trial lies in whether Maryk’s
relief of Queeg’s command is justified. Maryk insists that Queeg had a mental
breakdown and that he had to take over the command. So how to prove Queeg
was sick? Was he psychotic or manic, monomanic or paranoid? It’s not just a
medical problem but a psychological one. This is what we need to find out. We
need professional advice and take some classes, which will be interesting.
Once we understand it and channel it in our performance, the audience will
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The ‘foreign experts’, who worked with the BPAT, were indeed impressed
by the preparedness of the Chinese actors, at least on a technical level. Both Miller
(1984) and Heston (1990) recall that by the time they arrived at the company, the
Chinese actors were already familiar with the lines and ready to show them
run-throughs.
112
For more accounts of the BPAT actors’ study of the characters, see Lue
(1986).
113
The meeting minutes kept at the BPAT Museum shows that the production
teams discussed these topics at length.
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find it interesting, too. (para. 4; my translation)114

In the same speech, Ying also raised awareness to the law-related issues
in the play. As revealed in his remarks from the point of view of the
translator, or more accurately, the importer of the text, what he intended
to achieve with the emphasis on the socio-cultural groundedness of the
acting was the audience’s acceptance of these new topical elements,
which was part of his effort to enrich the target theatrical repertoire.
Ying’s attention to socio-cultural background of the plays, as a
result of his bicultural awareness, was manifested especially prominently
in his directory work in his adoption of a more strategic approach when
confronted with relevant issues. This sets his directory method apart
from those of the ‘foreign experts’ who worked with the BPAT and were
only able to think from the perspective of one culture. Unlike Ying, the
‘foreign experts’, who viewed the issues from another perspective, both
professionally and culturally, did not always think it necessary to go to
such great lengths on the research of the plays. There is, of course, the
element of idiosyncrasy in a director’s approach, such as Charlton
Heston’s

preference

for

the

more

straightforward

method

of

demonstrating with his own acting. In his directory log, Heston (1990)
describes the “usefulness” of the demonstrative method:
We moved ahead easily today, finishing the last half of ActⅠby lunch and
taking Act Ⅱ through the Queeg breakdown. I’m amazed at how easy it is ...
and how useful ... just to step into a scene and play it in English, while the
other actors play in Mandarin. “Please watch,” I say. “Let me be you.” (I’ve
learned how to say this in Mandarin.)
I know the script almost verbatim, of course, and the scenes are there. It’s
114

The text is included in the programme of the 1988 production. The
transcript is kept at the archives of the BPAT Museum with no specification of the
occasion of its original use. However, it can be inferred from the tone of the article
that it was a speech addressed to the cast members, rather than an essay specially
prepared for the viewers.
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hard to explain; I’d never have guessed it, but it works ... wonderfully. It also
let me leap over the language barrier and reach the actors directly, doing for
them what I mean, rather than have the estimable [interpreter] Mme. Xie tell
them what I mean.
True, I have to do this by acting it with them, unavoidably giving them
readings. [...] In fact, since I’m acting the scene in a different language, what I
give them is not a “reading,” but the body temperature of the line, the
chemistry of the character ... which is exactly what I want to give them. I look
into the other actor’s eyes and we’re communicating, man to man. The
language disappears. This is working. It makes me very happy. (p. 47-48)

The director’s recount of the process shows that he chose the
strategy for reasons of effectiveness and efficiency. However, judging
from the amount of energy the BPAT actors were willing to invest into
their work, what they sought after was more than a master class of acting.
These Stanislavskian actors were committed to finding out about the
history leading up to and the motives behind their characters’ actions,
which is part of the reason why they responded so warmly to Miller’s
interpretative extension of his own text (see Chapter 4). There is one
noteworthy inherent factor in Heston’s directory work that sets him apart
from Miller and Robertson, who preferred to guide the actors through
interpretation and analysis. As Heston (1990) points out in his directory
log, he always saw himself first and foremost as an actor. The message is
reiterated in “Heston on Art” 《
[ 赫斯顿谈艺录》] in the programme notes
to the Beijing production:
I am first and foremost an actor. I don’t want to relinquish that. I seldom take
on directory jobs, unless I get to act at the same time. As an actor, I don’t
consider things from a director’s perspective. Of course, this doesn’t mean that
an actor can afford to ignore the director’s idea. It’s just that an actor should
concentrate on acting, instead of interfering with the director’s work. (para. 7;
my translation)115
115

The original English articles included in the programme of the BPAT’s
productions are unavailable. It seems to be an odd choice for the producers to include
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A director’s attitude towards cultural issues in an intercultural
production is, of course, not merely occupational or technical. Ying, in
fact, has made very similar remarks about himself being a professional
actor above all else (Ying, 1999, p. 9), but took a very different approach
to the matter. He was put in a position similar to that of Heston’s, when
asked to direct a Chinese play for the drama students of the University of
Missouri in Kansas City (UMKC).
In 1982, Ying was appointed a visiting professor to the theatre
department of the UMKC, where he taught acting and directing.116 At
the end of the term, he directed for the students his own English
translation of Cao Yu’s The Family. Emphasising the importance of the
socio-cultural background of the play to the building of the characters,
Ying turned the production into a platform for cultural exchanges. While
Heston spent the first week of his work with the BPAT trimming the text
for obvious pragmatic reasons, Ying devoted his first week (out of an
altogether six-week rehearsal) to a class on Chinese culture in order to
address what he considered “the biggest challenge” of his work, i.e., to
enable the American actors to understand the impacts of centuries-old
feudalism in China:
Although these concepts were very alien to them, I decided to see them through
the whole process because short-cuts would not work. In that week, I spent
eight hours a day talking about the historical background of the story with
focus on the interpersonal relationships. In order for them to understand the
relationships between the characters, I had to introduce them to all aspects

this segment in the programme, given that the director basically proclaimed his lack
of experience in directing, which could affect the credibility of his work from the
audience’s point of view.
116
The visit was sponsored by a foundation set up in memory of American
journalist Edgar Snow (1905-1972). The alumnus of the university is known for his
book Red Star Over China, an account of the Chinese Communist revolution.
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about China—her philosophy, religions, social realities, history, ethics, culture
and aesthetics. […] These were not exotic emblems. They must be absorbed for
the creation of the characters and their interpersonal dynamics. (Y. Wang, 1984,
p. 47; my translation).

Given that the extent to which the dramaturgical work could be reflected
in the actors’ performance is hard to measure, Ying’s insistence that the
actors have a comprehensive overview of the socio-cultural realities in
question was more culturally strategic than technical.117
It seems that Ying’s biculturalism provided him with the motives
to try to represent the source culture systematically. His emphasis on
dramaturgical research in cross-cultural staging, in some cases, is a
manifestation of the culture ambassadorial nature of his intentions,
which seems to have allowed him to develop a vision for the
performance that went beyond what actors, even directors, might
generally have. While the other directors tended to deal with the cultural
issues they encountered passively, Ying tried to cope with them in
advance and in an all-round way, which, to some extent, made him a
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The strategic motivation is also reflected in Ying’s selection of the play and
adjustment of the script. The translator-director mentioned in an interview that he
chose The Family for its canonised position in spoken drama as a profound reflection
on Chinese society and a great influence on generations of Chinese youth, noting that,
for the American production, he has adapted the text in a way that gives the
protagonist Jue Xin, a dutifully docile young man, more rebellious qualities (Y. Wang,
1984, pp. 46-47). Ying’s adjustment of the script is a distinct deviation from the
largely non-interventionist strategy he used in translating and staging
Anglo-American plays in China. Partly, this is because of the peripheral position of
translated works in American theatre, which called for the adoption of a more
culturally-mediating strategy.
What is more important here is that while Ying claims that his adjustment of
the script was purely technical, the decision to make the featured young man appear
more progressive-minded was not entirely “out of the consideration that the play was
staged for the American audiences of the 1980s” (Y. Wang, 1984, p. 46). Ultimately,
it seems that what Ying was trying to communicate, through the introduction to the
Western world a work representative of Chinese intellectuals’ reflection on the
nation’s deep-rooted social institutions and a portrait of a more enlightened Chinese
youth, is the image of China as a more progressive country.
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more effective cultural agent.118 Again, it is difficult to say to what
extent and in what form such agency may show in an actor’s work, and
how it may influence the reception of the eventual performances,
especially considering that, as the discussion in 5.2 will show, the
receiving culture usually has its own ways of making sense of an import.
Nevertheless, as the study of the BPAT actors’ approach to their given
roles in Chapter 4 demonstrates, Ying’s actor colleagues would normally
appreciate an all-round knowledge of a play.
Fully aware of the indirectness of communication through the
actors’ performing bodies, Ying and his collaborators also turned to more
straightforward means to bridge the gap between the target audience and
the productions, such as through the programme notes.
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The

programmes prepared for the productions are substantially more
comprehensive than those usually provided by producers nowadays. The
elaborativeness of the materials reveals the producers’ desire to facilitate
the appreciation of the plays. Major components of a programme are plot
synopses and messages from the contributors, including the director, the
playwright and occasionally the translator, and selected critiques. In the
case of Measure for Measure, there were biographical notes on all the
‘foreign experts’, including the set designer and the lighting artist. It was,
in fact, uncommon for technical crew members to get so much attention
118

It is worth pointing out that the American version of The Family was made
before the Beijing Death of a Salesman, which has generated especially insightful
reflection on cultural issues in intercultural staging on the part of Ying and Miller. It
is likely that Ying’s perspective on the cultural matters, which was driven by his
sense of duty as a culture ambassador, had already been shaped before this landmark
production.
119
Except for Miller’s (1984) mention of having Ying “write some précis of
the play for the programme” (p. 52), there is no direct evidence indicating the
identity of the compiler of the programmes for the productions. However, it is safe to
assume that Ying also played an important role in those cases, given the culture
ambassadorial nature of his work, his status in the company and personal
involvement in the productions.
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in a Chinese production. The exception was probably due to the
minimalist aesthetics of the play, which was considered by Chinese
spoken drama professionals as revolutionary at the time, especially for
the production of Western plays.
It is observed by Even-Zohar (1990b, pp. 19-20) that in the
consumption of a culture product, the model of the product is more
important than the product itself.120 The acceptance by the target culture
of the product, which is only a manifestation or an actualisation of its
model, is acceptance only on a superficial level; therefore, it would be a
great disappointment to the producer if the target system only accepts the
particular product but rejects its model, which pronounces the end of its
productiveness within the target system (p. 19). In the cases discussed in
this thesis, such an effort to promote the recognition and appreciation of
the models of the plays in question was embodied in the emphasis on the
dramaturgical research of the plays during the production process, and
the highlighting of particular imported elements. By doing so, the
producers were more likely to sustain the influence of the imported
theatrical elements, or to transfer the imported repertoire.121 The specific
strategies used will be discussed along with an examination of the
potential effects of their implementation in the ensuing section.
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Here, the model refers to “a potential set of instructions” applied to a
product (Even-Zohar, 1990b, p. 19) or, in a more elaborate definition, “the
combination of elements + rules + the syntagmatic (‘temporal’) relations imposable
on [a] product” (2005, p. 18; also see 1997, p. 22).
121
Even-Zohar (2005b, pp. 72-73) defines transfer as a “state of integrated
importation into a repertoire”, observing that material or semiotic goods may
gradually become integral part of the target repertoire, if they are successful on the
target market, and demonstrate indispensability that manifests in the integration of
the goods or the repercussions of their absence. He also notes that repertoire can be
made inadvertently and or deliberately, and in the latter scenario, “by known and
sometimes remembered members who openly and dedicatedly are engaged in this
activity” (p. 72). This is the case with Ying.
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5.2. Effects and Limitations
5.2.1. Management of Audience’s Expectations
As Bennett (1997) points out, a theatre audience is “an already
constituted interpretive community” who “brings a horizon of
expectations shaped by the pre-performance elements […]” (p. 139).
Compared with the stage-audience communication through the actors’
performing bodies, more direct and relatively stable media, such as the
programme, provide producers with better opportunities to promote
particular interpretations of the play. In the Chinese context, the efficacy
of such communication through the programme was guaranteed to some
extent, given that, as Miller (1984, p. 56) observes, the Chinese
audiences would actually read the programme carefully before the
performance.
In some cases, a play was chosen exactly because of the technical
novelties that Ying and his colleagues were drawn to.122 It was therefore
particularly important for the enhancement of the acceptability of these
imported elements that the playwright could be given a chance to explain
‘directly’ to the target viewers his techniques and intentions through
sections like “The Author’s Words” [《作者的话》] in the programme. It
turned out that some elements were instantly accepted by the recipient
culture as refreshing or inspiring, such as Peter Shaffer’s use of music in
Amadeus. A report on the production by the Journal of Literature and
Art, a mainstream paper run by the Chinese Writers Association,
concludes: “If the BPAT’s performance can, in addition to providing the
audience with food-for-thought, arouse their interest in the music, the
122

For instance, it is noted that Ying and Cao Yu rejected the idea of staging
The Crucible and All My Sons for their approximation to the conventional works that
had dominated the stage in China (B. Guo, 2010, p. 243).
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multi-functionality of the theatrical art will be proved further” (Lue,
1986,

para.

6).

The

reporter’s

comment

concerning

the

“multi-functionality” of the art, which seems to be too obvious to be
worth mentioning, illustrates the impact that the long reign of the
ultra-left ideology had on Chinese theatre. The decades-long
implementation of radical and purist socio-cultural policies basically
abolished “the sufficient stock” needed for the artistic polysystem,
including the theatrical (sub-)system, to function adequately.123 As the
comment shows, by the mid-1980s, the official institution was still at an
early stage of re-defining the role and function of art in society.124
The rise of alternative views on theatre from within the recipient
culture does not mean that the challenge of bridging the recipients and
the productions was any less daunting for the producers, especially for
Ying, the mediatory agent. Although, eventually, the productions of the
works he introduced hardly encountered conspicuous resistance, it is not
likely that the producers were confident about achieving instant success,
which is reflected in the way the programmes were compiled to increase
the chances of more positive feedback. For instance, the plot synopsis,
which may effectively shape an audience’s expectations of the story, was
used to explain potentially confusing elements in Death of a Salesman.
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Even-Zohar (1990b) observes that “in order to fulfil its needs, a system
actually strives to avail itself of a growing inventory of alternative options. When a
given system has succeeded in accumulating sufficient stock, the chances are good
that the home inventory will suffice for its maintenance and perseverance, unless
conditions drastically change” (p. 26).
124
In Even-Zohar’s terminology, “the ‘institution’ consists of the aggregate of
factors involved with the control of culture” (Even-Zohar, 1997, p. 31; 2005a, p. 30).
In an earlier paper, which centres on the literary system, Even-Zohar (1990a) notes
that “in specific terms, the institution includes at least part of the producers, ‘critics’
(in whatever form), publishing houses, periodicals, clubs, groups of writers,
government bodies (like ministerial offices and academies), educational institutions
(schools of whatever level, including universities), the mass media in all its facets,
and more” (p. 37).
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The first paragraph of the synopsis goes:
Carrying two heavy sample cases, Willy Loman, a salesman who is now over
sixty, is back at his home, which is surrounded by tall apartment buildings. He
is exhausted both physically and mentally, as if he is at the end of his life. Only
his wife Linda understands him and cares about him, doing everything she can
and using her selfless love to maintain his dignity, in hope of giving him the
courage and faith to continue living. However, her efforts seem to be futile.
Willy is on the verge of a breakdown. During episodes of hallucinations, his
past flashes before his eyes… (my translation)

Functioning as a guide to the symbolism of the opening scene, the
paragraph begins with an explanation of Willy’s appearance, which
concretises the image of a travelling salesman. This could have been part
of the producers’ solution to their worry that the audience might have
never seen this particular line of work. In addition, seeds are planted for
the appreciation of the play’s use of the lighting techniques to manipulate
time and space on the stage. More important than the technical aspects is
the elucidation of the interpersonal dynamics between major characters.
Linda’s ‘through-line action’, which the actress made great efforts to
embody (see 4.2), is now laid out textually for the audience. Last but not
least, the protagonist’s drifting between the reality and the flashbacks,
which is the key to the narrative and a device unprecedented on the
Chinese stage, is also forewarned. More actions and motives are
explained in the ensuing five paragraphs covering the rest of the story,
including Willy’s plan to take care of his sons with the compensation
from his life insurance. By feeding the audience the subtexts of the
actions that they were about to witness, Ying, who was the author of the
synopsis, significantly reduced the difficulty for them to understand the
play, though at the expense of the suspense of the story.
It is noteworthy that the synopsis of the company’s The Caine
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Mutiny, a play that seems to be more conventional in terms of narrative
and expressional techniques, shows an even more obvious attempt on the
part of the producers to manage the viewers’ expectations. In addition to
elucidating the characters’ motives, the summarisation of the plot also
provides ‘running commentaries’ of the characters’ physical and
psychological conditions. For instance, in the synopsis, when Queeg first
appears in the witness stand, he is described to the audience as “easy and
relaxed” and “looking confident, casual and perfectly normal mentally”
(para. 3).
Such a strong desire to tighten the grip on the audience’s
understanding of the works is not observed in the organisation of the
programme of Measure for Measure. Containing a presentation of
divided opinions over the original work, the programme actually offered
the audience a chance to think about the play’s ambiguity. “The
Director’s Words” [《导演的话》] define the tone of the play as “the
comedy that Shakespeare had envisioned”, while not withholding the
fact that many scholars and critics also consider it “a tragedy gone
wrong” (para. 4). Segments of both favourable and unfavourable
comments are listed in a section entitled “Western Historical Figures on
Measure for Measure” [“历代国外名家对《请君入瓮》的评论”],
including such strong words as Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s calling the
play “the most painful” and “the only painful” part of Shakespeare’s
works (para. 3).125
The producers, especially Ying, were forthcoming about their
wishes to inspire Chinese audiences by providing them with alternative
125

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834) was an English poet, literary critic
and philosopher. In the programme, the Chinese version of his comment goes as: “在
莎士比亚所有令人愉快的戏当中，这是唯一的例外，是一齣可恨的戏”. For
some reason, the more extreme adjective “可恨” [hateful] was used to translate
“painful”, which has intensified Coleridge’s frustration with the work.
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theatrical experience. This is revealed in their practice of often ending
the synopses with comments that relate the works to the life and
experience of the Chinese people or with questions to further provoke
their thoughts.126 A presentation of different views on the play, as they
did with the 1981 Measure for Measure, is likely to contribute to the
realisation of this objective. The Chinese producers changed their tactics
for later productions probably because the Shakespearean play, though
was considered successful at the time, seemed to have failed to
consolidate its influence to the extent that the producers had expected.
There are very few records of the production actually receiving negative
feedback when it first came out.127 However, what actor Cong Lin says
about it may offer an insider’s perspective on how it was perceived
within the company. Writing on his experience of playing Keith in the
1988 The Caine Mutiny and Keefer in the 2006 revival, Cong (2014)
shares his views on the company’s productions of some other Western
works, saying that “while Measure for Measure left behind a stack of
beautiful stage photos, what Death of a Salesman has given us is a
concrete play” (p. 70; my translation). Cong also believes that it was by
studying the “vastly different” [“ 大 相 径 庭 ”] results of the two
productions that the BPAT began to develop its own approach to staging
imported plays (p. 70-72). It can be inferred from the actor’s comment
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For instance, the synopsis of Death of a Salesman is concluded as follows:
“This is a story about America in the 1940s. What will the Chinese people in the 80s
think of it?”
127
Most of the less positive comments the 1981 Measure for Measure
received concentrate on the so-called ‘(historical) limitation’ of the original play,
instead of the production itself. The producers might have anticipated such reaction.
Probably to prepare the audience for the ungratifying development of the story, the
producers made the following statement in the synopsis in the programme to actually
remind them of the playwright’s ‘limitation’: “We cannot demand Shakespeare, a
great humanitarian who lived four centuries ago, to provide answers for all the social
problems of his time” (para. 4; my translation).
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that the company has put their Shakespearean production basically at the
opposite of their success with Miller’s play. It seems that the legacies of
the former have not extended beyond the technical and design aspects. If
Cong’s feeling was shared by the other members of the company,
including decision-makers like Ying, this would account for the way in
which the programmes were organised for the productions of imported
plays that came after it. It is possible that the BPAT identified ambiguity,
a conventionally undesirable quality in the spoken drama, as one of the
obstacles that had kept the production from rising up to their
expectations and thus decided to provide clearer and more consistent
guidance for future productions in order to produce stronger effects.

5.2.2. ‘Official’ Interpretation of the Productions: Efforts to Avoid
Controversies
The organisation of the programmes, which emphasises the
novelty and the relatability of the productions, manifests the producers’
efforts to make the plays more intelligible and appreciable. It is further
revealed in their tendency to exert stronger influence on audience’s
perceptions of the plays after the ‘disappointment’ of the 1981 Measure
for Measure that, ultimately, the efforts were directed towards making
the introduced elements or models more sharable to the target system
and consequently more productive. However, as the following discussion
will show, one of the quickest and most economic ways the producers
seemed to have found was to interpret or explain the plays in the
discourse of Chinese spoken drama, which paradoxically had the
potential to undermine their very objective of bringing in heterogeneous
elements to the local repertoire.
By providing ‘official’ interpretation in the discourse that the
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Chinese viewers, including the authorities, had already been familiar
with, the producers reduced the incompatibility of imported elements
with existing models, which is an understandable choice to make, given
the unpredictability of the reaction of the target system. In the theatrical
culture that was still heavily influenced by the official ideology, the
homogenising process started with the political stand of the playwright.
For instance, in “The Author’s Bio” [《作者简介》] in the programme of
Death of a Salesman, Miller is introduced as “a master of Realist theatre
who follows the footsteps of Ibsen, Shaw and Brecht, who are known in
China as great socialist playwrights” (para. 1; my translation), and his
experience during the McCarthy anti-Communism movement in the
1950s is also highlighted. The description has the potential to project a
compassionate image of the American playwright-director and make his
works more pertinent to the Chinese experience.
Obviously, to be forthcoming with Heston’s open anti-Communist
stance would not help the production. Still, the producers managed to
find useable segments from his artistic statements. Under the section of
“Heston on Art” in the programme, the director is quoted as stressing the
social function of the performance art: “An actor should feel responsible
for the public. He is not only an actor but also a citizen of the country,
and therefore should shoulder his share of social responsibilities” (para.
1; my translation). Such a statement would have a familiar ring to the
Chinese audience of the 1980s, for it would sound like an echo to the
Communist Party slogan “art should serve the people” [“文艺为人民大
众服务”], a principle raised in 1942 by Mao Zedong in his “Talks at the
Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art” [《在延安文艺座谈会上的讲话》],
which has since determined the basic role of literature and art in
Communist China.
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In fact, the accentuation of the commonality between the source
and target cultures is a commonly-employed strategy in intercultural
theatrical production to facilitate reception, no matter which of the
cultures the user sides with. For instance, in her foreword to the
programme of The Caine Mutiny, Bette Bao Lord, while defining Queeg
as an American archetype, argues that the Chinese viewers would also
have no difficulty finding people just like him in their own life and
compares the character to Ah Q, a literary character that has become a
symbol of self-deception in modern Chinese culture. 128 Comparing
Queeg to “our next-door neighbour”, the Chinese-American writer and
active contributor to the production tries to evoke resonance among the
audience by drawing on their personal experiences:
Haven’t we all suffered for the impulsive act of a man who has some small
power, the scheming of a cunning friend or the will of an incompetent superior?
Haven’t we all chuckled when we see a pretentious expert, whose vision is
obstructed by his so-called expertise, making a fool out of himself? Haven’t we
all complained how the unpredictable gods grace the unworthy but leave those
who are sensible, brave and innocent to suffer? (my translation)

The interpretation here might not have influenced Chinese viewers’
perception of the play in an entirely positive way, given that, against a
certain backdrop, Lord’s words can be taken as anti-intellectual. This
observation is not entirely speculative. For instance, the review by
Wenhui Daily, a mainstream newspaper, summarises the play as “aiming
to reflect on the hypocrisy of the law and the intellectuals who
manipulate public opinions” (Hua, 1988, para. 1; my translation). The
comment is a criticism of the ending scene, in which the character
Keefer is morally accused of being the mastermind behind the downfall
128

Ah Q is the protagonist of The True Story of Ah Q [《阿 Q 正传》] by Lu
Xun (1881-1936).
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of Queeg, and the warship commander, who has been positioned as a
paranoid incompetent, gets defended. The director Heston’s own
‘defence’ of the protagonist, by drawing attention to the criticality of the
situation that the character is put in (C. Liu, 2014a, p. 35), highlights the
moral ambiguity in the play, which was, again, something that had been
considered lacking on the Chinese stage. It turns out that when the
Chinese critics, like Hua (1988), focus on the character, rather than the
particular context of his action, they are more likely to come up with
negative reading of the ending. The emphasis of the comparability of the
situations depicted in the play to the local experience, in this case, might
increase the chances of partial interpretation of the production, which
would work against the intentions of the producers.
Given Ying’s proclaimed objective to stimulate thinking through
the staging of the foreign, controversy and debate were anticipated, if not
entirely welcomed. In response to an earlier review also published in
Wenhui Daily, Chen Kuide (1988) criticises the concern for the
implication of the ending, which had by then evolved into a debate over
the playwright’s moral stand, as “an act of paranoia” (para. 7) and
advises the viewers to adopt a more laid-back attitude towards the play
because “after all, art is art and acting is acting” (para. 8).129 The appeal
for less ideological reading of theatrical productions, which was in line
with the producers’ wish to de-politicise theatre (see Chapter 3), reflects
the changing role of theatre in society and the increasing marginalisation
of politics in both the production and the reception of a play.
During a time of social change, the expression of different
viewpoints over a cultural import in mainstream or official media was
129

Chen (1988) mentions that the previous review, which denounces the moral
condemnation of Keefer at the end as “even more damaging and deceptive” (para. 7),
is published on the issue of 26 November 1988. I have not been able to find this
article so far.
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not unanticipated. However, considering that what the Chinese critics,
who invariably belonged to certain institutions (e.g. academies or
state-owned newspapers), ultimately represented were the interests of the
undifferentiated patronage, behind the comments and criticism were
different currents of thoughts co-existing within the patronage bodies.
Lefevere (1992) notes that, in a system with undifferentiated patronage,
readers’ expectations are more restricted in scope and various types of
rewriting

(including

criticism)

tend

to

emphasise

the

‘right’

interpretation of a work (p. 23). This explains why art criticism at the
time often gives off a strong sense of ‘self-righteousness’. Disagreement
of opinions could sometimes result in vehement attacks on other
reviewers, which is the case of Chen (1988) labelling some criticism of
the ending of Wouk’s play as paranoid, and the relevant opinion-holders’
concern

for

the

so-called

“educational

function”

and

“social

consequences” of art as off-putting (para. 7). To be caught up in this kind
of quarrel is certainly unhelpful, if not dangerous, for a production by
such a high-profile theatrical company as the BPAT.
As

mentioned

in

5.1.1,

Ying

understood

the

role the

undifferentiated patronage system played in the tradition of Chinese art
criticism. In order to facilitate the reception of the plays, Ying chose to
use his personal authority and weigh in. As to the ending of The Caine
Mutiny, Ying not only foresaw the controversy, but also provided his
own perspective on the matter. The full speech of his address to the
Chinese cast, the excerpt of which is included in the programme under
“The Translator’s Words”, is published in China Culture Daily, a daily
newspaper run by the Ministry of Culture (where Ying was serving as
Vice Minister at the time):
The ending of The Caine Mutiny is brilliant. After winning the case for Maryk,
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the defence attorney Greenwald arrives at the celebration party, drunk. What he
does overthrows the conclusion of the entire play, everything from the mindset
to the theme. […] The play allows the audience to leave the theatre with a big
question in their minds. We should learn from this approach. The successful
staging of the play will influence the entire theatrical circles and, especially,
inspire our playwrights and directors. (Ying, 1988; my translation)

The segment, which is the last paragraph of the transcript of the speech,
is left out in the programme probably to avoid the impression of being
overbearing. It is evident that the translator, who initiated the whole
project, thought highly of the ending and actually had intended to shake
the target viewers with its unusual design.
It turns out that for all his credentials, Ying, as an individual agent,
had limited influence on the target culture’s interpretation of the
productions of his translated playtexts. His voice, though a recognisable
one, was only one of the many surrounding the play. However, the
negative feedback the play received did not prevent it from being
considered as one of the most impressive pieces the BPAT had ever
produced, which seems to have also made the controversial ending,
somehow, more tolerable and, in later revivals, unchanged. This is, in
part, because the dialogue-intensive form of the play, regarded by Ying
(1988, p. 4) as “a test of an actor’s true competence”, has offered the
BPAT an opportunity to showcase its actors’ skills in articulating and
performing lines, which is one the company’s proudest traditions. Even
today, the BPAT is still generally considered as unmatched by other
spoken drama companies across the country in terms of the training of
actors in this respect. Therefore, it is not surprising that, despite the
controversial ending, the play has become the company’s first
Post-Cultural Revolution imports to be revived with a new cast.
As Aaltonen (1997, p. 93) notes, the suitability of the play for the
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resources of the theatre group is often in itself an important factor in the
selector’s consideration. To some extent, the inclusion of The Caine
Munity in the company’s repertoire was predetermined by Ying’s
thoughtfully choosing a work that played to its strengths.130 In other
cases, Ying’s agency, as manifested in his efforts to counterbalance
certain interpretation of the production, was crucial to the viability of the
entire project. Such is the case of the 1983 Death of a Salesman, which
survived the Chinese government’s suspension of all cultural and athletic
cooperation with the United States due to the “Hu Na affair”.131

5.2.3. Mediation for the Transfer of Imported Models
Ying’s collaborators, including Miller (1984) and Heston (1990),
recall that Ying had immense expectations for the productions. As the
initiator of most of the productions, Ying craved not only the immediate
success but also the interiorisation of the creative devices of the plays by
the Chinese spoken drama so as to benefit local theatre at a more
fundamental level.
Taking advantage of his status at the company, the mediatory
translator occupied an advantaged position to realise his ultimate
objective by encouraging the local playwrights to borrow from the
imported repertoire in their writing. In his autobiography Voices Carry
(Ying & Conceison, 2009), Ying has discussed this particular aspect of
130

It is likely that Ying had also considered this factor when choosing the
other plays. For instance, the company’s Amadeus is recognised for the musicality of
the delivery of the lines (Gao, 1991, pp. 93-94).
131
In 5 April 1983, the United States government officially granted political
asylum to Hu Na, a young Chinese tennis player who left her team during a tour in
California. The incident, which is considered a major test on the re-established
Sino-U.S. diplomatic relations, was noted in Miller’s log entry on 10 April, which
was about a month away from the opening of the production on 7 May (Miller, 1984,
pp. 116-117).
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his work, highlighting his role in the creation of Uncle Doggie’s Nirvana
[《狗儿爷涅盘》], a play by Liu Jinyun [刘锦云] (1938-):
I was overseeing the playwrights at the theatre during the period following our
production of Salesman, and I tried to encourage our writers to experiment
with ideas like that—to break out of the old frameworks and stereotypes—and
several writers were willing to try. Jin Yun, for example, wrote Uncle Doggie’s
Nirvana (Gou’er ye niepan) shortly after Death of a Salesman was produced in
Beijing. The play’s structure, the characters, even the story—and the passage of
time back and forth—were definitely influenced by Salesman. Even the ending
of Uncle Doggie’s Nirvana hints at a suicide, though it’s not quite as clear as
Willy Loman’s. The play ends with destruction—Doggie throws himself in
front of the fire. In Salesman, instead of burning down an arch, Willy crashes
his car, but the message is the same. Several other plays written in Beijing
during that period were influenced by Salesman as well. (p. 161)

Liu (2010, p. 38) admitted modelling Uncle Doggie’s Nirvana
structurally after Miller’s play under Ying’s advice. Recognised as “a
representative work of the BPAT’s development of the theatrical art in
the New Period” (Tian, 1996, pp. 497-498), Liu’s play in many aspects is
the most impressive work of spoken drama produced after the Cultural
Revolution. It was also with this play that Liu, who became the president
of the BPAT a decade later in 1997, established his name in the Chinese
theatrical circles.132 As Ying’s own observation shows, the similarities
between the two works are apparent. To some extent, it is through the
success of this local imitation that the productiveness of the structural
model of Death of a Salesman got sustained in the target theatrical
system.
The most important model that Liu borrowed from Miller is the

132

The original production ran over 150 performances in Beijing, winning
several of the major national awards for script writing from 1986 to 1988. In 1993,
Ying directed his own English translation of the play at Virginia Commonwealth
University. The BPAT revived the play in 2002.
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technique of alternation between the real and the surreal, which is a
break from the streamlined narrative of the classic Realist theatre. The
broadening of the inventory of artistic and technical options is also
observed in many aspects in the company’s other works since the 1980s.
The import of the minimalist aesthetics of Robertson’s Measure for
Measure has brought in profound changes to the visual representation of
the BPAT stage, especially in the staging of Western plays. Many
Chinese critics of the production at the time were amazed by the play’s
“beauty in purity” (C. Li, 1982, p. 17) and considered it a welcome
addition to the company’s design aesthetics, which had been dominated
by a highly naturalistic approach. The BPAT is one of the first Chinese
spoken drama companies to see the long-practiced tradition of
‘Europeanising’ actors with make-ups and wigs as ‘unnatural’.
Discussing how he dealt with the physical appearances of the American
actors when directing Family at the UMKC in an essay published in
Beijing Daily, Ying (1984) mentions:
In recent years, the BPAT has been trying to reduce the use of external devices
like wigs and prosthetic high-bridge nose in the production of Western plays.
Also, we have been trying to cut down the “foreign flavour” in actors’ diction.
The reduction or abandonment of external devices does not mean that we have
given up the pursuit of close approximation to the characters. On the contrary,
the strategy allows the actors to focus more on the thoughts and emotions of
their roles and create more lively characters. (p. 3; my translation)133
133

In an interview in 1984 on the English Family, Ying also notes that he
applied the same strategy when directing the American actors (Y. Wang, 1984, p. 48).
It is worth pointing out that this production occurred in 1982 before the 1983 Death
of a Salesman, during the production of which, Miller (1984), as documented in his
directory logs, went to great lengths to persuade the company to abandon what he
saw as over-dramatic make-ups. The playwright-director was backed by Ying, who
was likely to have already developed a similar view on the matter, in his negotiation
with the company. It was the production of Death of a Salesman that brought about
the fundamental changes to the visual representation of Westerners on the Chinese
stage. This might have affected Ying’s account of the American Family in the 1984
interview.
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The remark reveals that the acceptance of the new aesthetics,
which is read as a re-emphasis on the exploration of the internal aspects
of acting, is perceived by the company as a manifestation of its expanded
view on theatrical Realism and reinforcement of its Stanislavskian
tradition. In the case of the production of Major Barbara, the
translator-director, who wanted the actors to concentrate their efforts on
diction and characterisation (Ying, 1991), also took a minimising
approach to the art design so as to avoid distracting the audience from
the Shavian thinking.134 The perception is supported by the Chinese
actors’ own accounts that they had gained new insight into the
Stanislavskian methods from working with the “foreign experts” and
performing in these “world-famous plays” (e.g., L. Zhu, 2010). The
experience, as the discussion of Zhu Lin’s enactment of Linda Loman
shows, could result in performance distinct from the actors’ previous
work and exciting to the target system. To some extent, the attempt to
implement the newly-acquired aesthetics, which was also taken by the
target theatrical system as a call to downplay the “external devices”,
consummated in the staging of The Caine Mutiny, which epitomises a
return to the basic definition of spoken drama as an art of ‘speaking’ and
encapsulates the translator-initiator’s efforts to further the transformation
of the speech of the stage into something more intensified and exciting.
134

It is noteworthy that Ying adjusted his approach when directing the same
play for Hong Kong Repertory Theatre in 1994. For the Hong Kong audience, what
he put on was essentially a Western play in the Chinese language in terms of many of
the defining aspects, such as acting style and period details. For instance, while the
Beijing Barbara was dressed in what “look[ed] more like a military uniform” (K. Li,
2007, p. 192), the Hong Kong Barbara wore a genuine Salvation Army uniform.
There could have been the factor of budget consideration, given that the Beijing
version was funded by non-governmental sources as a result of Ying’s fund-raising
experiment; however, it seems that the adoption of the makeshift strategy for art
design in the Beijing production was not only acceptable but also justified from the
translator-director’s perspective.
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In terms of the influence on indigenous playwriting, Ying’s
promotion of the imported Anglo-American plays in and around the
1980s has not only yielded Uncle Doggie’s Nirvana, a particularly
successful imitation, but also stimulated the adoption of a more
experimental approach to theatrical creation, which is most observable in
the work of director Lin Zhaohua, with whom Ying co-directed Amadeus.
Due to various internal and external factors, other indigenous imitations
of the Anglo-American plays introduced around the time have not been
able to rise up to the status of Liu Jinyun’s play. A relatively notable case
is Intentional Injury [《故意伤害》] by Yang Qian [杨阡], a playwright
who is based in Shenzhen (Special Economic Zone), a migrant city
where culture is more diverse. Concentrating on the court debate of a
physical assault case, Yang’s play is modelled on The Caine Mutiny, but
lacks the magnitude of Wouk’s work and Liu’s Uncle Doggie’s Nirvana,
both set against historical events that had profound social consequences.
Nevertheless, it is also the more manageable settings of the play that
have contributed to its marketability. Yang’s script has been continuously
enacted by theatre companies across the country since it was first
performed in 1994 in the ‘small theatre’ [小剧场] of the Beijing-based
Central Experimental Theatre [中央实验话剧院] (now known as the
National Theatre of China [ 中国国家话剧院 ]). 135 Yet, despite its
remarkable vitality, the social impact of the play has been confined by its
position as a ‘small theatre’ drama, as opposed to serious drama like
Uncle Doggie’s Nirvana.136
135

The most recent production was staged at the ‘small theatre’ of the Western
Shore Art Salon of Tianjin in March 2015.
136
The beginning of the genre in China is traced back to Lin Zhaohua’s
production of Gao Xingjian’s Warning Signals in 1982 at the BPAT. Although there
are intellectually-challenging works like those by Lin and Gao, the genre is often
associated with light entertainment.
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As Even-Zohar (2005b, p. 72) observes, naturally, not all imported
goods (successful they may be on the home market) may result in the
transfer or the integrated importation of the repertoire, and not all
transfers could play a major role in the home repertoire. As commercial
factors started to play a larger part in the socio-cultural system with the
furtherance of the country’s political and economic reforms, the problem
of low financial returns became more acutely felt, even by such
prestigious state-backed companies as the BPAT, which provided the
impetus for the fund-raising experiment undertaken by Ying’s production
of Major Barbara. This might have affected the volume and
effectiveness of the transfer of theatrical repertoire. It is not surprising
that overall there have been fewer cases of major spoken drama
companies going all out to stage an imported work, as the BPAT did with
the 1983 Death of a Salesman. In the meantime, there has been an
increase of plays aimed specifically at the ‘small theatre’, which often
requires a very small budget. The BPAT built a venue of around 260
seats for the ‘small theatre’ in 1994, which in itself is a manifestation of
its acknowledgment of the genre and the achievement of the company’s
Lin Zhaohua, one of the most experimental of all contemporary Chinese
spoken drama directors.
Unlike Liu Jinyun, Lin never openly admitted to have followed
any particular Western models. However, the experience of collaborating
with Ying and the ‘foreign experts’ in the early 1980s has left observable
marks on his work. For instance, apart from directing Gao Xingjian’s
plays, Lin is especially noted for his adaptation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet,
which was debuted in a rehearsal room at the BPAT in 1989. While still
advertised as a Shakespearean masterpiece, the production is noted for
its abandonment of the original structure and adoption of a highly
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experimentalist strategy of having the leading actors share the major
parts and switch characters unannounced on the stage. It is likely that
Robertson’s emphasis on the liberation of creativity and the uniqueness
of interpretation in the staging of Shakespeare (Cheng, 1981, p. 157) has
influenced Lin, who was working on the production as assistant director.

5.3. A Reflection on Ying’s Mediatory Position and Its Potential
An alternative perspective to understand the reception of the
productions of Ying’s translations and the mediatory role that he
assumed in the process can be gained by observing the different reaction
by the Chinese theatrical and socio-cultural systems to Lin Zhaohua and
Gao Xingjian.
Unlike Gao, whose open challenge of the mainstream ideological
and theatrical norms became one of the causes leading to his eventual
self-exile, Lin seems to be relatively immune to the criticism about his
experimentalist style, which is often labelled as difficult to understand. It
is likely that Lin’s profession as a director allows him to claim less
responsibility for the ideology of the works but more for the actualised
forms, which has left him to continue negotiating the boundaries of
theatrical expressions in China while maintaining his connection to the
mainstream theatre.137 To some extent, his position as the ‘interpreter’ of
a work (or a translator in a broader sense), instead of the author, has
protected him, especially from being challenged for the content of a
theatrical work. This is also part of the reason why, as mentioned in 5.2.1,
the negative comments that the productions of Ying’s translated playtexts
137

The director set up “Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio” in 1989, which is loosely
connected to the BPAT and uses its resources. So far, the studio is the
longest-running independent spoken drama group in Mainland China.
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have received are, more often than not, directed at the originals instead
of the productions. The relatively smaller pressure on the ‘interpreter’ of
an imported work from the ideological side even permitted the display of
Shaw’s Fabian gradualist reformism in Major Barbara.138
However, as the discussion in Chapter 3 shows, a closely-watched
theatre group like the BPAT might be especially cautious about the
presentation of the ideology of their translated works. When Ying was
directing his own translation of Major Barbara, he was in a better
position to carry out his initial intention of choosing the play, which he
(Ying, 1991) thinks contains Shaw’s most profound thinking and is most
relevant to the realities of China. Still, he had to go through the same
meticulous process of cutting and editing (see Chapter 3) to make the
Shavian thoughts and ideas more presentable in the Chinese context,
which has led to both intended and unintended influence on the reception
of the play.139
What is unusual about Ying in the case of this particular
production was his relative reticence in the promotion of the play, which
138

Reformism, or 改良主义, in the Chinese political discourse has become
the equivalent of conservatism since the early 20th century when Chinese activists
who failed in earlier reformative attempts turned to revolution as the only way-out
for the nation. After the country’s full conversion to Marxist Communism, especially
during the 1960s and 70s, reformism was often regarded as a corrupted belief. Ying
was aware of the potential controversy that the presentation of the Fabian thoughts in
China might cause. At a meeting with the Chinese cast, he mentioned that in Shaw’s
time, when Marxism was rising, this kind of political ideology, which advocated the
avoidance of direct confrontation and the accumulation of small victories into a big
one, was regarded as even more evil than capitalism (Ying, 1991). As previously
mentioned, it is exactly the Shavian thoughts that Ying was meant to introduce to the
Chinese audience through the staging of the play.
139
To make the Shavian war of words more enjoyable, Ying paid special
attention to humorous effects when directing the play, which was successfully
achieved during the actual performances (Ke, 1991, p. 2). Meanwhile, his
unintentional weakening of Barbara Undershaft, the embodiment of naive idealism in
the play (see 3.3), has made the Shavian idea of a more realistic outlook on life and
social development less impressive. For more Chinese critical discussion of the play,
see Sun (1991).
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forms a contrast with his active mediation between the productions of his
other translated playtexts and the target audiences. Apart from giving a
factual introduction and a few comments on the language art and the
profoundness of the thoughts of the play, Ying did not say much about
his personal understanding of Shavian thinking, which seemed
paradoxical given his desire to draw his audience’s attention to it.
Although it was internally agreed that the production was
politically safe (Yang, 1991), it is not unlikely that Ying refrained from
(or was refrained from) making any explicit statement about his opinions
about the play so as to avoid provoking controversy over his own
political stand, which was especially sensitive given his position as a
former high-ranking central government official. In addition, to be the
director means that Ying would be perceived as more involved or
responsible for the eventual production than an average translator. As a
result, he would lose his seemingly neutral place, which had enabled him
to bring his mediatory power into fuller play for the other productions.
This speaks to the limitation of the power of Ying as a theatrical
professional and how he might be reined in by the very institutional
force that allowed him to have access to more resources.
The effectiveness of Ying’s intervention from the standpoint of a
mediatory agent is demonstrated most prominently in the case of Death
of a Salesman. Speaking on behalf of the BPAT at a press conference,
Ying took the opportunity to share his own view on the “anti-American
propaganda” theory about the Beijing Salesman.140 The process is retold
from Miller’s perspective:

140

For instance, Miller (1984) notes that Xinhua, the most influential news agency
in China, once described the play as “a condemnation of monopoly capitalism” (p.
103).
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I think the best part of the conference is Ying’s way of dealing with the
propaganda question. “When it was announced that we were thinking about
this project for our theatre, there was quite a bit of press comment in Taiwan,”
he contentedly begins. “They said, ‘Cao Yu and Ying Ruocheng must be crazy
to think they will be allowed to do Death of a Salesman in Beijing, let alone
have Miller admitted to direct it.’ So you see,” Ying continues, “some people
apparently think it a different kind of propaganda than others. But actually my
own interest in it is basically aesthetic. I think it can open new territory to our
own playwrights, since it does break out of the conventions that by and large
have held us back. And of course I would love to play Willy, as any actor
would.” (Miller, 1984, pp. 45-46)

Ying’s refusal to evade the talk about the political implications of the
production shows an openness of attitude that could encourage more
publicity and consequently benefit the production. The attempt to draw
attention to the aesthetics of the play is consistent with the previously
observed tendency in the producers’ work to tone down the elements
potentially controversial for ideological reasons (see Chapter 3). Given
Ying’s status as the agent representing the BPAT, a declaration of his
own interest in the play is more than ‘personal’. Throughout the
production period, the doubts over the possibility of public performance
never ceased, as recounted by Miller (1984). It was therefore important
for the producers to find a way to exhibit ideological innocence so as to
ensure the viability of the project. The emphasis on the aesthetic interest
could contribute to the objective by providing a diversion of attention,
while communicating the image of an open-minded theatre company that
had an actual interest in new forms and styles.141
141

It is noteworthy that Ying also addressed at the press conference the
specific problem of how the representation of the American material culture would
come across to the Chinese audiences of the 1980s. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the
representation of materialism without any comment had the potential to shock the
Beijing audience, or from Miller’s perspective, distract them from his core message
about humanity underneath materialism. Ying responded to a relevant question at the
press conference: “the play cuts two ways as propaganda, for if a man can have
reached Willy’s standard of living and still feel in bad straits, it can’t be as awful a
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There is reason to believe that Ying was genuine in his interest in
the exploration of new theatrical forms and aesthetics.142 However, there
is also the question of in what way he could concentrate his efforts so as
to maximise the influence of his imports on the local repertoire. It turned
out that, compared with the alien thoughts and ideas in Major Barbara,
alternative formal models, such as the unconventional narrative
technique used in Death of a Salesman, seems to be safer and more
practical target for the translator and his colleagues to focus on.
Meanwhile, as indicated by the fact that all of the works Ying
translated at the time are essentially Realist plays and can be approached
with the Stanislavsky Method, his making of the preliminary translation
policy, which involves the selection of the text to translate (Toury, 1995,
p. 58), was heavily influenced by the mainstream theatrical norms of his
time. As a vehement supporter of Stanislavskian Realism, Ying (1981a)
claims that “the Chinese spoken drama is bound for a dead end if it
strays from the course of Realism”, emphasising that “it is still the
realistic elements in these plays that can truly touch the audiences” when
talking about the works of other styles that he saw when touring with
system as is sometimes advertised” (Miller, 1984, p. 86). Technically speaking,
Ying’s response did not address the playwright-director’s concern directly. This
shows where the translator-mediator’s interest in the production might have diverged
from that of the playwright’s.
While Miller (1984), who was under the impression that “everyone around the
production wants the play to be received and felt as a human document applicable to
China” (p. 103), perceived the translator’s remarks as furtherance of his philosophy
of “one humanity”, Ying’s ‘defence’ of the success of American materialism was an
act of mediation between the production and the target system. The mediatory effort
here not only provided a counter-current to the long-term anti-American propaganda
but also watered down the ideological theories surrounding the production.
142
For instance, as Lin Zhaohua (S. Guo, 1986, para. 7), who co-directed
Amadeus with Ying, recalls, some of the most-discussed creative special effects in
the production are attributed to Ying, such as using skaters to send the two purveyors
of gossip and rumour “Venicelli” (“Little Winds”) flying across the stage. The device
is commended for creating an exciting visual effect and increasing the efficiency of
the activities on the stage.
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Teahouse in Europe in the early 1980s (p. 53). While defending the
orthodox position of the Realist tradition in the Chinese spoken drama,
Ying adds that theatrical Realism is a broad inventory that is open to
change and capable of accommodating new elements, arguing that the
sense of reality lies not in the extent to which the sets, or the so-called
“external devices”, imitate life but in the “truthfulness of the art”, i.e. in
whether the characters act according to the logic of the human nature and
whether the play can resonate with the audiences (p. 53).143 In addition,
it seems that Ying was confident that, for all the diversification of the
audiences’ interests as a result of the rise of mass entertainment since the
mid-1980s, there would always be a niche for the high drama, however
marginalised it may be.
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Against the backdrop of increasing

diversification of audiences’ tastes, Ying’s conformity to the company’s
Realist tradition in the selection of the plays, to some extent, had ensured
that his choices could elicit at least a certain level of warm response,
particularly from the followers and admirers of the BPAT.
In short, for all the seemingly groundbreaking novelties Ying has
introduced to the target theatrical repertoire, the signs of his conformity
to the mainstream theatrical norms of the target culture point to the fact
that he occupied an unlikely position to introduce any works that may
deviate too much from the tradition of Stanislavskian Realism or
143

In the same article, Ying also notes that it is the prevalent narrow
understanding of Realism among the Chinese theatrical professionals that has held
back the promotion of the ideas and works by one of the world’s most prominent
playwrights Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956). The German poet, playwright and director is
known for his proposition of the ‘epic theatre’ and the ‘distancing effect’, suggesting
that a play should provoke rational self-reflection and be critically observed by the
viewers, instead of making them identify emotionally with the characters. Huang
Zuolin, director and then president of the Shanghai People’s Art theatre, is one of the
most important promoters of Brecht’s works in China.
144
For instance, on several occasions (e.g., Han, 1991), Ying mentioned that
the success of The Caine Mutiny showed that there was a “hunger” among the
audiences for this type of play.
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seriously challenge the capacity of the target theatrical and socio-cultural
systems. Nevertheless, the difficulty of introducing the Brechtian theatre
and the rejection of Gao Xingjian seems to suggest that the historical and
socio-cultural realities of China simply offer little room for forms of
spoken drama other than the existing types, which makes Ying’s choices
understandable.145

5.4. Concluding Remarks
In the case studied in this thesis, the production of translated plays
was taken by the translator (and, often, also the initiator) as an
innovative force capable of enriching the inventory of the target
theatrical repertoire. In fact, translated plays have always been an
important source for models since the Chinese spoken drama began to
establish itself in its own right. This relation has continued into the 2000s
when major theatre companies, under increasing financial pressure,
started to fall back on an old repertory of translated plays and revivals of
already canonised works, which is also the case with the BPAT.
There has been sustained interest in the works that Ying introduced
in and around the 1980s, partly due to their initial successes. This attests
to the overall effectiveness and long-lasting impact of Ying’s mediation
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Despite individual cases of success, such as the BPAT’s Schweik in the
Second World War directed by Lin Zhaohua in 1986, the attempts to promote
Brecht’s works and theories have been obstructed by the failures of some early
productions, including Shanghai People’s Art Theatre’s Mother Courage and Her
Children in 1959. The director Huang Zuolin (1990), admits the failure of his
production, commenting that he had “distanced the audience out of the theatre” (p.
420). As Hu Xingliang (2010, pp. 451-469) points out, there has been a profound
misunderstanding of Brecht in China, including by his early promoters like Huang.
As a result, the Brechtian theatre has long been taken as a complete rejection of the
Realist theatre and the Stanislavskian approach. This explains its lack of supporters
in the Chinese theatrical circles in general.
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both within the production process and between the production and the
target systems. As the discussion in this chapter shows, the measures led
by Ying, from the mobilisation of the company’s resources to the efforts
to influence the target viewers’ perception of the plays, have contributed
significantly to the construction of the performability of his translated
playtexts, both in the sense of eliciting desired reaction from the
immediate audience and, on a more profound level, perpetuating the
productiveness of the imported models.
To a large extent, Ying’s visibility in the efforts to facilitate the
production and reception of his translated works was connected to his
personal status, which was bestowed by the theatrical and socio-cultural
powers he represented. The empowerment offered him the chance to
make sure that his decisions could be effectively performed, including
those having profound influence on the target theatrical system, such as
the attempt to transfer particular theatrical models. Reformative attempts
like this, accumulatively, spurred the movement of the Chinese spoken
drama in a less ideologically-driven direction.
It is fair to say that Ying’s multiple roles have enabled him to be a
more effective cultural mediator by allowing him to have access to more
resources. This makes his case particularly revealing about the potential
of a theatre translator and his or her mediatory position on a production.
As the discussion in this chapter shows, in order to promote the
acceptance and consolidate the influence of the introduced novelties,
Ying went to great lengths negotiating with the theatrical and
socio-cultural systemic constraints through a series of direct and indirect
channels. It turns out that part of the effort involved the promotion of the
compatibility of the translated works, or to be more precise, the relevant
models, with the dominant types in the target culture. The measures
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taken, while serving his objective of facilitating the reception process,
also had the ramification of encouraging partial interpretations
contradictory to the producers’ intentions and the exclusion of models
potentially useable to the target system.
This seeming paradox is caused by the norms that had been
interiorised by the translator. The competition among these norms is
especially observable in Ying’s work when he was serving as a
multi-tasking agent on the production. As the discussion in 5.3 shows, a
translator’s unique and seemingly neutral position allows him or her to
be effective in mediating between the production and the target
environment. However, he or she may lose this power when perceived
more involved in the production, which, in Ying’s case, has led to his
refrainment from explicitising his personal view on Major Barbara, a
potentially controversial play directed by himself.
Likewise, while the observation of the work Ying, who was a
highly visible mediator for the reception of his translated plays in
questions, offers an insight into the potential of a theatre translator’s
agency, it also sheds light on how his or her work could be limited by
theatrical and socio-cultural constraints, which is manifested differently
in different dimensions of Ying’s work. When viewed against the larger
socio-cultural context of his time, Ying represents a liberal and
innovative force, which is attested to by the culture ambassadorial nature
of his mediatory strategies. Given the fact that spoken drama in China is
essentially a form of social critique, as indicated by the position of the
so-called ‘social problem plays’ as the dominant genre, against the
backdrop of the country’s Reform and Opening-up, it is expected of the
theatrical system to reflect the acceptance of the foreign, which would
call for more effective (inter-)cultural mediation to ensure the
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performability of specific works. In this particular case, the
(inter-)cultural awareness or biculturalism of the translator, which has
driven him to adopt a broader view on the capacity of the local repertoire,
has put him in the very position to see to the fulfilment of the needs of
the target system, by contributing to the efforts of de-politicising spoken
drama and importing more innovative theatrical models.
While the dependence on imported models for development seems
to indicate that the Chinese spoken drama is a relatively ‘weak’ system
(Even-Zohar, 1990c, pp. 47-48), what has complicated the matter in the
context of Ying’s practice is that although Chinese spoken drama
professionals, including Ying, have always regarded imported models an
important source for innovation, they have also long considered
themselves the legitimate owner of Stanislavskian Realism, an imported
model itself, and created their own repertory classics (e.g. Thunderstorm,
Teahouse and The Family). It can be inferred from the comments Ying
and his colleagues made about the company’s proud tradition that even
when the stock of the indigenous system was particularly low after the
Cultural Revolution, they would not necessarily see the Chinese spoken
drama as a ‘dependent’ on exterior models. This factor would restrict
Ying’s vision only to the plays and elements tolerable by the theatrical
(and, of course, socio-cultural) norms of the target culture and, to some
extent, make him a milder reformer than he might have considered
himself to be; nevertheless, the choices made under such constraints
would guarantee at least some level of acceptance by the target theatrical
and socio-cultural systems, as manifested by the support he had received
from his fellow artists, and was indispensable to the construction of the
performability of his translated works.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

6.1. An “Impossibly” Ideal Theatre Translator in Perspective
Based on a historical survey on the production and reception of
Ying’s translated plays, this study puts his status as an “impossibly” ideal
translator into perspective, pointing out that the performability of his
texts and the success of the eventual productions are defined by the
relevant norms, and constructed through their operation and the
translator’s and the performers’ efforts to negotiate with them. The study
has overcome previous scholars’ over-reliance on the translator’s own
remarks about performable translation, which has limited their scope of
research to the study of the texts only.
In reality, the performability, or theatrical potential, of a translated
playtext cannot be realised via the textual medium only, but constructed
through the work of the multiple norms and the agency of the
participants involved during the production and reception process. The
study finds that while Ying practiced self-restraint in his work as a
narrowly-defined translator, he indeed played a significant, and more
often than not, leading role in the negotiation with the systemic
constraints, so as to make the productions of his texts more likely to be
successful. The analysis in this thesis is often complicated by the fact
that Ying was a sufficiently skilful translator, a highly accomplished
theatrical professional and a powerful culture ambassador all rolled into
one. Nevertheless, such complexity is also what makes the study of his
practice particularly revealing about the potential of a theatre translator.
Compared with literary translators, who usually rely on verbal
means only, theatre translators have more strategic options due to the
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multiplicity of theatrical communication. In the meantime, the
acceptability or the usefulness of the choices that a theatre translator
makes depends on a wide range of factors, from the power dynamics on
the production, to the compatibility of the translation choices with the
needs of the individual stages and to the effects played out through the
actors’ performing bodies, all of which are affected by the position of
translated works in the target theatrical and socio-cultural systems, and
the agency of the translator and the performers.
This study discusses the operation of these factors mainly on three
inter-related levels, i.e., the textual, the theatrical and the socio-cultural.
It is also within the power relations between and/or among these factors
that a theatre translator may find his or her position and explore his or
her potential as a bilingual and bicultural contributor to the
performability of the translated playtext.

6.2. Observations on Systemic Influence in the Construction of
Performability
With regard to the impact of the systemic factors on the
construction of the performability of a translated playtext, the following
observations can be made:
(1) Of all the forces influencing the creation of a translated play,
the norms of translation and theatre are most perceptible to the actual
human agents involved and often considered most relevant. The analysis
of Ying’s practice suggests that when a theatre translator is engaged in
the activity of the so-called ‘translation proper’, or translation in the
sense of an interlingual activity, these two sets of norms may maintain
their respective influence on the translator’s decision-making. This is
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manifested in Ying’s adoption of a largely source-oriented approach to
translation, while maintaining a theatrical professional’s relatively
pragmatic and holistic attitude towards the handling of specific
problems.
When it comes to the making of the preliminary translation policy,
the analysis shows that, although some of the plays that he chose for his
company have been noted by the target culture as ground-breaking in
some aspects, Ying only chose works that were in line with his
company’s Stanislavskian Realist traditions. It seems that the theatrical
norms of the target culture often played a dominant part.
When the production proceeds into the phase of staging, the verbal
text becomes only an element of the multiple sign systems involved in
the creation of a play. Consequently, the theatrical norms would start to
play a more dominant role, which would manifest as continuous
adjustment of the translated playtext through the hands of directors and
actors with the progress of the production. The operation of theatrical
norms usually reflects the norms of the target culture on various levels,
from the linguistic to the socio-cultural, and will further the
compatibility of the translated playtext with the values and tastes of the
target systems. That being said, as the discussion of actors’ approach to
translated playtexts in Chapter 4 shows, although translational and
theatrical norms are heterogeneous in orientation, under certain
circumstances, they may operate in ways that increase the chances of
bringing out certain theatrical potential of the translated playtext.
It may vary from case to case how exactly a translator’s theatrical
knowledge and experience may influence his or her translation of a
playtext. This case study shows that a translator’s theatrical training,
together with his or her understanding of the status and responsibilities
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of a translator, may co-determine the extent to which he or she would be
influenced by the concerns for the performability of the translation and
in what form such influence may be translated in the actual work. In
Ying’s case, his theatrical experience, especially his awareness of the
multiplicity of theatrical communication, is pertinent to his adoption of a
largely non-interventionalist but occasionally mediatory approach to
translation.
As to a production team’s approach to a translated playtext, both
the position of translated works in the target theatrical system and the
(self-)perceived position of the theatre group are decisive factors. When
translated plays are considered a source of innovation, they become the
target of competition among top-tier theatre groups, which would try to
be the first to mount a new import and make it distinctively theirs.
Generally speaking, the process of staging a play is where
theatrically-motivated factors override more translation-related ones and
where the sense of the playtext being a translation, or its ‘translated-ness’
in a neutral term, gets diluted. To the theatrical enactors, especially the
actors, it is also a process of making the translated playtext their own.
While apparently driven by the practical concerns for breathability and
idiomaticity, the actors’ attempts to negotiate with the translated script in
hand are also the reflection of the theatrical and the socio-cultural norms
of their culture. However, it needs to be reminded that while actors’
interpretation of a translated playtext is often constrained by the
boundaries of these norms, the text, being essentially performative, has
its own influence on its interpreters/actors. In other words, the translated
playtext may play its own directory part in the efforts to rid it of its
‘translated-ness’. Therefore, the more an actor is reliant on the
translation for the understanding of a play, the less verbal deviation he or
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she tends to evoke during the attempt to negotiate with it. The case of the
BPAT shows that such a phenomenon can be observed quite often in the
work of a Stanislavskian actor, whose training tends to place a playtext,
and, in this context, a translation in a relatively authoritative position.
It is also due to the performative nature of a translated playtext
that the translator, whether by design or by accident, is bound to
contribute his or her own share of the mise en scène. However, as the
analysis in Chapter 4 shows, it usually takes an extra-textual judgment,
e.g., a concrete theatrical reason, for the performers to act out specific
performative potentialities of the text, and there is no guarantee either
that the performed acts will be what the translator has intended or
envisioned; thus, a translator’s mise en scène through the translation is
not a stable factor in the creation of a performance, but something to be
re-evaluated by those that occupy higher places in the hierarchy of
shaping forces.146
(2) Socio-cultural issues in theatre translation can be broken down
into three aspects. To begin with, they take the form of culture-specific
items that need at least some kind of explanation so that better
communicative results can be achieved. The strategies used to handle
these items often reflect the decision-makers’ tolerance towards the
foreignness of the other culture involved; therefore, from translation to
the more localising process of stage enactment, the strategies adopted
tend to be increasingly adaptive, which are often manifested as further
reduction of the heterogeneity of imported items. This step of mediation,
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As far as the discussion in this case study is concerned, when the translator
and the actors have internalised similar theatrical training, his or her vision of certain
theatrical effects is more likely to be concretised or even strengthened in the actors’
attempts to re-negotiate with the translated playtext, which is one of the factors that
have contributed to the perception of Ying’s translated playtexts as highly
performable.
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which may require the implementation of a combination of both verbal
and non-verbal strategies, is crucial to the representation of the items that
can be ‘taboos’ on the target stage, such as the display of sexuality. If the
represented item, sometimes even after its potentially controversial
aspects have been toned down, is still read as a challenge to the
mainstream ideology and therefore a threat to the interest of the patron,
the producers will be left with little room for manoeuvre; deletion is
often exercised as a result.
Secondly, during the page-to-stage transposition, to perform a
translated playtext requires actors to contextualise the words and actions
of their given characters and deal with the gap between the socio-cultural
realities of the source and target cultures. Although the situations might
be different under other circumstances, such as when the ‘faithfulness’ to
the original is not prioritised (or claimed to be so) by the producers, as
far as the case with the BPAT actors is concerned, to deal with the
socio-cultural gap means to find ways to get themselves closer to the
source culture. As the analysis of Zhu Lin’s creation of Linda Loman
shows, the process is much affected by the actors’ own knowledge,
experience and emotions, which are reflections of their internalised
socio-cultural norms.
Constrained by their horizon, actors are likely to respond, often
not in a conscious way, to the elements more comprehensible to them
when they read about another universe. Consequently, the attempts to
interpret the translated playtext may lead to the conception of
generalised stereotypes in acting, especially when an alternative view
from an intercultural standpoint is unavailable or withheld due to some
reason. However, it needs to be pointed out that the fact that an actor can
only arrive at such seemingly inadequate reading of the translated
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playtext does not suggest a lack of professional skills; nor does it
indicate that the target theatrical system falls short of the sophistication
needed to cope with different characterisation.147
The gaining of a new interpretation of the socio-cultural conditions
depicted in an imported work is capable of fundamentally changing an
actor’s analysis of the dramatic circumstances in question and
consequently altering the way he or she represents the character. This
makes the underlying socio-cultural elements, whether previously
internalised or newly acquired, one of the strongest forces in the shaping
of an actor’s work.
The last layer of the socio-cultural issues is observed when a
production faces the target audiences. Given the role of theatre,
especially of serious theatre, as a social institution, sometimes a very
high-profile one, the staging of translated plays often becomes an
occasion where different currents of ideological thoughts meet. The
BPAT’s case shows that when a play contains ideas deemed incompatible
with the dominant ideology of the target culture, it is common for the
producers, for fear of raising the eyebrows of the patron, to want to avoid
open discussion about the ideological implications of importing the play.
It is likely that adjustment would be or has already been exercised in
order to keep the eventual production from generating controversies. It is
not surprising that the idea of performability, which is sometimes
conveniently supported by the fact that certain concepts are simply
insurmountably unintelligible to the target audience, will be pushed to
the forefront when questions are raised about the producers’ orientation,
or simply to justify their violation of the rule of ‘faithfulness’, an often
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As mentioned in Chapter 4, this is because stereotypical impressions are
often not conceived just by one culture. As Miller observes, Linda Loman is often
characterised as “a lachrymose fount” in other cultures as well.
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valued quality of translated works.
There seems to be an unwritten code of conduct in certain times
that in order to ensure the viability of a theatrical project as an
appropriation of the foreign, the producers sometimes would have to
demonstrate some kind of endorsement of the existing mainstream
ideology, e.g., by projecting the foreign playwright as a sympathiser, or
to downplay the relevance of ideological factors to the production
altogether. The result is that even when the importer, often the translator,
has meant to import some less ‘orthodox’ thinking, such as the Shavian
gradualist reformism in Major Barbara, the objective is unlikely to be
achieved, or even taken notice of, after all the self-censoring measures
taken, unless there are certain systemic socio-cultural changes that could
prepare for the reception of these thoughts in the target culture.
Consequently, in terms of the models related to the ideology of a
work of theatre, translated plays often turn out to be more conservative
than some indigenous works, especially in the substantive aspects, e.g.,
themes and morals. Such self-imposed constraints can also extend to the
formal aspects. Generally speaking, the target theatrical system is more
tolerant of imported aesthetical and technical models. However, when
certain existing models of such a nature have established a tie with the
dominant ideology, which is the case of Stanislavskian Realism in China,
their current status is unlikely to be challenged. This is especially so in a
system where the patronage is undifferentiated.

6.3. Some Final Thoughts on the Role and Position of a Theatre
Translator
The multiplicity of theatrical communication may provide a theatre
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translator with even more strategic options than his or her literary
counterparts. However, whether he or she can tap into those resources
depends on the power dynamics within the institution the translator was
serving, as much as on the individual’s own agency, or willingness to act.
Due to the norms of power distribution within a theatre group, a
translator often need to have at least some level of recognised theatrical
expertise to remain a powerful voice in the page-to-stage transposition.
This indicates that when a translator does rise up to that position, he or
she usually also possesses the knowledge and the skills facilitative to the
work of the performers.
As Ying’s case shows, in reality, however, if a conservative view
on translation, which defines the activity as mainly textual and a
translator as merely a messenger for the original, happens to be the
mainstream norm in the target culture, chances are that the translator,
under the influence of such understanding, will try to be less ‘meddling’
and withhold his or her personal influence on the performers’ work. One
of the possible results is that a multi-tasking translator, like Ying, would
voluntarily compartmentalise his or her responsibilities and treat the
‘translation proper’ and the staging of the translated playtext as two
separate phases, which shows, in his case, as his choice to remain largely
non-interventionalist in translation even when he was to direct the play.
The compartmentalisation itself is not necessarily undesirable; however,
the sometimes self-imposed suppression of the translator or his or her
translator side, due to the existence of a higher authority or simply
because of the shift of attention from the page to the stage, may lead to
the loss of a bilingual and bicultural perspective on the production. As
the discussion of Chapter 4 highlights, it could benefit the production of
a translated playtext, at least in terms of the consistency in the
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page-to-stage transition, if the translator continues scrutinising from the
standpoint of the very translator the performers’ handling of the
translated playtext.
One of the most important assets a translator can bring to a
production is the service of mediation, the potential of which could be
underachieved if the translator considers his or her work as secondary.
While a translator’s influence on the performers through the
performative translated playtext could be substantial, it is often not as
decisive or effective as extra-textual interferences, such as a particular
interpretation of the play from an authoritative source. Given that a
translator’s authority, although the degree of which may vary from case
to case, is granted by his or her bilingualism and biculturalism, whether
it can be exploited for a production has much to do with the translator’s
own agency. The study of Ying’s role in the production and reception of
the works in question may provide inspiration for the theatre translators
who seek the promotion of the performability of their translated
playtexts:
To begin with, according to Stanislavsky, good actors do what they
can to avoid performing clichés or generalised stereotypes. This case
study shows that they often appreciate comprehensive knowledge about
the source culture, which may give them more confidence in their own
representation of the characters. In the staging of a translation, while this
kind of assistance from such an authoritative figure as the director of the
production is always welcomed, it can be especially compelling when
the provider of the information is associated with the source text or
culture, especially when ‘faithfulness’ is valued in the production.
Therefore, one of the ways a translator can contribute is to play a
dramaturgical role and therefore take a more active part in the formation
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of the extra-textual judgment that may determine an actor’s
interpretation of the text. As the discussion of the way Zhu Lin was
inspired by Miller’s interpretation of his own text, this kind of new
information seems to be more likely to affect an actor’s work when it is
presented in a way that is anchored in specific dramatic circumstances
than when it is offered in a generalised manner. This would, again,
conflict with some translators’ understanding of the boundaries of their
job and provide yet another reason for them to downplay their visibility
so as not to usurp the role of the director.
A translator’s agency is important for an intercultural production,
not only because his or her unique perspective could be instrumental in
the decision-making process, but also because a translator’s tie to a work
of theatre is both interpersonal and textual. In either way, and in both, a
translator is capable of exerting profound influence on the performance.
It has to be pointed out here that although, as previously mentioned, the
text is deemed as only one of the factors contributing to a performance,
its influence on the performers’ work still deserves further attention.148
As Ying’s case shows, theatrical professionals could have a high reliance
on, and much reluctance to revise, a translated playtext due to various
factors, from the fame of the translator to the obedience of a less
confident actor. In other words, a translator may have more power over
the performance than he or she realises. Therefore, whether to exercise
that agency when he or she is translating a playtext and to concern
him/herself with issues apart from the matter of accuracy, fluency and
idiomaticity, could be a practical question as much as an ethical one.
In many of the situations discussed in this thesis, the translator had
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In contrast to some translators’ and researchers’ over-emphasis on the role
of textual factors in theatrical production, there is also the potential danger of
underestimating its impact, considering that translation is often placed in a relatively
inferior position on the production.
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more control over the production process, sometimes even to the extent
of influencing the patron, which reveals much about the potential of a
theatre translator; however, the case study also shows the limitation of a
theatre translator as a professional and how he or she could be reined in
by the very power that allows him or her to mobilise resources. This
study agrees with Aaltonen’s observation (1997, p. 93) that the
compatibility of an imported play with the existing repertoire is
important in itself for its staging and reception in the target culture. This
factor shows in a particular way in this study: Even when translated
plays are considered the primary model, a source of innovation, as long
as the translator sees the target repertoire, often of the translator’s home
culture, as established and mature in one way or another, he or she is not
in the position to introduce repertoire conspicuously different from the
existing one, even though some elements he or she imported could be
deemed, at least for a time, as ground-breaking and the decisions made
as progressive.
In the consumption of a translated work of theatre, the translator’s
voice matters not only because it provides useful information for the
understanding of the play, but also because a translator’s position gives
him or her the authority needed to be effective in the mediation between
the production and the target audiences and the target systems at large.
Such mediation could be particularly compelling in cultures that value
‘faithfulness’ for the judgment of a product of translation. While the
other local producers are more likely to be accused of appropriating a
work of foreign origin, the translator’s ties to the source makes his or her
position appear more neutral.149 The translator can lose this position,
along with the convenience that comes along with it, when he or her is
149

For the same reason, the involvement of a ‘foreign expert’ could boost the
overall impression of a production as a ‘faithful’ representation.
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perceived as more involved and more responsible for the substantive
content than a regular translator, the effect of which is shown in Ying’s
practice as the translator-director’s refraining from explicitising his
empathy with the ideology of the work in question. Although it is hard to
say if this is a norm by studying this one case, judging from the
collective evasiveness of the producers in open discussion about
potential controversies, the phenomenon could be common. This is also
partly why imported formal models, rather than substantive ones, seem
to be a more practical target for promotion for the enrichment of the
target repertoire.
As the discussion in this case study shows, even the power of an
“impossibly” ideal theatre translator is defined by the constraints
imposed on him. For those who want to rise above at least the
self-imposed constraints and take a more active part in the construction
of the translated playtext, it is important for them to understand the value
of their bilingualism and biculturalism and bring their mediatory power
into fuller play.

6.4. Implications and Limitations
6.4.1. Implications
The active scholarly contribution by practitioners of theatre
translation in the past decades has led to the acknowledgement of the
translator as a part of the production team, which in itself also recognises
the power that a translator has over the performance of the translated
playtext. However, it seems that this observation has not attracted
enough attention from the (Mainland) researchers who are interested in
the work of Ying or other Mainland theatre translators, partly because the
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role of the translator has become increasingly marginalised in the
common practice in the culture since Ying’s time. That being said, with
regard to the power that a theatre translator could have over the
production through his or her text, much is yet to be explored.
Meanwhile, it needs to be reminded that the translator, powerful as he or
she may be, is only one of the agents involved in the construction of the
performability of his or her translated playtexts, and the import and
transfer of repertoire.
This case study deserves the attention from a broader scholarly
community, not only because it addresses performability, a key word in
theatre translation studies, but also because its observations are made on
the basis of studying the phenomena related to a translator, who turns out
to be capable of doing “the impossible” (Bassnett, 1998, p. 92). The fact
that Ying indeed played a crucial role in the construction of the
performability of his translated playtexts in itself offers evidence refuting
Bassnett’s rejection of using the term in the study of theatre translation
on the grounds that it is “impossible” for a translator to have the ability
to deal with it.
However, Bassnett is right to argue that the performability of a
translated playtext is not created in translation only. This draws our
attention to the issues regarding the scope and method of theatre
translation studies. As Aaltonen (1996, p. 43) notes, there is a persistent
lack of interest in the historiography of theatre translation. The study of
theatre translation from a retrospective standpoint often ends up
concentrating on “pairs of target vs. source texts” (Toury, 1995, p. 183),
partly due to researchers’ limited access to the production process or
relevant historical data. It is my intention to explore ways to go beyond
this limitation by studying a wider range of activities, from the
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production to the reception, and bringing other major participants
involved in the process—the patron, the performers and the
audience—into the discussion. Toury (1995) points out that the findings
of descriptive translation studies should contribute to the formulation of
“a series of coherent laws which would state the inherent relations
between all the variables found to be relevant to translation” (p. 16).
While this historical survey of activities related to one translator (largely
over a particular period of time) is only a step toward the formulation of
laws regarding theatre translation, it proves that the broadening of the
scope of research to “all the variables” of relevance is not only beneficial,
but also indispensible to theatre translation studies, given that
performability, a factor genuinely considered by many theatre translators
and their theatrical collaborators, is constructed in the interplay of their
perspectives, as demonstrated in this study.

6.4.2. Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
Although this case study concentrates on phenomena of translation,
it has benefited from Pavis’s performance-focused perspective that “mise
en scène is not the execution of the text, but its discovery” (Pavis, 2012,
p. 295), which, to some extent, puts translation and theatrical production
on equal terms. This has helped me to avoid, to the best of my efforts,
getting influenced by some pre-conceived ideas about the hierarchy of
factors influencing the work of the translator and the performers.
Nevertheless, the vision of this case study is constrained by its method,
which follows the traces of the translator’s work from the production to
the reception of his translated playtexts. A more interdisciplinary
perspective will definitely benefit future efforts to deepen and expand
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the discussion.
I am aware that the analysis and conclusions of my research is
affected by the fact that the subject of my study is a Stanislavsky-trained
translator, who served a theatre company that takes great pride in its
Stanislavskian Realist tradition, in a culture where ‘faithfulness’ was
valued for the judgment of a work of translation, including theatrical
adaptation. For future research, it will be interesting to see how other
theatrical norms, such as the Brechtian method, may affect the outcome
of research.
I also realise that my discussion of the performance aspects could
be insufficient because of my own lack of theatrical training and
hands-on experience. My understanding of the actors’ implementation of
the Stanislavsky Method is heavily reliant on the BPAT actors’ own
remarks about their practice, which may over-simplify my discussion of
the theatrical norms in my study. It has to be pointed out that a more
accurate description of the theatrical norms that the translator and his
colleagues at the BPAT were complying to should be a translated or a
‘sinicised’ version of the Stanislavsky Method. The import and transfer
of the Method in Mainland China is a worthy topic in itself, but too
ambitious for this thesis to explore.
This study, which is an attempt to understand the roles and
positions of a theatre translator and translated plays in Chinese spoken
drama from a historical perspective, is also limited by the historical
materials that I can have access to. For instance, I was not able to find
the videorecordings of Measure for Measure and Major Barbara and can
only restore the performance of these two plays by following the textual
trails. Although the BPAT museum has been supportive to my research,
they are still in the process of sorting out and publishing their archives.
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Therefore, more evidence or counter-evidence may surface. For the time
being, it will be interesting to see how other spoken drama groups in
Mainland China work(ed) with translated plays, and take into
consideration the factor of geo-economy.
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